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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing is a fabrication approach which offers the possibility to build complex 3D 

structures from a virtual model without requiring moulds or costly post-processing steps to accom-

plish the final structures. Digital Light Processing (DLP) and 2-Photon-Lithography (2PL), two lithog-

raphy-based techniques, represent additive manufacturing processes, which offer the highest de-

gree of achievable complexity and resolution in their printed structures. Both techniques print their 

3D structures by using light to polymerise photosensitive materials. Photocurable preceramic pol-

ymer resins offer the possibility to be shaped by both DLP and 2PL printing and are subsequently 

transformed into ceramic material through pyrolysis, while maintaining their predetermined 

printed structure. 

This work is divided into four parts and presents complementary approaches at the material and 

production level to build highly complex 3D ceramic macro- and micro-structures, all based on the 

printing of a photosensitive siloxane preceramic polymer. 

In the first part the photosensitive polysiloxane is blended with other preceramic siloxane resins, 

offering no photosensitivity but a high ceramic yield upon pyrolysis. Complicated structures with 

cm-sized dimensions and resolution as low as 30 µm are shaped via DLP printing and turned into 

SiOC macro-structures with complete shape maintenance. The blending of two siloxanes offers the 

possibility to control and alter the ceramic yield, shrinkage, resolution and free-carbon content of 

the structures, while at the same time exhibiting no diminished printing capability. Detailed sinter- 

and mechanical properties of one of the blends was investigated in detail and at all scales and 

demonstrated that, while the overall shape of ceramic structures are preserved during pyrolysis, 

different shrinkages as well as a change in aspect ratio depending on the structural configuration 

can occur and has to be taken into consideration. 

The photosensitive polysiloxane, already used for macro-fabrication to gain SiOC structures, was 

also used in 2PL printing to fabricate structures of the same complexity at the microscale. SiOC 

ceramics with homogenous shrinkage and feature sizes as low as 800 nm were built with the help 

of a new printing configuration and printed support structures. 

The third part of this work describes a complementary approach at the processing level, when SiOC 

ceramic structures are fabricated with a new hybrid additive manufacturing approach, combining 

DLP and 2PL printing. The advantages of DLP, the free standing and easy handling of macro-dimen-

sional structures, are joined with the resolution capability of 2PL printing. Precisely positioned 3D 

structures with sub-µm sized features on top of cm-sized structured components were printed. 
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In the final part the polymer processing capability of preceramic polymers and their transformation 

into a reactive ceramic phase upon pyrolysis is exploited. Instead of producing pure SiOC ceramics, 

the photocurable siloxane preceramic polymer is combined with alumina powders to develop a 

new ceramic phase, mullite, upon sintering. The phase transformation at low sintering tempera-

tures developed the new mullite phase within the 3D structure, fabricated due to the photosensi-

tive capabilities of the siloxane via DLP printing. 

Due to the complementary approach in this work, 3D ceramic structures have been fabricated at 

the macroscale (DLP), microscale (2PL) and multi-scale (Hybrid additive manufacturing; DLP + 2PL) 

on basis of a photosensitive preceramic polymer. Different ceramic materials, SiOC and mullite, 

have been produced from the polysiloxane thanks to its transformation capability into SiOC ceramic 

and reactive SiO2 phase at high temperatures. Through the addition of passive and active fillers 

complex, dense, pore- and crack-free ceramic structures with no sign of delamination and complete 

maintenance of shape have been developed with varying properties.  
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1 General Introduction 

Advanced materials and manufacturing technologies for a direct fabrication of 3D functional struc-

tures are attracting consistent attention within both academia and industry communities, mainly 

for prototyping and complex tool fabrication. Traditionally ceramics have been manufactured via 

processing routes like powder pressing, tape or slurry casting using moulds or dies and are given its 

final shape and structure through various stages of pre- and post-processing. These machining 

steps, although now highly developed and refined, take away material through cutting, drilling, pol-

ishing etc. to get to the desired shape. To shape a ceramic comes with its own problems like danger 

of damage to the brittle sample, tool abrasion and wear as well as machinery cost which is especially 

high, around 80 % of overall manufacturing cost, in this class of hard and brittle materials.[1] Besides 

the request for near-net-shaped ceramics, which meet the required geometry to eliminate post-

processing costs, there is a demand for more and more complex ceramic structures with undercuts 

or designed, non-stochastic porosity as well as small features. Parts with high structural complexity 

are very hard or impossible to achieve with the traditional subtraction of material and would re-

quire a lot of time and costly machining steps,[1] whereas in additive manufacturing the cost and 

time of production is uncorrelated to the structural complexity or is in fact cheaper and faster for 

highly complex and porous structures, where less material needs to be used.[2] Therefore, the need 

to change the fabrication process arouse. With additive manufacturing ceramic structures are built 

by adding material instead of subtracting, eliminating the need for other shaping processes, the 

cost for models and moulds or post-processing steps. The fast time from the design to the actual 

product and the flexibility in changing the geometry makes additive manufacturing cost efficient 

for customized products and small series production. While traditional manufacturing processes 

are still cost efficient for larger scale productions, additive manufacturing complements them, for 

example in producing parts of complex geometries, small batches, flexible production, spare parts, 

prototypes or customized products. 
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1.1 Additive Manufacturing of Ceramics 

Additive manufacturing or three-dimensional (3D) printing describes different methods to directly 

shape parts from a material feeding source through a pattern-generating device on a computer-

controlled translation stage.[3] The state of the material feeding source can be either solid (Powder 

based 3D Printing, Selective Laser Sintering, Laminated Object Manufacturing) or liquid (Slurry 

based 3D Printing, Powder-Based Selective Laser Sintering, Stereolithography, Direct 3D Printing, 

Direct Ink Writing). Ink deposition nozzle(s) or laser-writing optics are used to generate the patterns 

of a virtual model from a CAD-file (computer-aided design). Depending on the deposition process 

of the material and the way to consolidate it, there is a distinction between direct and indirect 

additive manufacturing techniques (see Figure 1).  

The first category consists of Direct Inkjet printing (DIP) and Direct Ink writing (DIW), also named 

Robocasting or Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM). In DIP a water or organic based ceramic suspen-

sion, with ceramic loading < 30 vol%, is stabilised with different additives to control viscosity, ink 

spreading or drying and is loaded in a printing head.[1, 4] The print head deposits directly either con-

tinuous or individual, drop-on-demand, drops of ink onto the printing platform. Structures show 

good sintering activity as the ink is a ceramic suspension, therefore has high powder packing den-

sity, and uses sub-micrometre powders which leads to good mechanical properties.[1] Resolution 

and accuracy is not only affected by the extrusion parameters like extrusion rate or nozzle speed 

but also by the ink parameters such as solid content, particle size and viscosity. In DIW, the ceramic 

suspension has the viscosity of a paste and is extruded through a nozzle in the form of a continuous 

filament. The exact control of the rheological properties of the ceramic paste is necessary to pre-

vent the sagging of the printed filament and the deformation of the part after extrusion. The extru-

sion nozzle can take different cross sections to create circular, square, hollow or other geometric 

filaments and its size, which can range from about 100 – 2000 µm, affects the resolution of the 

printed product.[1, 4] The texture of the structure is that of stacked filaments which affects the final 

surface quality. 

To the second category, indirect additive manufacturing, belong 3D printing techniques which are 

inscribing patterns in a spread layer of powder, liquid or solid sheet material via laser optics or print 

heads. After the successful inscription within one layer the platform moves in z-direction in a pre-

defined slicing distance and the next layer of material is coated onto the inscribed lower layer. In 

this way the whole 3D structure is being build up. In Powder based 3D Printing (P-3DP) as well as 

Selective Laser Sintering/Melting (SLS/SLM) a coater deposits a new sheet of flowable powder on a 

printing platform. The structure is selectively inscribed via a print head, which distributes droplets 
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of a liquid binder to glue the powder particles together, or via a laser beam, which locally sin-

ters/melts the powder particles. Negative aspect of these types of 3D printing is the large particle 

size (30 – 100 µm) necessary for the flowability of the powder during layer deposition which leads 

to a theoretical powder bed density of as low as 25 – 50 % and prevents therefore sintering to high 

density.[1, 4] Additionally, for SLS the short interaction time of the laser with the powder limits the 

diffusion of the material which also leads to a poor densification. The high level of residual porosity 

is the reason for the low mechanical properties of structures fabricated via P-3DP or SLS/SLM.[1, 4] 

On the other hand, there are no limitations regarding the complexity of the parts geometry as the 

powder bed acts as additional support during the fabrication. The great speed and relatively low 

cost equipment for P-3DP makes it possible to build affordable, big parts in a relative quick time 

frame,[1] while SLS and SLM are the only additive manufacturing processes which are sintering the 

ceramic powder during printing, making ready to use ceramic parts.[4] By using a liquid ceramic 

suspension for the layer spread instead of a layer of flowable powder the powder packing density 

in the layer can be increased, potentially exceeding 60 % theoretical density in Slurry based 3D 

Printing (S-3DP) and Slurry-Based SLS (S-SLS).[4] A solid material source is used in Laminated Object 

Manufacturing (LOM), where paper, tapes or other flat shapes are laminated together at low to 

medium temperature and pressure after a laser cuts out the respective shape from the material 

sheet. Structures fabricated by this method are quite affordable as not only the machine invest-

ment but also material and processing expenses are low. Green tapes from extrusion process or 

tape casting can directly be used to produce the laminates and the lamination process operates 

better at lower applied pressure and temperature were additionally delamination and distortion 

can be reduced. The still occurring delamination together with interfacial porosities, defects and 

differential shrinkage are responsible for the poor quality of the tape interfaces and result in con-

siderably low and anisotropic mechanical properties.[1, 4] High mechanical properties, similar to the 

ceramic pieces obtained by casting processes, and the highest level of accuracy and printing detail 

can be achieved with stereolithography (SLA).[4-6] Achievable resolutions, typically around 50 µm in 

lateral and 10 – 250 µm in horizontal direction, are the highest one from all the additive manufac-

turing techniques and are only excelled by 2-photon-lithography (2PL), a lithography-based process 

to gain resolutions < 1 µm. SLA and 2PL are based on a similar mechanism in which a photocurable 

liquid reacts upon light exposure and photopolymerises in the illuminated areas, building the solid 

structure. They will be explained in detail in the following sub-chapters. 
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Figure 1 Schematic of additive manufacturing methods. [4] 
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In general, additive manufacturing of ceramics is much more difficult than the 3D printing of 

polymers since ceramic powders, for instance, negatively affect the viscosity of suspensions as well 

as printing accuracy, and usually have a low packing density, which can lead to not-fully dense parts 

after sintering and detrimental mechanical properties. While the 3D printing process of polymers 

already culminates in the finished end-product, the ceramic parts still have to undergo two 

additional steps, debinding and sintering. This is often the most difficult part of the 3D printing of 

ceramics as the whole organic part has to be burned out in a controlled way and the ceramic 

sintering process optimised to reach a high density in the finished ceramic with homogenous 

shrinkage and no defect formation like wrapping, pore and crack formation or delamination. 
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1.1.1 Stereolithography and Digital Light Processing 

Additive manufacturing (AM) techniques started only around 30 years ago in 1986 with the release 

of the first stereolithography (SLA) machine by 3D Systems.[7] It is a laser-based technology in which 

light triggers a chemical reaction, leading to the photoinduced polymerisation of a liquid photosen-

sitive resin, containing typically vinyl or acrylate groups.[4] A schematic representation of the chem-

ical radical polymerisation reaction can be seen in Figure 2. During exposure, the intensity of the 

light source causes the excitation of photoinitiators, molecules which have a low photodissociation 

energy and are added to the photocuring liquid in small concentrations. Upon photon absorption a 

chemical bond in the photoinitiator is cleaved (photodissociation) and free radicals are created. 

Those radicals attack the unstable double bonds of the monomers or oligomers and form a covalent 

bond with one of the electrons of the double bond while the other electron in turn remains un-

bound, creating a radical in those organic compounds. In this way, the polymerisation process is 

initiated. A continuous double-bond breaking and free radical formation in the subsequent mono-

mers leads to the growth of the polymer chain. If monomers with more than one double bond are 

used, an interconnected, branched solid 3D network of a highly cross-linked polymer forms. The 

chain reaction is terminated when two radicals, either from the initial initiator or from the radical 

chain in any step of the growth process, meet and react with each other to form a stable covalent 

bond. 
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Photoinitiator dissociation  

 

Initiation 

 

Propagation 

 

Termination 

 

Figure 2 Schematic drawing of free radical polymerisation using the example of a photoinitiator I which 
builds free radicals upon light exposure and polymerises an organic molecule R with acrylate groups. 

This free radical polymerisation starts in certain locations upon light exposure. These locations are 

patterns belonging to a virtual CAD-file, which can be modelled digitally (Figure 3a). Arbitrarily com-

plex 3D structures can be designed with the help of different software construction programs. If 

necessary, support structures have to be added to the design (see Figure 3b) in order to remove 

overhangs and ensure the printability of the structure as the printing resin is liquid and presents no 

support capabilities. The added support structures have to be removed from the structure after 

printing. The designed virtual model is transformed into a printable stl-file, which is being sliced in 
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layers of a defined thickness and composes, stacked together, the entire structure (Figure 3c). Every 

layer is printed one after another to successively fabricate the whole 3D structure via stereolithog-

raphy (Figure 3d). 

   

a) Virtual model b) Addition of support 
structures if necessary 

c) Slicing 

 

d) Printing of stl-file 

Figure 3 Stereolithography operation process; from model (a) to printed structure (d) . 

In SLA, a UV laser beam is the light source causing the free radical photopolymerisation. It scans the 

surface of the resin in a series of points and lines and selectively hardens the photosensitive mate-

rial corresponding to a cross section of the product. SLA builds the 3D part in z-direction layer-by-

layer, enabling the fabrication of components with high resolution and a good surface quality.[4, 8] 

Digital light processing (DLP) is a more time efficient variant of this technique, in which a projector 

is used to flash a single image of each 2D layer across the entire printing platform, and therefore 

exposes and cures the entire cross-sectional slice of the photopolymerisable resin at once. Because 

an entire layer is exposed with a single pattern, faster build speeds are achieved, independent of 

layer complexity or filling,[4] in contrast to SLA where the scanning time for each layer depends on 

the area which needs to be polymerised.[9] Since the entire printing area is illuminated in DLP at the 

same time, multiple objects, closely located together over the entire build area, with different struc-

tures can be done simultaneously, which significantly increases productivity, as one complete print 

can produce several different objects at once within the same time frame. Although DLP represents 
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the lithography-based process with faster printing times, the surface quality of SLA fabricated ob-

jects is superior, because in DLP the layers are not written as points and lines, but each layer is 

composed of squared pixels from the projectors digital screen. Those squared pixels result in a layer 

formed from small rectangles which gives the surface a very pronounced step-by-step profile and 

has a negative effect on curved edges also within one slice.[10] The layer-by-layer print of SLA and 

DLP leaves behind a horizontal stepwise profile in both lithography methods. This profile can be 

smoothened in z-direction by reducing the layer thickness, which can typically be set in SLA and DLP 

printers between 10 to 250 μm.[9] By printing thinner layers more detail and more accuracy in the 

print can be achieved but this comes at a cost of build time, because more layers have to be re-

coated and illuminated. 

There are two methods in stereolithography for how to project the light into the printing resin and 

in which direction growth of the final structure is achieved, both shown in Figure 4. In the bottom-

up method (Figure 4a) the structure is printed upside down. The light shines from the bottom 

through a transparent window and transparent, non-sticky PDMS vat layer into the printing resin 

and exposes a thin layer of liquid between the PDMS and the building platform. After the appropri-

ate exposure time, the platform lifts the solidified layer in positive z-direction a distance of the 

previously determined layer thickness. Liquid resin from the surrounding bath fills the empty spaces 

through gravitational force and is subsequently again exposed when the new layer is being pol-

ymerised. During printing, the structure is built while partially submerged in the liquid, preventing 

any contact between resin and oxygen which avoids oxygen inhibition of the polymeric chain 

growth.[9] As the parts are only partially submerged in the liquid, only small amounts of slurries are 

needed to build the part, which makes this the preferred method in research laboratories, where 

new materials are tested in small quantities. Another advantage of this method is the consistent 

resolution in z-direction as the layer thickness remains constant and precise, being the distance 

between previously printed layers and bottom of the vat. A huge disadvantage on the other hand 

is that the object has to adhere very well to the building platform as it rises vertically, which might 

require a large amount of support structures. As the resin is cured between two solid surfaces, 

already printed layers and PDMS vat layer, it faces two attachment choices. The PDMS is chosen as 

the material for the vat layer since it is not only transparent but also non-sticky, which limits the 

attachment-appeal for the freshly polymerised material slices.[11-13] Still, a certain amount of force 

is required to separate newly cured layers from the bottom surface. This separation force is higher 

the larger the exposed, dense area is, and limits therefore wall thicknesses and can lead to manu-

facturing defects, delamination and failures of the whole part as subsequent layers will connect to 

once detached material and also remain at the bottom of the vat.[13] Furthermore, due to the sep-

aration forces in every layer, the PDMS vat layer will deteriorate over time as the exposure of the 
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2D patterns creates so called “ghost-interfaces” in the transparent layer, which means that it has 

to be replaced.  

The other method, top-down shown in Figure 4b, builds the structure from top to bottom. The light 

shines from above inside the printing resin, illuminates the photosensitive slurry from the top and 

polymerises the illuminated pattern at the interface between air and liquid. This exposure to air 

might cause oxygen inhibition of the polymerisation and therefore slows down the printing process 

as it requires a higher exposure time.[9] The building platform moves in negative z-direction and 

lowers the structure into the liquid resin, which covers the already printed part before the next 

layer exposition. One obvious advantage of this projection method is that no part of the printing 

equipment is consumable, like the PDMS layer in the bottom-up method, and therefore doesn`t 

need to be replaced. Furthermore, the 2D patterns in each layer are not build between two solid 

faces, PDMS layer and already printed part, but at the top of the structure, at the interface between 

air and previously solidified layers. They therefore don`t have to be detached from another solid 

face (PDMS vat) which means they can also only attach to the printed object, and therefore there 

is no danger of parts failure in the middle of a print due to failed separation from the vat. Less 

support structures might be necessary than with the bottom-up method as the structure sits on top 

of the building platform and doesn`t hang from it, which reduces consumed resin, takes lesser time 

for file preparation and reduces the amount of structures which have to be removed after printing. 

Negative aspect in this method is that the layers thickness is not constant and not so easily con-

trolled, as surface tensions might cause ripples on the surface. Moreover, high viscosity liquids 

might require a long time to coat the previously illuminated area and form a new liquid layer to be 

exposed, or could lead to incomplete covering of the surface of the object being printed. Another 

disadvantage is the large quantity of printing liquid that is needed, as the structure is at all times 

completely submerged inside the printing bath. This makes this projection method not favourable 

for research facilities testing new materials but rather for businesses which want to print tall parts 

with large, dense areas, which would require a high detachment force from the PDMS layer in the 

bottom-up projection method.[13] 
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a) Bottom-up b) Top-down 

Figure 4 Schematic drawing of stereolithography projection method.  

For printing ceramics and glasses, the photosensitive resin is filled with fine glass or ceramic parti-

cles, which become entrapped in the hardened polymer after the photosensitive material is pol-

ymerised during the light exposure. The finished photopolymerised green samples are subse-

quently debindered to remove the organic content and sintered to dense ceramics.[4, 6, 14-16] Stere-

olithography of ceramics and glasses is not trivial due to the presence of these glass or ceramic 

particles. The solid loading content has to be maximised, typically the resin is filled up to 40 – 60 

vol%,[1, 14, 17] in order to avoid cracking during debinding and to achieve a dense glass or ceramic 

after sintering. Contrary to this objective, a high solid loading will increase the viscosity, which has 

to be kept at a suitable low level for printing.[1, 9, 14, 17-19] The change in viscosity η by introducing a 

solid volume fraction φ in a pure liquid φ0 was modelled by Griffith et al.[17] using a modified Krieger-

Dougherty equation. 

𝜂 =  𝜂0 (1 −
𝛽𝜙

𝜙0
)

−2.5𝜙0
      (1) 

The dispersion quality of the particles is represented in β and equals 1 for perfectly colloidally dis-

persed particles where the slurry reaches the lowest possible viscosity, while it is significantly 

greater than 1 for fine powders as dispersion progressively gets more difficult. The maximum pos-

sible solid fractions, according to above model, reaches 0.7 for powders with wide particle size dis-

tribution when the viscosity of the system changes to that of a wet solid paste.[17] As the viscosity 
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has to be kept at a suitable level for printing, typically below 5 Pa*s,[1, 18, 19] and rises sharply for 

suspensions in the 40 – 60 vol% range, indicated to be necessary to achieve dense ceramics,[1, 14, 17] 

special dispersants have to be used in order to keep the printing resin fluid enough to recoat the 

printing vat for the next layers.[1, 4, 15, 17, 18] Furthermore, the particles have to be stabilized against 

sedimentation during the printing process to avoid an inhomogeneous distribution of the glass or 

ceramic particles inside the printed structure and an accumulation of them in the remaining print-

ing liquid.  

Additionally, in contrast to pure polymer resins, the ceramic particles not only dilute the active 

photosensitive monomers in the slurry, but also cause light absorbance and scattering due to their 

interaction with the incoming light.[1, 9, 14, 15] The penetration depth of light will be decreased, as 

photons are absorbed and redirected from the forward beam, and the shape of features, especially 

those of high aspect ratios, can be broadened and rounded as the scattered photons widen the 

beam.[1, 9, 15, 16] While absorption and scattering are always present in a glass or ceramic particle 

filled resin, the amount of it depends on the solid volume fraction, the particle size, particle size 

distribution, and the difference in refractive index between the solid phase and the liquid.[1, 9, 14, 17] 

The penetration depth, or cure depth Dcure, is the distance the UV beam can travel inside the particle 

filled slurry and still have enough intensity Icure left to polymerise the photosensitive polymer in the 

resin. This can be modelled, and includes the factors which influence the cure depth through ab-

sorption and scattering, the ceramic volume fraction φ, the particle size d and the efficiency factor 

Q which is proportional to the square of the refractive index difference between ceramic and UV 

curable monomers.[17] 

𝐷𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒  ≈  (
𝑑

𝑄
) (

1

𝜙
) 𝑙𝑛 (

𝐼0

𝐼𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒
)     (2) 

The above equation shows how the intensity of the initial beam, I0, decreases with increasing ce-

ramic volume fraction, decreasing particle size and increasing refractive index difference, which 

leads to a reduced penetration depth. The smaller the difference in refractive index between the 

glass or ceramic and the photosensitive liquid, acrylates or vinyls in general, the more UV-transpar-

ent those slurries get, which reduces the scattering and absorption significantly. Therefore, those 

glasses and ceramics like fused silica (n = 1.45), quartz (n = 1.56) or alumina (n = 1.70), which show 

a relatively small refractive index contrast to acrylates like poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA; 

n = 1.47) or trimethylolpropane ethoxylate triacrylate (TMPETA; n = 1.471), are easier to print than 

ceramics with high refractive index contrast like silicon nitride (n = 2.05), zirconia (n = 2.20) or silicon 

carbide (n = 2.55), as they require a high energy dose for a notable z-penetration depth.[9, 15, 17, 20] 
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Despite those problems in printing ceramics, SLA and DLP still offer a high precision 3D printing 

method of ceramic materials, compared to other additive manufacturing techniques like direct ink 

writing or powder-based 3D printing. The printing method offers a high printing accuracy with res-

olutions smaller than any other additive manufacturing technique for ceramics. As stereolithogra-

phy is just a shaping step to give the end-form, the structures have to be post-processed. Once 

printing is complete, the parts are removed from the building platform and post-cured to complete 

the polymerisation of all the acrylate groups, since the exposure time of the printer is selected to 

be just long enough to give the final shape, but quick enough to limit exposure and therefore print-

ing time, which leaves some acrylates unreacted. Post-curing increases the mechanical properties 

of the parts, stabilises them and therefore increases its durability.[21] Any support structures, which 

had to be added during the print to avoid overhangs (see Figure 3b), have to be mechanical re-

moved before the structures are debindered and sintered to ceramic material. After sintering, 

dense struts inside the structure are obtained with SLA/DLP, which are beneficial for the mechanical 

properties, which themselves are similar to those obtained by using traditional shaping tech-

niques.[6] 
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1.1.2 Two Photon Lithography 

Continuing advances in research and development in the field of three-dimensional advanced man-

ufacturing techniques have pushed resolution limits down to the micro- and nano-scale. The 

straightforward realization of miniaturized parts provides a solution to the growing demand for 

high densities of integration, less power consumption, better performance and reduction in fabri-

cation cost. Moreover, further opportunities come from the unique spectrum of properties that 

small-scale topological and structural features can provide. Microscale lattice materials, metamate-

rials, photonic crystals, nano-electro-mechanical (NEMS) and micro-electro-mechanical systems 

(MEMS) are just some examples of functional systems taking advantage of small-scale feature size 

effects in 3D.[22-29] 

The concept of multiphoton effects was first predicted by later Nobel Prize winner Maria Göppert 

more than eighty years ago, but it took around 30 years more to develop lasers with enough light 

source intensity to proof the concept. The first commercially available femtosecond laser, based on 

Kerr lens mode-locking, was introduced in the 1990s, starting the development of those type of 

lasers just three decades ago.[30, 31] The femtosecond laser utilises the concept of simultaneous 

multi-photon absorption in atoms to reach electron transition states, which cannot be accom-

plished with single-photon absorption. The excited energy levels S1 and S2 in Figure 5 are therefore 

not the same, which means the multi-photon absorption can be used to accomplish tasks not pos-

sible with single-photon absorption. Since the virtual state (dashed line in Figure 5b) has an incred-

ibly short lifetime, in the range of femtoseconds, a second photon is needed to reach the excited 

state for the electron before the decay of the virtual state. The probability for both absorptions to 

happen increases with laser intensity, and is therefore restricted to the focus of the laser beam, 

which leads to a strongly confined interaction region (see Figure 5c). Because of their high spatial 

resolution and the ability to selectively excite specific molecules, femtosecond pulsed lasers can be 

used for multi-photon microscopy. Other applications include laser ablation of materials due to 

plasma generation inside the material for nano- and micromachining, surface patterning of, for the 

wavelength of the applied laser, transparent materials e.g. inside various types of glasses, or for the 

creation of structures with resolutions below the micrometre.[30, 31] 
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Figure 5 Atom excitation with both single-photon (a) and two-photon absorption (b); intensity distribution 
along the propagation direction of the focused laser beam. [30] 

Two-photon lithography (2PL) is a laser-assisted technology for the intrinsic-3D fabrication of struc-

tures at the micro- and mesoscale and was first demonstrated by Maruo et al. in 1997.[32] The setup 

of 2PL can be seen in Figure 6. A femtosecond pulsed laser with very high peak intensities is tightly 

focused into a volume of photosensitive polymeric liquid to induce a localized chemical polymeri-

sation reaction based on the same radical polymerisation mechanism as in stereolithography (see 

Figure 2). By exploiting two-photon absorption, the exposed volume is confined to the focal region, 

leading to a polymerised small element (voxel) whose ellipsoid shape dimensions range from the 

nm-range (in width) to a few μm (in height). Different to stereolithography, were the laser (SLA) or 

the projected digital light (DLP) is absorbed at the surface of the photosensitive material, in 2PL the 

laser radiation is polymerising in the focal voxel within the photoresist, and passes through the rest 

of the resin without interaction since the absorption threshold is not exceeded (see Figure 6). The 

laser beam is initially focused at the substrate glass/resin interface, and material is polymerised 

successively along the trace of the focal voxel. The whole structure is being fabricated, according 

to 3D design, by keeping the focus fixed and moving the substrate through a piezoelectric scanning 

stage in every direction. This controlled movement of the voxel within the liquid volume allows the 

fabrication of 3D structures of high resolution, below the micrometre range.[30, 33-36] 
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Figure 6 2-Photon Lithography setup. [36] 

The resolution itself depends on the size of the voxel, which in turn depends on the exposure dose. 

The structural resolution as a function of laser intensity can be seen in Figure 7. It shows that struc-

tures are being written in those areas where the intensity exceeds the polymerisation threshold. 

Higher intensity broadens the voxel size and increases the line width and depth of the structural 

features as illustrated in Figure 7. Areas of exposure dose below the threshold remain unaffected 

and maintain their liquid state. In areas above a certain intensity value, more than two photons 

may be absorbed simultaneously, which can induce multiphoton ionization, optical breakdown and 

plasma formation. While useful for nanomachining e.g. during refractive eye surgery,[31] the for-

mation of bubbles and explosions in the focused voxel destroys already printed structures and 

leaves this area unusable for 2PL. This demonstrates that the line width and depth of the structural 

features can be tuned by adjusting the exposure dose of the laser radiation within certain bounda-

ries.[30]  

 

Figure 7 Intensity distribution of the exposure dose at the cross -section of the focal spot.  [30] 

The following processing steps is again equal to SLA or DLP printing, when the finished structures 

are cleaned of all excess fluid of unpolymerised resin, revealing the fabricated structures. After de-

velopment, the structures remain attached to their glass substrate on which they were printed.  
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1.2 Preceramic Polymers 

Preceramic polymers are a special class of inorganic polymers, which combine the processability 

properties of polymers with the capability of transforming into ceramic materials, also called poly-

mer-derived-ceramics, after high-temperature treatments in inert or oxidative atmospheres. The 

main attraction of using preceramic polymers to fabricate ceramics is that shaping and forming is 

done in the polymeric state, thus avoiding the high cost of ceramic machining[1] and the problems 

occurring with tool wear and brittle fracture.[37] In fact, preceramic polymers can be shaped with a 

variety of polymer forming technologies, like extrusion, injection molding, infiltration, coating, 

spinning or pressing among others.[37, 38] After forming, the preceramic polymers are treated like 

any other ceramic component and will be debindered, to decompose organic groups, and then sin-

tered to ceramic material; the entire process is termed “pyrolysis”. While the organic groups of the 

preceramic polymers burn away with gas release and shrinkage during debinding, the inorganic 

backbone remains behind. Likewise to the decomposition of purely organic polymers, organic moi-

eties such as methyl, phenyl, vinyl or Si-H, Si-OH, Si-NHx groups in the preceramic polymers will be 

eliminated and removed from the remaining part through continuous gas flow.[37] The velocity of 

the burn-out depends on the heating rate and will induce, if is it too rapid, typically > 2 °C/min, 

defect formation like cracks or pores, which will catastrophically decrease the mechanical proper-

ties and can lead to total collapse of the structure. The ceramic conversion is being completed at 

rather low temperatures, of around 1000 – 1300 °C, compared to powder-based ceramic technol-

ogies.[8, 37-40] Although most of the shrinkage occurs during debinding below 600 °C, the transfor-

mation into ceramic material is accompanied with an additional significant shrinkage when “transi-

ent porosity” is eliminated and the structure further densifies with increasing temperature.[41, 42] 

Besides the possibility of shaping the ceramic in their polymeric state and transforming them to 

ceramic material at low temperature, unique ceramic materials, like SiC, Si3N4, BN, SiOC, SiCN, 

SiBCN ceramics, can be manufactured from preceramic polymers with a composition only realizable 

via the molecular route.[38, 40, 43] They can be classified according to the number of different atoms 

in their ceramic material. The most well-known ceramic materials developed from preceramic pol-

ymers are Si3N4, SiC, BN, and AlN, belonging to the binary system, SiCN, SiOC, and BCN, which are 

counted to the ternary system, and SiCNO, SiBCN, SiBCO, SiAlCN, and SiAlCO which belong to the 

quaternary system.[37] The most frequently used preceramic polymers contain silicon atoms in their 

backbone, and are classified according to the nature of the group sharing a covalent bond to the Si 

atom in the inorganic polymeric chain (group X see Figure 8). The repeating units Si-X of poly(or-

ganocarbosilanes) (X = CH2), poly(organosiloxanes) (X = O), poly(organosilazanes) (X = NH) and 

poly(organosilylcarbodiimides) (X =(C=N=C)) are detailed in Figure 8, together with the ceramic ma-

terials, SiC, SixOyCz and SixCyNz, those preceramic polymers yield after pyrolysis.[37] 
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Figure 8 Classes of preceramic polymers grouped by the nature of their connection to the silican atom in 
their inorganic chains and their respective ceramic material they are converted to upon pyrolysis . [37] 

While the group X characterises the nature of the preceramic polymer and its polymer-derived-

ceramic material, the organic groups R1 and R2, sharing the other covalent bond with the silicon 

atom, can be used to modify the properties of both the original polymeric material and the ceramic 

end-product. If they represent certain functional groups, they can be used to shape the polymer by 

forming a network under certain circumstances like heat or UV exposure or by combination with 

other functional groups in presence of catalysts. The amount of C-C connections, which are not 

converted into gaseous species during burn-out, will be responsible for the amount of carbon in the 

ceramic material, which will change the atomic ratio between the remaining atoms. Important pa-

rameters, like electrical conductivity, stability against crystallisation and high-temperature re-

sistance depend on the ceramic composition and the amount of free carbon in the ceramics and 

can be modified and controlled over the nature of the organic groups R1 and R2, connected to the 

Si atom.[37, 39] 

The role of free carbon in the polymer-derived-ceramic system is particularly strong in SiOC ceram-

ics. Those silicon oxycarbide glasses are amorphous solid material and are obtained by pyrolysing 

polysiloxanes, which are described more in detail below. The ideal composition of silicon oxycarbide 

glasses exhibits only Si-O and Si-C bonds, with no Si-Si, C-O or C-C bonds, and has the structural 

composition of SiCxO2(1-x) in which one tetravalent carbon atom is substituted by two divalent 

oxygen atoms.[44] However, the amount of carbon in the system depends on the organic side groups 

R (see Figure 8) and varies significantly by having methyl, vinyl, propyl or phenyl etc. side groups. 

Depending on the number of carbon atoms and its molecular connections in the side group, the 

residual carbon content after pyrolysis will change, leading by high carbon content to the formation 
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of a free carbon phase. Therefore, SiOC ceramics can be described as consisting of a silicon 

oxycarbide matrix with the general formula of SiCxO2(1-x), forming SiC and SiO2 phases, and a second 

phase of dispersed free carbon, which shows itself in the black colour of these amorphous 

glasses.[44, 45] While the carbon remains homogeneously dispersed in the amorphous material at 

lower temperature, it forms structural units or locally enriched regions of turbostratic graphite 

above 1000 °C.[37] The structure of the amorphous network together with its properties changes 

depending on the amount of free carbon in the ceramic system. In fact, superior mechanical, 

chemical and electrical properties are shown in SiOC amorphous systems with high carbon content, 

in which the elastic modulus, hardness, density, glass transition temperature, electrical conductivity 

and chemical durability increases.[37, 44, 46, 47] So are for example polymer-derived SiOC ceramics in-

sulators at low pyrolysis temperature < 600 °C, while the conductivity increases to semiconducting 

levels with temperatures above 800 °C. Metallic-like conductivity can be reached in SiOC ceramics 

if a continuous network of free carbon is formed, either at temperatures above 1400 °C or in high 

carbon containing SiOCs, like those yielded from polysiloxanes containing phenyl-groups, also at 

lower temperatures such as 1100 °C.[37] Furthermore, chemical properties depend on the pyrolysis 

temperature, since it affects the complete removal of hydrogen, present in residual C–H bonds, 

from the system and therefore the oxidation rate and affects e.g. phase separation in SiOC in lower 

chemical durable SiO2 rich areas, SiC and carbon regions.[37] Mechanical properties depend not only 

on their general composition, but also on their density, which is, as mentioned above, depending 

on pyrolysis temperature as well as on the amount of free carbon in the system, which increases 

the elastic modulus and hardness. These examples point out the significant influence of the free 

carbon phase on the properties of SiOC ceramics, which can be controlled over the organic side 

group and easiliy decreased as well as increased. In fact, more carbon can be dissolved in silica to 

produce carbon-enriched silicon oxycarbide, than is possible by other synthetic approaches or 

conventional solid state reactions, which shows the importance of choosing the preceramic 

polymer-derived approach in fabricating SiOC ceramics.[37] 

The properties of polymer-derived-ceramics in general depend on their composition, microstruc-

ture, density, shape, ceramic yield, surface finish, number of defects and pyrolysis temperature. 

Depending on its application those characteristics, determining the electrical, optical, mechanical 

or chemical properties, are optimised and can further be changed by adding fillers, to increase e.g. 

electrical and magnetic properties by adding metallic fillers.[37]  

In order to effectively use a preceramic polymer, it has to meet certain requirements. The functional 

groups R have to have enough latent chemical reactivity to be efficient in the curing and cross-

linking step, producing a strong connected network, which can maintain its given shape during the 
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subsequent pyrolysis treatment. The overall preceramic polymer has to possess appropriate rheo-

logical properties in the liquid state or malleability or solubility, if they are in solid state, to apply 

them in their respective shaping process. Additionally, they have to have a sufficient high molecular 

weight to avoid the volatilization of low-molecular components in order to possess high ceramic 

yields.[37, 48] Lower ceramic yield preceramic polymers, typically linear polymers, possess a high 

shrinkage, which should not only be avoided from an engineering viewpoint as it is accompanied 

with a huge loss of material, but can also cause significant problems such as residual stress, distor-

tion or fracture of the structure.[49] Therefore, polymeric structures which are branched or contain 

rings or cages are preferred to decrease the weight loss during pyrolysis, as the removal of those 

large molecular structures would require multiple chemical bond breakings and is also sterically 

hindered.[48, 50]  
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Ink Preparation 

The photosensitive preceramic polymer the majority of this work is based on was a liquid photo-

curable siloxane of proprietary composition (TEGO RC 711, Evonik Industries, Germany). Photoin-

itiator Irgacure 819, Ciba Specialty Chemicals, Switzerland and photoabsorber E133, Squires 

Kitchen, England were used in the DLP printing process. For 2-photon-lithography (2PL) fabrication 

4,4′-Bis(diethylamino)benzophenone (BDEBP), Sigma Aldrich, was used as photoinitiator. The sam-

ples produced at collaboration partner Lithoz GmbH were printed using a photoinitiator of propri-

etary composition and the light penetration depth was controlled by using an azo dye. No catalysts 

were added for promoting the crosslinking of the preceramic polymers in any printing process. 

For the fabrication of SiOC macro- and micro-ceramics, two high ceramic yield silicone resins were 

used, Silres 601 and H44, Wacker Chemie A.G., Germany. A list of further preceramic polymers and 

solvents tested but not selected in this work can be found together with all used chemicals in Table 

S1. Toluene was employed as the solvent for the preparation of the blends, and diphenylether for 

the cleaning of the printed parts (both from Sigma Aldrich). The solid polysiloxanes Silres 601 and 

H44 were dissolved in toluene in a constant weight ratio of polysiloxane/solvent of 3/1 with a mag-

netic stirrer at 60 °C within 2 hours. TEGO RC 711 was then added to the dissolved preceramic 

polymer solutions in the desired amount. 

For the fabrication of mullite, two alumina powders with different particle sizes were used to react, 

during firing, with the silica source deriving from the preceramic polymer, forming mullite: nano-

sized γ-Al2O3 (Aluminium oxide C, Degussa, Germany, mean particle size = 15 nm, specific surface 

area = 100 m2/g) and micro-sized γ-Al2O3 (Puralox TH 100/150, SASOL, Germany, mean particle size 

= 2–6 μm).The alumina particles were dispersed in phenoxyethanol, before the liquid RC 711 was 

added. The ratio between RC 711 and Al2O3 was determined from the molar composition of mullite 

and the ceramic yield of RC 711 in air, and adjusted for the micrometre-sized alumina mixture to 

develop mullite without SiO2 surplus through XRD characterisation. A small amount of dispersing 

agent, 0.24 wt% phosphoric acid polyester, was added to the printing formulations to adjust the 

rheology. 

After the respective material formulation, the printing resins for DLP were equipped with 2 wt% Irg 

819 and 0.75 wt% photoabsorber E133 in respect to RC 711 content, the resins for 2PL fabrication 

with 1 wt% BDEBP according to RC 711 content and the blends printed at Lithoz GmbH with their 

proprietary photoinitiator and azo dye as photoabsorber. All bottles containing the photosensitive 
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resins were wrapped in aluminium foil to prevent light illumination from the surrounding environ-

ment, and homogenized at 60 °C overnight. 
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2.2 Printing Processes and Heat Treatment 

For macrofabrication, the homogeneous resins for the production of SiOC macrostructures were 

printed using DLP printer 3DLPrinter-HD 2.0 (Robofactory, Italy) operating in the visible light range 

(the wavelength was limited to the 400-500 nm range by applying an optical filter). The printer 

operates according to the bottom-up method (Figure 4a). It proved to be essential for the success 

of the printing, that the glass printing platform was cleaned after every printing step with acetone 

and occasionally polished to remove any polymeric smear layer, which was detrimental for the at-

tachment of the printed object to said printing platform. Additionally, the PDMS layer of the vat 

was regularly replaced due to the formation of “ghost-interfaces” left over from the printing pro-

cess, which lessened the transparency of the chamber and the non-sticky property of the PDMS 

material, essential to prevent attachment to the bottom of the chamber during printing. The layer 

of the printing chamber was self-made from PDMS Sylgard 184 (DOW CORNING, USA). The liquid 

two component material was mixed in ratio of base to catalyst of 10 to 1 and thoroughly mixed. 

Entrapped air bubbles were removed by vacuum drawing in exsiccator and the liquid material sub-

sequently spread in a flat sheet on a plastic dish, surrounded by the reusable PDMS walls of the 

printing vat. The material was solidified at 60 °C over night in a drying furnace, connected to the 

previously made solid PDMS walls and was, after hardening, removed from the plastic dish to be 

used as the new printing vat. Typically, and if not otherwise indicated, structures were prepared 

with a set layer height of 50 µm and default lateral resolution of equally 50 µm by 50 µm. The stl-

files of all printed structures, which were used during the course of this work, are represented in 

Table S2 and overall dimensions as well as strut sizes of lattice structures are indicated. All struc-

tures were cleaned after printing using diphenylether in an ultrasonic bath for 6 min and blow dried 

using compressed air. A list of further tested solvents and their suitability to remove uncured resin, 

while leaving the polymerised structure intact, can be seen in Tables S3 and S4. After the removal 

of the uncured liquid, the partially cured structures were illuminated for 15 min in an UV furnace 

(365 nm, Robofactory, Italy), to complete the formation of the acrylic network. The fully cured 

structures were dried at 60 °C in a drying furnace overnight, to remove all traces of cleaning solvent 

from the surface of the parts. 

Mullite parts and parts for the hybridisation experiment were printed at Lithoz with DLP printer 

CeraFab 7500 (Lithoz GmbH, Austria; wavelength of 455 to 465 nm) at a set layer height of 25 µm 

and post-cured for 2 min with an UV lamp (Intensity ~20 mW/cm²). Afterwards the structures were 

cleaned in phenoxyethanol and blow dried with compressed air. Additionally, the mullite structures 

were dried at 120 °C for 38 h. 
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To fabricate microstructures, two-photon lithography was carried out using a Nanoscribe GT Pho-

tonic Professional device. The system is equipped with an erbium-doped femtosecond laser source, 

with a center wavelength of 780 nm and power of about 150 mW at a pulse length between 100 fs 

and 200 fs. A 63 x 1.4NA oil immersion objective of 360 m working distance was used. Nanoscribe 

GT was calibrated to about 50 mW power in the sample plane, for a power scaling value of 1.0 

(returned by the acousto-optic modulator calibration) and 100 % laser power. An estimate of the 

effective power during a fabrication process was provided by multiplying 50 mW by laser power 

and power scaling values. The laser beam was focused through a glass substrate (a coverslip) into 

the photosensitive polymer solution; in this configuration, the maximum structure height is limited 

by the objective working distance and by the substrate thickness (equal to about 150 µm). All sub-

strates, onto which polysiloxane structures were fabricated, required a previous functionalization 

with a (3-methacryloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane solution, in order to provide methacrylate surface 

groups for covalent binding of the acrylate siloxane to the glass surface. This step guarantees stable 

linkage between the 3D solid and the glass substrate during development and during pyrolysis, 

which is necessary for handling the fabricated micro- objects. After 3D laser writing, removal of the 

unpolymerised solution was likewise performed with diphenyl ether using a pipette to promote 

solvent flow on the glass substrate and the just fabricated structure. Once cleaned, samples were 

dried at 60 °C on a heating plate for at least 1 h to remove any trace of cleaning solvent from the 

surface.  

The heating schedules were selected on the basis of DTA results. The polysiloxane blends, 2PL and 

hybrid structures were pyrolysed in an alumina tube furnace (Lindberg, Riverside, MI and Carbolite 

CTF 17/300) at 1000 °C for 1 h in nitrogen (99.99 %) with a heating rate of 2 °C/min to fabricate 

SiOC ceramics. The SiOC samples were placed in a crucible with a lid on top during heat treatment, 

to build “heat walls” from all sides, which ensured a uniform heating and therefore a uniform 

shrinkage of the structures. Open spots between lid and crucible guaranteed that gaseous organic 

moieties can escape from the inside during pyrolysis, causing no problems to the structure.  

The mixtures yielding mullite ceramics were sintered at temperatures in the range 1200-1400 °C in 

air. The processing cycle in air consisted of the debinding (heating at 1 °C/min to 190 °C with a 

holding time of 2 h, and then to 500 °C at 1 °C/min for 1 h) to decompose the polymer network, 

and the firing (heating at 5 °C/min to the final temperature for 1 h) to develop the ceramic 3D 

printed mullite structures.   
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2.3 Characterisation 

Morphological characterization of the printed structures was performed on all scales by camera 

(Nikon D7500, AF-S Micro Nikkor 40mm Lens, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan), stereo-microscopy (STEMI 

2000-C, Zeiss, USA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Quanta 450, FEI, USA and SEM, Zeiss 

1550 VP FE SEM, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany, on metal-coated samples), which was also 

used to perform EDX analysis on the samples. To investigate the shrinkages of all fabricated com-

ponents, large dimensional values of the overall macro-structures were measured with manual cal-

iper, while the dimensions of the small-scale structure or individual beam elements were obtained 

from SEM images and ImageJ software, both performed at multiple locations. Thermo-gravimetric 

analyses (TGA, STA 409/429 Netzsch, Verona, Italy) were carried out with printed samples at a heat-

ing rate of 5 °C/min in flowing nitrogen or in air atmosphere. The optical absorbance of the prece-

ramic polymers, the photoinitiators and photoabsorber (dissolved in toluene at a 0.1 wt% concen-

tration) was investigated by UV-Vis spectrometry (V-650, JASCO International Co., Japan). XRD spec-

tra were collected on the same amount of ground samples with a diffractometer (AXS D8, Bruker 

Italia, Italy), with Cu-Kα radiation and θ-2θ configuration. The crystalline phases were identified 

supported by data from PDF-2 database (ICDD-International Centre for Diffraction Data, Newtown 

Square, PA, USA) and Match! program package (Crystal Impact GbR, Bonn, Germany). The true den-

sity of the heat-treated printed samples was characterised by means of a helium pycnometer (Ac-

cuPyc 1330, Micromeritics, USA).  

The compressive strength of mullite samples were evaluated at room temperature with an Instron 

1121 UTM (Instron, Danvers, MA, USA), operating with a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min. The 

mechanical properties of the entire SiOC trusses as well as the beam elements were determined 

using Instron 5982 (Instron, Danvers, MA, USA) with two different set-ups, illustrated in Figure 9. 

The printed and pyrolysed SiOC samples were cut on top and bottom using a diamond wafer blade 

in an Isomet 5000 saw (Buehler Inc.) to ensure a planar contact area. The cut was made through 

the truss nodes to minimize partial truss cells at the loading surface, which could lead to inhomo-

geneous loading and additional contact stresses, leading to early failure. Additionally, the testing 

set-up for uniaxial compression was modified with spherical washers on either side of the tested 

sample, to allow some degree of rotation and get completely parallel contacts during the compres-

sion test, illustrated in Figure 9A. The uniaxial compression strength of the SiOC trusses was tested 

at a constant displacement rate of 0.1 mm/min. The E-Moduli of the samples was taken from stress-

strain curves of the mechanical compression tests with compliance adjustment. 
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Figure 9 Schematic drawing of set-up of compression test of lattice structures (A) and flexural tests of 
individual beams (B).  

An illustration of the flexural tests on individual beams, adapted from the work of Brezny et al.,[51] 

investigating the strength of single struts in alumina and zirconia replica-foams, can be seen in Fig-

ure 9B. The samples were mounted in a small-scale bench vice and oriented so that the tested struts 

were arranged perfectly horizontal to the loading direction. A low carbon steel wire with a diameter 

of 0.014 in. was looped around the centre of the single struts and attached to a tensile fixture on 

the load frame. A three-point-bending test was performed on the individual beams by pulling the 

wire at a constant displacement rate of 1.0 mm/min. 

2PL printed microsamples were mechanically tested by using a nano-indentation rig (Alemnis 

Gmbh, CH) developed for in-situ testing inside an SEM. The samples were mounted on top of a 

rotational stage to align them to the flat diamond punch, which was applying the compression load 

onto the samples at a controlled displacement rate of 5 nm/s.  

To test the reliability of the 3D printed ceramic samples, the compressive strengths have been an-

alysed according to DIN EN 843-5 with the maximum-likelyhood method to determine the Weibull 

parameters, the Weibull-modulus m and the characteristic strength.  

  

A B 
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3 Digital Light Processing of SiOC Ceramic Components at the Mac-

roscale 

Preceramic polysiloxanes can be used to fabricate SiOC ceramic structures when pyrolysed in inert 

atmosphere. A common practice, when not satisfied with the performance and properties of the 

ceramic structures, is to integrate a suitable filler material inside the preceramic polymer. Previous 

work demonstrates that there exist two categories of filler material, active and passive fillers.[37, 42, 

52-56] The active fillers, which are usually metallic or intermetallic powders can react during pyrolysis 

with the decomposed organic moieties, the gas atmosphere or also with the ceramic phase gener-

ated from the preceramic polymer. The so called “inert” or passive fillers, on the other hand, which 

up to now have been ceramic powders, are integrated in the preceramic polysiloxane matrix but, 

different from the active fillers, do not react with the transformed ceramic phase from the prece-

ramic polymer or the decomposition gases upon heating. They are staying inert through the pyrol-

ysis and maintain their state and composition during ceramic phase transformation of the prece-

ramic polymers. They are therefore simply decreasing the amount of decomposition gasses by in-

creasing the ceramic residue after heat treatment, and therefore influencing the shrinkage of the 

produced compound and decreasing the susceptibility to crack or pore formation. In following, the 

material and structure of SiOC parts were influenced by adding different secondary high ceramic 

yield polysiloxanes as passive fillers to a photosensitive low ceramic yield preceramic polysiloxane 

for a volumetric/geometrical effect, while maintaining a pure SiOC phase after pyrolysis. In this way 

the parameters of not only the printing resin, but also the final SiOC ceramic structures, shaped via 

Digital Light Processing, were altered in a wide range of values and carefully characterised, partic-

ularly regarding shrinkage and mechanical properties at all scales.  
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3.1 Achieving Variable Properties in SiOC Ceramics through Physical Blend 

Formulation 

Additive manufacturing using photocurable preceramic polymers is one method to answer the in-

creased demand of ceramic structures with complicated morphology by fabricating ceramic parts 

with high resolution and good surface quality. Introduced here is a new method, which was partially 

published in Schmidt & Colombo,[57] to fabricate SiOC ceramic structures by utilizing a simple phys-

ical blend between two different preceramic polysiloxanes. Blends consist of one polysiloxane 

which provides the necessary photosensitive acrylate groups and a second one which is non-pho-

tocurable but has a high ceramic yield. Different blend ratios have been realized and respectively 

optimized concerning the printing additives and setting times to fabricate exact replications of 

highly complex polysiloxane structures by Digital Light Processing. An image of all stl-files printed 

in this chapter can be seen in Table S2A. After pyrolysis, a uniform, homogenous shrinkage was 

observed yielding dense, pore- as well as crack-free SiOC ceramics. By adjusting the ratio between 

the different polysiloxanes, parameters such as the ceramic yield, shrinkage, chemical composition 

and resolution after pyrolysis were tailored in a wide range of values.  
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3.1.1 Stereolithography of Preceramic Polymers 

Preceramic polymers have been successfully employed as feedstock for a variety of different AM 

techniques.[56] Besides the chance to fabricate materials which are only realisable over the molec-

ular route[38, 40, 43] the use of preceramic polymer also lacks some of the disadvantages which are 

present when using a ceramic particle filled resin for stereolithography. As the preceramic polymers 

themselves are converted by pyrolysis into ceramics[37, 40] with decomposition of organic moieties 

and associated shrinkage, no ceramic particles are inside the printing resin and therefore no light 

scattering and absorption[1, 9, 14, 15] from the particles are present. Also, the refractive index of prece-

ramic polymers (e.g. H44; n = 1,530 - 1,545)[58] matches those of other polymers, including photo-

sensitive acrylate containing ones, which would make a mixture of both UV transparent, exhibiting 

no photoabsorption caused by the material. [9, 15, 17, 20] 

Obviously, in order to process preceramic polymers by SLA/DLP, they need to possess photocurable 

moieties (like acrylate or vinyl groups). There exists a small number of commercially available sili-

con-containing polymers possessing photo-reactive groups (produced by companies such as Merck, 

Bluestar Silicones, Evonik and Starfire Systems). However, they often display very low ceramic 

yields, due to the decomposition of their photocurable acrylic side groups during heat treatment[20, 

59] and the fact that they generally possess a linear polymeric chain, which generates volatile low 

molecular weight fragments during pyrolysis[48, 50]. For UV-curing of ceramic material specially de-

veloped preceramic polymers can offer suitable ceramic yields (around 60 – 80 wt% from Starfire 

Systems[60]) and have been used in soft lithography for the production of microreactors[61] or other 

micro components.[11, 62] Although they exhibit good soft lithography characteristics, the necessary 

UV exposure time, of the order of several minutes,[11, 61, 62] excludes them for the use in 3D Stereo-

lithography, since in the available printing time frame no crosslinking between the preceramic 

chains on their own takes place using a SLA/DLP printer.[20, 63] 

As no commercial resins are available which possess the necessary high photo-sensitivity, and 

therefore short crosslinking times, to be used with SLA/DLP printers, while also having a suitable 

high ceramic yield for the production of ceramic components, three different approaches can be 

followed to create such a material combining those two characteristics.  

1) Chemical modification of a commercially available, high ceramic yield preceramic polymer 

by grafting of photocurable moieties;  

2) Building up a preceramic polymeric structure starting from the photoinduced reaction of 

two distinct (often oligomeric) precursors; 

3) Blending of a photocurable preceramic polymer with a non-photocurable, high ceramic 

yield preceramic polymer. In this case, no crosslinking reaction between the two different 
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polymers occurs upon light illumination, and the high ceramic yield preceramic polymer 

does not need to have specific functional groups. 

In the first approach, a single source material is used for generating the 3D network upon light 

illumination. This has been successfully pursued in a few cases, but it requires a long chemical syn-

thesis and the presence of suitable reactive groups in the preceramic polymer.[8, 59, 64, 65] In the sec-

ond approach, two components are needed (either two silicon-containing oligomers/polymers[40] 

or a silicon-containing oligomer/polymer and an organic one[20, 66] have been used so far) possessing 

different functional groups which crosslink together upon light illumination. Both components are 

participating during the photoinduced crosslinking reaction via a thiol-vinyl[40, 66] or an acrylate-vi-

nyl[20] copolymerisation, therefore requiring specific functional groups (e.g. vinyl, acrylate, thiol) 

which limits the selection of the components and also affects their cost.[20, 40, 66] 

For the first time, the third approach is demonstrated here, that is a novel way to produce ceramic 

structures using DLP by generating a physical blend between two preceramic polymers. The primary 

polymer contains the acrylic groups, which chemically react upon light illumination in free-radical-

polymerisation (compare illustration in Figure 2). The preceramic polysiloxane with more than one 

acrylic group in its polymer chain are forming an interconnected, branched solid 3D network (see 

illustration in Figure 10). The secondary preceramic polymer, although non-photosensitive, pos-

sesses a high ceramic yield, but otherwise leaves a high degree of freedom in selection as no specific 

functional groups are required, since the polymer is simply imbedded in the highly branched net-

work formed by the photosensitive preceramic polymer. This is a fast and reproducible approach 

that benefits from the use of commercially available preceramic polymers, requiring no special syn-

thesis procedure nor chemical expertise besides the selection of a suitable co-solvent. 

Moreover, it should be pointed out that this innovative method has a significant additional benefit. 

Specifically, the ceramic yield, and therefore the shrinkage upon pyrolysis, can be varied by simply 

changing the ratio between the two polymers in the blend. This, in turn, controls the dimension of 

the structural details of the printed body after pyrolysis. This means that it is possible to achieve a 

variable, higher resolution with respect to the one achievable in the green state and limited by the 

equipment employed for the fabrication.  
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Figure 10 Schematic drawing of the a) photosensitive polysiloxane with acrylate-side groups in its polymeric 
chain and activation through photoinitiator, b) crosslinking by polymerisation of the siloxane preceramic 
polymer. 
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3.1.2 Blend Configuration 

The synthesis of the photocurable preceramic blends was based on a physical mixture of two com-

mercially available polysiloxanes, one providing the photocurability and the other the high ceramic 

yield. Several different polysiloxanes were used and tested in combination with each other and 

different photoinitiators and solvents in order to fabricate a stable preceramic polymer blend which 

is photocurable in a small timeframe and produces ceramic components with suitable ceramic yield. 

3.1.2.1 Selection of photoinitiator 

In order to activate a polymerisation process, a photoinitiator is needed to provide the necessary 

radical starting groups for the polymerisation chain reaction.[67] The photoinitiator (Irg 819) was 

selected because it is quite effective within the operational wavelength of the printer (see absorp-

tion spectrum of all constituents to the blends in Figure 14 later). An illustration of the photodisso-

ciation process and the resulting free radicals from Irg 819 are illustrated in Figure 11. Other pho-

toinitiators like Camphorquinone, Irg 651 or Erythrosin B proved not to be as efficient as Irg 819 

and were therefore not used in the following experiments (see Table S5). 

 

Figure 11 Photoinduced cleavage of Irgacure 819.  

An illumination test using a model star shape was conducted to characterize the reactivity of the 

photosensitive RC 711 with different amounts of Irg 819, in order to select an appropriate amount 

of photoinitiator suitable for providing a fast polymerisation (see Table 1). No photoabsorber was 

added in these tests. In the table, the time reported (in seconds) indicates the minimum exposure 

time of the DLP printer that was necessary for achieving the desired printing quality. It can be ob-

served that, with decreasing amount of photoinitiator, the minimum exposure time, necessary for 

obtaining a well-defined structure, increases. Further increasing the exposure time did not increase 

the sharpness of the printed object, but simply led to longer fabrication times required for the 

printing of the part. A viable exposure time, from the point of view of printing components in the 

centimetre scale in size using DLP in a reasonable period, is considered to be roughly in the range 1 

to 20 s. After these experiments, an amount of 2.0 wt% of Irg 819 with respect to the photosensitive 

preceramic content was selected, as it reduced the exposure time to 1 s for the production of a 

model star shape with sharp features with RC 711 (thickness of the printed layer ~150 µm).  
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Table 1 Optimization experiments for determining the optimal amount of photoinitiator (scale bars = 2 mm) 
for printing with a short exposure time.  

Irg 819: 0.5 wt% Irg 819: 1.0 wt% Irg 819: 1.5 wt% Irg 819: 2.0 wt% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
min. exp. time: 4 s min. exp. time: 2 s min. exp. time: 1 s min. exp. time: 1 s 

 

3.1.2.2 Selection of photosensitive polysiloxane 

Different photosensitive polysiloxanes were available for characterisation of their photocurable 

properties and their use in combination with other high ceramic yield polysiloxanes. Table 2 gives 

an overview of the necessary exposure time of the model star shape (displayed in Table 1) fabri-

cated with different preceramic polymers as well as the ceramic yield of potential candidates for 

further use in the polysiloxane blends. TGA analyses were only performed for materials which ex-

hibit a minimum exposure time within the reasonable printing time frame < 20 s. If nothing else is 

indicated 2 wt% of Irg 819 was used as photoinitiator. As it proved to be incompatible with Si-vinyl-

EQ, different solvents were used to dissolve Irg 819 before the addition of Si-vinile-EQ. 

Table 2 Characterisation of minimum exposure time and ceramic yield of available photosensitive polysilox-
anes. 

Photosensitive polysiloxanes Minimal exposure time  Ceramic yield (%) 

RC 711 1 s 7.4 

RC 711 + 1 wt% Geniosil GF91 – 6.1 

RC 711 + 5 wt% Geniosil GF91 – 10.2 

UV Poly 110 (UV CATA 102) 15 s – 

UV Poly 110 (2 wt% Irg819) 5 s 8.3 

UV Poly 204 (UV CATA 211) –  – 

Si-vinile-EQ (solvent: toluene) 1 min – 

Si-vinile-EQ (solvent: isopropanol) 40 s – 

Si-vinile-EQ (1 wt% Camphorquinone) 20 s – 

AB 108972 10 s 4.7 

Table 2 clearly indicates that all polysiloxanes which contain either acrylate (RC 711, UV Poly 110, 

AB 108972) or vinyl (Si-vinile-EQ) groups can be polymerised by free-radical-polymerisation using 

the operational wavelength of the available DLP printing equipment. Only UV Poly 204 is a cationic 
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photoresist, based on epoxy-silicone copolymer technology, and is therefore not usable in the DLP 

printer. Si-vinile-EQ shows the by far highest minimal exposure dose, which is not surprising con-

sidering that polymers containing vinyl-groups are rather inefficient in radical polymerisation com-

pared to acrylic-groups.[66] From all the available photosensitive polysiloxanes RC 711, UV Poly 110 

and AB 108972 show exposure times below 20 s, with RC 711 having by far the lowest exposure 

time of 1 s. The ceramic yield of all of these commercially available photosensitive polysiloxanes 

proved to be quite small, as expected,[20, 48, 50, 59] and show values beneath 10 wt%. Considering that 

UV Poly 110 only shows an increase of ceramic yield of less than 1 wt% while it takes five times the 

exposure time to fabricate the same model star shape, and that AB 108972 is the worst one of the 

three options in both minimal exposure time and ceramic yield, RC 711 was selected as the photo-

sensitive polysiloxane in the future blend compositions. 

Tests were also performed to increase the ceramic yield of RC 711 by addition of a catalyst, Geniosil 

GF91, a promoter of autocatalytical condensation reaction between the silanol groups within RC 

711, to form a better-connected network of Si-O-Si groups. The addition of 5 wt% of Geniosil proved 

to improve the ceramic yield, but the increase was minimal, of only ~ 3 wt% and the addition of the 

photoinitiator to the RC 711/Geniosil solution showed a quick solidification within 10 min even 

without UV light exposure. It was therefore discarded as a way to improve the ceramic yield. 

To get an idea about the effectiveness of the selected RC 711 polysiloxane compared to other pho-

tocurable polysiloxanes, functionalised MK, modified with vinyl groups,[8] was synthesised and the 

model star shape was fabricated. A high amount of 5 wt% photoinitiator yielded a minimal exposure 

time of 15 s with the available printing equipment. Printing tests later confirmed a limitation in 

printable height due to the low polymerisation degree of the printed functionalised MK, which 

yields a very soft structure unable to be built in height within the exposure range (1 – 20 s) of the 

available DLP printer. 

 

3.1.2.3 Combination of polysiloxanes 

Several combinations of RC 711 siloxane with different silicone resins with high ceramic yield but 

no specific functional groups were selected and tested if they would form a stable solution. Differ-

ent solvents were used in order to select a combination that would provide the formation of a 

homogenous, stable system without macroscopic phase separation. Table 3 lists the blending tests 

between RC 711 and the secondary polysiloxane with the respective solvent, performed at a ratio 

of RC 711 to secondary polysiloxane of 5/5. 
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Table 3 Testing of different available polysiloxane materials regarding phase separation with RC 711 (ratio 
between secondary polysiloxanes and RC711 is 5/5) and min. exp. time of model star shape of stable blends. 

Preceramic polymer Solvent (ratio) Phase separation Min. exp. time 

MK Dowanol (3/1,3) 

Phenoxyethanol (3/2) 

Benzylalcohol (3/2) 

Toluene (3/1) 

Isopropanol (3/1) 

Hydroxyethyl Methacry-

late (3/2) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

 

MK (PEGDA instead of 

RC 711) 

Toluene (3/1) 

Dowanol (3/1,3) 

Yes 

Yes 

 

    

Silres 601 Dowanol (2/1) 

Phenoxyethanol (3/1.5) 

Benzylalcohol (2/1) 

Dimethylsulfoxid (2/1) 

Cyclohexanone (3/2) 

Divinylbenzene (3/1) 

Isopropanol (3/1) 

Diphenylether (3/1) 

Toluene (3/1) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

20 s 

2 s 

2 s 

2s 

    

Dow Corning 3074 Liquid Yes  

H62C Liquid Yes  

DOW 217 Toluene (3/2) No 3 s 

Silres 610 Toluene (3/1) Yes  

H44 Toluene (3/1) No 2 s 

 

Due to the very high ceramic yield of MK (85 wt%) several combinations with solvents and RC 711 

were tested but all resulted in macroscopic phase separation. Even when trying to substitute the 

preceramic polymer RC 711 with another photosensitive polymer (Poly(ethyleneglycol)diacrylate; 

PEGDA) precipitation of a second phase took place. Tests were also performed with Silres 601 which 

show no phase separation with the solvents divinylbenzene, isopropanol, diphenylether and tolu-

ene. The minimal exposure time of 20 s rules out the use of divinylbenzene as a possible solvent, 
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which might be due to the double bonds in divinylbenzene interfering with the polymerisation of 

the acrylate groups of RC 711. The printing resins containing isopropanol, diphenylether and tolu-

ene as solvents show a necessary light exposure of a minimum of 2 s to produce the model star 

shape, which makes all three of them suitable for printing with the available DLP printing equip-

ment. The solvents show that the same quantity is needed to completely dissolve Silres 601, while 

maintaining a suitable viscosity for printing. The low vapour pressure of diphenylether of only 0.08 

hPa[68] actually favours the use of this solvent over isopropanol and toluene, which have high vapour 

pressures of 42.6 hPa and 29.1 hPa at 20 °C respectively.[69] However, printing tests with diphe-

nylether as the solvent showed that difficulties in printing and a limitation in height of the object, 

which can be printed, exist. The material printed using diphenylether as a solvent was much softer 

than the one printed using toluene, and therefore it was unable to bear the load of the structure 

being printed, resulting in only very small structure being printable. This is probably due to a higher 

amount of solvent remaining trapped in the printed structure, acting as a plasticiser. The difference 

with what was observed with toluene might be related to a different affinity between the polymeric 

chains and the two different solvents. On the other hand, printing tests with isopropanol as solvent 

showed a substantial evaporation of isopropanol during printing, when the resin was introduced in 

the open chamber, which quickly changes the viscosity of the solution during printing, making iso-

propanol unsuitable to be used as solvent. As the combination with RC 711 with toluene as the 

solvent resulted in no evaporation of toluene during printing, despite its high vapour pressure, and 

no difficulties in printing were apparent, toluene was selected as the solvent to produce the blend 

mixtures. Tests on other available preceramic polymers, some in liquid form (Dow Corning 3074, 

H62C) others dissolved in toluene as solvent (DOW 217, Silres 610, H44), were performed as well. 

This resulted in three secondary preceramic polymers in total, in this limited number of available 

preceramic polymer, which form a stable solution with RC 711 by using toluene as solvent. The 

three selected preceramic polymers, containing phenyl (DOW 217, Silres 601) and phenyl-methyl 

(H44) side groups, are all in solid form and show ceramic yields of 69.8, 66.8 and 76.5 wt% respec-

tively. As none of the selected preceramic polymers showed a significant increase in viscosity due 

to potential toluene evaporation over time, toluene was confirmed as the solvent of choice for the 

physical blends. 

The solid polysiloxanes DOW 217, Silres 601 and H44 were dissolved in toluene in a constant weight 

ratio of polysiloxane/solvent indicated in Table 3. The ratio indicates the minimal amount of solvent 

needed to achieve an adequate viscosity necessary for printing. RC 711 was then added to the dis-

solved preceramic polymer solutions, as well as Irg 819 to initiate the photoinduced polymerisation. 

The resulting blends enabled the formation of a homogenous mixture with RC 711, providing not 

only compatibility but also long-term stability without precipitation of any secondary phase in the 
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course of several months. It should be noted that the investigation of the specific reasons for the 

phase separation with some combination of materials was beyond the scope of this work, which 

mainly aimed at validating the general processing approach of printing using a mixture of two dif-

ferent preceramic polymers. Also, the secondary preceramic polymers and the solvents used to try 

to dissolve them without phase separation upon blending with RC 711 is by no means complete. It 

is likely that those or other preceramic polymers with different combinations of solvents are equally 

forming a stable solution with a photosensitive preceramic polymer as well. 

Initial pyrolysis tests were performed for blends with a ratio of DOW 217, Silres 601 and H44 to RC 

711 of 5/5 to see if the structure of the printed product would be preserved after heat treatment 

and to finalise the selection of the appropriate preceramic polymers. Structures consisting of an 

arrangement of Kelvin cells (tetrakaidecahedron) were printed with the indicated blends and pyro-

lysed in nitrogen (see Figure 12). The picture in Figure 12A shows that a combination of RC 711 with 

DOW 217 exhibits bloating during pyrolysis and distortion of shape as material is flowing out of 

shape. It indicates that the polymerised RC 711 cannot contain the foaming DOW 217 in its pol-

ymerised network during heat treatment, allowing it to distort the structure and form bubbles. 

Further evidence of bloating and loss of shape of pyrolysed RC 711/DOW 217 blends can be seen in 

Figure S1. Geniosil was again added as a crosslinking agent, to test for the formation of connections 

within DOW 217, which could prevent the bubble formation during pyrolysis. Besides the already 

overserved reactions between Geniosil and the photoinitiator, which resulted again in a gelled so-

lution, leaving not enough time for printing before the setting point, TGA results show a comparable 

ceramic yield of 45.8 % compared to 44.4 % without catalyst, indicating no further crosslinking in 

the material solution, and still foaming being present during pyrolysis. 

Differently, the combination with Silres 601 and H44 show in the images in Figure 12B,C that the 

blends formed with these two secondary preceramic polymers are not only stable in the liquid state 

and printed polymeric condition but also maintain their shape after pyrolysis and form a homoge-

nous ceramic. 

   

Figure 12 Pyrolysed Kelvin cell structure fabricated with blends of DOW 217 (A), Silres601 (B) and H44 (C) 
to RC 711 with ratio of 5/5 showing the bubble formation in A and preservation of shape in B and C; scale 
bars = 2 mm.  

A 
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After the pyrolysis experiments, DOW 217 was discarded for the use as a secondary preceramic 

polymer to contribute a high ceramic yield to the preceramic polymer mixture. 

Homogenous blend formation and preservation of shape after pyrolysis show Silres 601 and H44 as 

suitable candidates for the formation of the physical blends between two preceramic polymers, 

one contributing photosensitivity and the other a high yield of ceramic material to the properties 

of the physical blends. Following, those two were selected and four different weight ratios of RC 

711 to Silres 601 or H44, ranging from 9/1 to 3/7, were tested and structures manufactured, using 

pure RC 711 as well (see Table 4). 

Table 4 Composition of selected preceramic polymeric blends. 

Weight ratio  
RC 711/Silres 601 or RC 711/H44 

1 9/1 7/3 5/5 3/7 

RC 711 content (wt%) 100 87.1 63.6 42.9 24.3 

Silres 601 or H44 content (wt%) - 9.7 27.3 42.9 56.8 

Toluene content (wt%) - 3.2 9.1 14.2 18.9 

 

The use of the two different preceramic polymers, containing different functional side groups, pro-

duces SiOC ceramic structures possessing a different amount of free carbon.[39, 45] The chemical 

composition of Silres 601 and H44 has been analysed by Scheffler et al.[45] and show that Silres 601, 

containing only phenyl side groups, possesses more carbon than the phenyl-methyl containing H44 

(contribution of SiO2, SiC and C in the SiOC ceramics Silres 601 and H44 can be seen in Table S6). 

The chemical nature of the repeating unit in the three utilized preceramic polymers RC 711, Silres 

601 and H44, and their different organic functional side-groups, are schematically illustrated in Fig-

ure 13. 

   

a) RC 711 b) Silres 601 c) H44 

Figure 13 Schematic drawing of the repeating unit with their different organic, functional side-groups of 
the selected preceramic polysiloxanes.  
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3.1.3 Optimisation of 3D Printing Process 

Printing tests confirmed that even only 24 wt% of RC 711 (see Table 4, ratio between RC711/Silres 

601 or RC 711/H44 = 3/7) was sufficient to build the continuous acrylic network necessary for the 

formation of 3D printed structures (in the green state), entrapping up to 56.8 wt% of light-insensi-

tive, high ceramic yield secondary polysiloxane. During printing, the highly acrylated, photosensi-

tive RC 711 provided the reactive end groups capable of forming a continuous polymer network 

which acts as a partial frame incorporating the silicone resin chains. While Silres 601 and H44 on its 

own are photoinsensitive, they became entrapped by the polymerised network during printing, de-

creasing the weight loss of the blends upon pyrolysis, due to their high ceramic yield. After printing, 

the parts had to be cleaned to remove all extra fluid without damaging the actual structure. After 

testing several solvents (Table S3 and S4), diphenylether was selected to be used in the cleaning 

process since it successfully removed the uncured resin and no macro- or microcracks formed dur-

ing cleaning of the porous structures, leaving no residual pattern on the surface which could be 

observed. Interestingly, the washing with the solvent did not extract the unpolymerised silicone 

resin from the printed structure, leading to dense, pore free polymeric structures (see later, Figure 

23D,G). This indicates that the physical blend between the silicone resin and a photopolymerised 

photocurable siloxane occurs at the molecular level, without the creation of macroscopic phase 

separated islands in the printed material. After heating, a continuous pore-free ceramic SiOC struc-

ture was generated. Its chemical composition, and especially the amount of free carbon, changed 

according to the amount of RC 711 and the type of secondary polysiloxane (Silres 601 or H44) used, 

due to their different chemical side groups.[45] 

 

3.1.3.1 Optimization of photoabsorber amount 

During the printing process, the structures are partially submerged in the liquid polymeric blend 

contained in a vat, since the printer operates in the bottom-up projection method (compare Figure 

4a). In order to increase the resolution in the z printing direction (perpendicular to the vat surface), 

and limit the penetration of light to the layer thickness chosen in the set-up of the printing param-

eters, a photoabsorber has to be added to the solution as it absorbs photons and therefore reduces 

the cure depth.[8, 15]  

The photoabsorber E133 was selected (see Figure S2), as it has an absorbance peak within the op-

erational wavelength of the printer (in the range of 400 to 500 nm, Figure 14). From Figure 14 it can 

also be observed that the absorbance of blends containing the two preceramic polymers (Silres 601 

and H44) followed the same trend, with H44 absorbing slightly more light. Solutions containing a 

very limited amount of photoinitiator (0.1 wt%) and photoabsorber (0.1 wt%) had a much higher 
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absorbance than the preceramic polymers used in this work in the wavelength interval of interest, 

which makes the slightly higher light absorption of H44 negligible. Compared to pure RC 711, H44 

and Silres 601 show similar absorbance values and have, as all three of them are of a polymeric 

nature, roughly the same refractive index[15, 17] which leaves the blends UV transparent and there-

fore leads to no scattering or absorbance due to refractive index contrast.[1, 9, 14, 17] 

 

Figure 14 Absorbance of the solvent toluene, photoinitiator Irg 819, photoabsorber E133, the pure RC 711 
silicone and an example of one polymeric blend (RC 711/Silres 601 or H44 in a 5/5 ratio).  

In order to define the necessary amount of photoabsorber that would limit the overexposure of 

printed structures, leading to an accurate layer thickness (in our experiments, the layer thickness 

was set to 50 microns), different tests were conducted on pure RC 711 and the different blends 

indicated in Table 4 by printing a model scaffold structure, see Figure 15. The amount of photoin-

itiator used was 2 wt% with respect to the amount of RC 711 in all the blends (optimised according 

to Table 1), and the exposure time was in the range 1 to 14 seconds (see later); it should be noted 

that the change in exposure time is only slightly affecting the penetration depth of the light, out-

weighed by the influence of the amount of photoabsorber and depending on the composition of 

the blend. The feature to be evaluated was the degree of definition, that is the appropriate thick-

ness, of the horizontal struts. To better visualize the details, a 4-layer (200 µm) horizontal strut size 

was selected in the design of the sample scaffold.  
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CAD model scaffold Printed scaffold Pyrolysed scaffold 

Figure 15 Printing history: from CAD model to SiOC ceramic scaffold (sample produced using a RC 711/H44 
= 9/1 blend; scale bars = 1 mm).  

While it was important to avoid overexposure of the print, to ensure that a part with the desired 

dimensions was generated, the amount of photoabsorber had to be limited to ensure that the cure 

depth was not smaller than the imposed layer thickness, in order to print the full layer and avoid 

delamination by ensuring good inter-layer cohesion.[15, 70] Table 5 reports light microscope images 

of the side view of the scaffold printed using pure RC 711 with different amounts of E133. It can be 

observed that the lack of photoabsorber led to fully closed features due to the unhindered light 

penetration through the horizontal struts. The addition of the photoabsorber E133 enabled to build 

a proper scaffold structure, with defined horizontal struts and opening of the side walls. However, 

when the amount of photoabsorber was limited, additional material was also photocured on the 

top of the horizontal struts (the light illuminated the samples from the bottom of the images). Table 

5 shows that an amount of 0.75 wt% E133 in RC 711 was necessary to fully replicate the struts in 

the stl-file and avoid overexposure at the set layer height of 50 µm.  

Table 5 Optimization of photoabsorber E133 to reduce the overexposure and provide an exact replica of a 
model scaffold structure (pure RC 711; scale bars = 0.5 mm).  

0.00 wt% 0.25 wt% 0.50 wt% 0.75 wt% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The same optimization test for the amount of photoabsorber was also carried out for all the poly-

meric blends (see Table 4). Starting from the blends with RC 711 to Silres 601 and H44 of 5/5 an 

amount of 1.5 wt% E133 according to RC 711 content was necessary to limit the z-penetration depth 

to the desired amount (see Table S7). This equals an amount of 0.75 wt% of photoabsorber with 
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respect to the preceramic siloxane content (acrylic siloxane plus silicone resin) for both secondary 

preceramic polysiloxanes, confirming that the limited difference in absorbance among the different 

silicones was not relevant (compare Figure 14). This amount of E133 in respect to the overall silox-

ane content was confirmed in all polymeric blends (see Table S8), providing printing solutions for 

all mixtures with complete and accurate replication of the designed struts without overexposure. 

 

3.1.3.2 Optimization of exposure time 

After the optimization of photoinitiator and photoabsorber, the necessary amount of exposure 

time for each polymeric blend for achieving well defined components was determined. The model 

scaffold structure shown in Figure 15 was printed with all eight blends, plus pure RC 711, using 

different amounts of exposure time. Table 6 reports, as an example, the optimization process car-

ried out for pure RC 711 (2 wt% photoinitiator and 0.75 wt% photoabsorber, both with respect to 

RC 711 content). The stereomicroscope images taken perpendicularly to the top of the printed sam-

ples show that, in order to photocure even the smallest features in the selected model (horizontal 

strut width of 100 μm), a minimum amount of light exposure time was necessary. For pure RC 711, 

this proved to be 3.5 s per layer, as a shorter exposure time did not allow to obtain continuous 

horizontal struts with the required thickness, while a longer exposure time did not further modify 

their size. Note that this optimal time is longer than the one reported in Table 1 (1 sec), due to the 

presence of the photoabsorber in the mixture and the smaller area of the strut in comparison to 

the model star shape. An effect of the size of the sample was also observed since the larger struts 

in the stl file were already printed at lower exposure time, leading to an increase of exposure time 

needed for printing with decreasing feature size. To reduce the exposure time, more photoinitiatior 

could be added if desired, but was considered unnecessary as the exposure time didn’t exceed 1 – 

20 s, which was deemed an acceptable printing time. 

Table 6 Optimization of exposure time for pure RC 711 samples printed at different exposure times (scale 
bars = 0.5 mm). 

2 s 3 s 3.5 s 4 s 
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This optimization process was repeated for all the polymeric blends to determine the influence of 

their composition on the exposure time per layer (see Table S9). The amount of photoabsorber was 

kept constant in these experiments, at 0.75 wt% with respect to the total content of siloxanes, and 

the amount of photoinitiator was 2 wt% with respect to the RC 711 amount. Figure 16 summarizes 

the optimisation process carried out in Table S9 and shows that, with decreasing amount of RC 711, 

an increase of exposure time was necessary to provide the same resolution of at least 100 μm on 

the printing plane for all blends. The exposure time steadily increased from 3.5 s for pure RC 711 to 

a maximum of 14 s per layer for the RC 711/Silres 601 = 3/7 or 13 s for the RC 711/H44 = 3/7 blends. 

This trend was very similar for both secondary preceramic polymers (Silres 601 and H44), despite 

their slight difference in light absorption (Figure 14). The increase in absorbance of the blends con-

taining H44 was rather small and did not appear to have a significant influence on the minimum 

exposure time.  

 

Figure 16 Minimum required exposure time of all the prepared blends to fully polymerise one layer with 
features of 100 μm in size in the prin ting plane. 

While the printing blends proved to be stable against phase separation for several month, a test 

was conducted about the photosensitivity of the printing solution after a longer storage time. Table 

7 shows the exposure optimisation of pure RC 711 solution, containing the standard 2 wt% Irg 819 

and 0.75 wt% E133. After preparation, the solution was stored, wrapped in aluminium foil to pre-

vent external light exposure, for 6 weeks before it was used to print the model cube structure. 
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Table 7 Determination of necessary exposure time of long -stored RC 711, scale bars = 0.5mm. 

3 s 4 s 5 s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results show that the exposure time for RC 711 increases from 3.5 s to 5 s, which indicates a 

slight reduction in the effectiveness of the printing solution with time. However, since the photo-

sensitivity is not greatly reduced over the rather long time-frame of 6 weeks, it also shows that the 

printing solution can be stored for some time and still be used for 3D printing. 
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3.1.4 Transformation into Ceramic Material 

Thermo-gravimetrical analyses showed that the decomposition process of the blends was a combi-

nation of the behaviour of the constituent polysiloxanes. In Figure 17, the curves for the pure silox-

anes and for only one of the tested compositions (ratio RC 711/Silres 601 and RC 711/H44 = 5/5) 

are shown, as an example. The pure photocurable polymer (RC 711, tested on a printed sample 

produced following the same processing schedule adopted for all the samples in this work) had a 

very limited ceramic yield, due to the linear nature of the main polymeric chains.[48, 50] For the pure 

silicone resins (Silres 601 and H44), the limited low temperature weight loss associated with ther-

mal crosslinking, followed by the typical decomposition occurring with gas release in the polymer-

to-ceramic transition region (~400 to 800 °C), all well described in the literature,[37] were visible. 

The same features were retained in all the blends, indicating that the simple mixture of the poly-

mers did not modify their pyrolysis behaviour. 

 

Figure 17 TGA curves of the pure constituents of the blends (RC 711, Silres 601 and H44) and of the blends 
with a 5/5 ratio.  

 

3.1.4.1 Influence of blend composition on the ceramic yield 

Printed structures were used to measure the ceramic yield, which remained, considering measuring 

accuracy, within the area of theoretical ceramic yield of the blends of RC 711 and Silres 601 or H44 

respectively (see Figure 18). The theoretical values were calculated considering the measured ce-

ramic yield of the pure polysiloxanes at 1000 °C (7.4 wt% for RC 711, 66.8 wt% for Silres 601 and 
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76.5 wt% for H44). The upper and lower lines of the shaded graph areas correspond to the theoret-

ical yield considering, respectively, total or no evaporation of the toluene solvent before TGA meas-

urement. The data suggest that, in some cases, some residual toluene was still present after print-

ing, curing and drying. 

The fact that the measured ceramic yield of the printed structures was within the upper and lower 

limits of the theoretical ceramic yield demonstrates that the material that was solidified by photo-

curing maintained the expected composition. This proves, in particular, that the preceramic silox-

anes (H44 and Silres 601) were homogeneously dispersed in the liquid and, more importantly, that 

they became efficiently entrapped by the photocurable polymer in the solid structure during print-

ing. That is, they were not expelled from the polymeric solid during the curing of the acrylated 

siloxane nor during the pyrolysis. 

The data confirmed that with increasing amount of Silres 601 or H44, respectively, the ceramic yield 

of the blends increased steadily from 7.4 wt% (pure RC 711, after photocuring) up to 47.6 wt% (RC 

711/Silres 601 = 3/7) and 60.2 wt% (RC 711/H44 = 3/7). The ceramic yields of the different blends 

displayed in Figure 18 are spanning an entire region, which incorporates all values of printed ce-

ramic samples previously reported based on the different approaches (approach 1[8, 59] and ap-

proach 2[20, 40]). This demonstrates that this simple processing approach is very competitive and can 

provide a suitably large ceramic residue after pyrolysis. 
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Figure 18 Region of theoretical ceramic yield, with upper and lower limit depending on the complete removal 
or presence of residual solvent in the printed structures, and experimentally measured values (data taken 
at 1000 °C). 

 

3.1.4.2 Influence of blend composition on shrinkage 

Besides for the optimization of photoabsorber and exposure time, the model scaffolds also served 

the purpose to determine the shrinkage upon pyrolysis of all the blends. Ten cubes for each com-

position were printed, and their dimensions in the x,y and z direction were measured before and 

after pyrolysis and then compared to the nominal values of the CAD file (4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 mm3). All 

the samples of the different blends showed a complete retention of their shape after heating to 

high temperature. It should be pointed out that this is a non-obvious finding, because it means that 

the photocured, acrylic polymer constituted a continuous network even at a low concentration, 

encasing the non-photosensitive preceramic polymer and preventing it from flowing during pyrol-

ysis (even in the absence of a crosslinking catalyst).[8] We should also observe that the silicone resins 

possess silanol groups, and therefore can thermally crosslink by condensation during pyrolysis. It is 

the fact that the acrylic polymer decomposes above 300 °C (see Figure 17) that probably enabled 

to have the presence of a supporting network during thermal crosslinking of the preceramic poly-

mers. Moreover, the decomposition of the acrylic polymer allows for the creation of a continuous 

network of pores, which enables the elimination of the gases generated by the decomposition of 

the silicone resins during pyrolysis. In turn, this enables the fabrication of dense, crack-free SiOC 

components with a thickness not achievable when directly pyrolysing a component made solely of 
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a pure silicone resin. Furthermore, these experiments prove that the proposed approach of a simple 

physical mixing of two preceramic polymers, one photocurable and mostly sacrificial and the other 

one with high ceramic yield, is viable for the fabrication of ceramic components via DLP. 

The data collected on the green samples, after evaporation of the solvent, and the pyrolysed sam-

ples indicate that the printed parts underwent a uniform and homogenous shrinkage in all direc-

tions. In Figure 19A the x, y and z drying, pyrolysis and total shrinkage values for a blend of RC 

711/H44 = 7/3 are shown as an example. Figure 19B reports the values of the average linear shrink-

age after drying and pyrolysis (averaged considering the values corresponding to the 3 spatial di-

rections), for both blends, as a function of their RC 711 content. The printed scaffold of pure RC 711 

shows a shrinkage of only 1.7 % compared to the original stl-file. The change in dimension after 

printing for the pure preceramic polysiloxane results from a combination of polymerisation shrink-

age (liquid to solid transition) with possible expansion due to swelling and heating during printing 

and post-curing in UV chamber.[21, 71] The amount itself is not very pronounced, and depends on 

printing parameters (exposure time in DLP, scan velocity and laser power in SLA) and the necessary 

post-curing, which fully polymerises the uncured photosensitive groups retained within the printed 

structure to improve its mechanical property and durability.[21] While the polymerisation shrinkage 

occurs in all resins containing RC 711, it is negligible compared to the drying shrinkage of the phys-

ical blends. The drying shrinkage of the blends is increasing with decreasing amount of acrylic pol-

ymer due to the fact that, in order to dissolve a higher amount of solid preceramic polymer silicone 

resin, a higher amount of toluene solvent was necessary (see Table 4). The data indicates that, 

within the error margin, an equal increase of the drying shrinkage with the decrease of RC 711 

occurred for both preceramic polymer blends. This is attributable to the fact that a constant ratio 

between both Silres 601 and H44 to toluene (3/1) was used, and suggests that the different molec-

ular nature of the silicone resins had no effect on the evaporation of the solvent. 

The average pyrolysis shrinkage (computed with respect to the dimensions of the dried samples) 

decreased with increasing amount of preceramic polymers, either Silres 601 or H44, present in the 

blend, because of their much higher ceramic yield with respect to RC 711. Unexpectedly, blends 

containing Silres 601 had a lower pyrolysis shrinkage than those with H44, despite the latter having 

the higher ceramic yield. This indicates that the relationship between shrinkage upon pyrolysis and 

ceramic yield is less straightforward than one could imagine, and must be related to additional fac-

tors such as the molecular architecture of the preceramic precursor and the degree of thermal 

crosslinking occurring during heating (related to the number of silanol and ethoxy groups present 

in the silicone resins).[45] The detailed investigation of this aspect was, however, beyond the scope 

of this work. 
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Figure 19 Linear drying, pyrolysis and total shrinkage in x, y, z direction of RC 711/H44 = 7/3 (A); Average 
drying, pyrolysis and total shrinkage of blends according to their RC 711 content (B).  

The total linear shrinkage values were computed from the dimensions after pyrolysis with respect 

to those of the model CAD structure, and comprise the sum of the drying and pyrolysis shrinkages. 

These shrinkages had an opposite trend with decreasing amount of RC 711, leading to a not very 

pronounced minimum in the curves for both preceramic systems, occurring for a blend ratio of 5/5 

(see Table 4). Of all the systems, pure RC 711 had a maximum total average linear shrinkage of 70.1 

± 0.5 %, while the smallest values reached were 42.4 ± 3.8 % for RC 711/Silres 601 = 5/5, and 51.4 

± 3.3 % for RC 711/H44 = 5/5.  

It should be noted that the features that had a size of 100 μm in the CAD file, and of 98, 88, and 87 

μm in the printed scaffolds after drying (for pure RC 711 and for the RC 711/Silres 601 = 5/5 and RC 

711/H44 = 5/5 blends), after pyrolysis possessed a dimension of ~30 μm (RC 711), 58 μm (RC 

711/Silres 601 = 5/5) and 49 μm (RC 711/H44 = 5/5), respectively. This demonstrates that, although 

structures manufactured with RC 711 had the highest shrinkage and lowest ceramic yield, they also 

exhibited the highest resolution. Therefore, the proposed processing approach provides an addi-

tional degree of freedom with respect to the size of the features that could be produced using the 

DLP printer, as a function of the composition of the blends (content of RC 711). 

Furthermore, the selection of the pyrolysis temperature will also play a role in determining the final 

size of the component, as shrinkage depends also on the heating schedule employed.[41, 42] Figure 

20A shows, that the shrinkage of RC 711 is only 62.5 ± 1.3 % at 800 °C compared to the 70.1 ± 0.5 

% it has at 1000 °C. Combined with an increase in density from 1.8 to 2.0 g/cm3 this means that the 

siloxane material is further densifying with an increase in temperature of 200 °C, while at the same 

time shrinking another 8 % when all the “transient porosity” is eliminated.[41] While the SiOC shows 

another increase in density to 2.1 g/cm3, which could be related with rearrangements at the mo-

lecular and nanoscale level,[47] the shrinkage value drops to 66.5 ± 0.7 % at 1200 °C. This expansion 
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at higher temperature could be associated to the atomic rearrangement and the partial crystallisa-

tion of the material which until 1000 °C remains amorphous but starts to contain some β-SiC nano-

sized crystals after treatment at 1200 °C (Figure 20B). 

  

Figure 20 Shrinkage and Density values (A) and XRD patterns (B) of printed RC 711 samples treated at 800, 
1000 and 1200 °C. 

This variation in shrinkage depending on the selected blend mixture and employed pyrolysis tem-

perature means that the resolution of the pyrolysed structures can be increased independently on 

the resolution of the used printing equipment. Therefore, features with a size below the capability 

of 3D printers, typically around 50 μm in the polymeric state, can be achieved. 

 

  

A B 
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3.1.5 Fabrication of Complex Architectures 

The optimization of blend composition and printing parameters that was carried out enabled to 

fabricate components with complex architectures. Structure based on the Kelvin cell (a 

tetrakaidecahedron), which is one of the most efficient ways of partitioning space with cells of uni-

form volume generating a lightweight, strong network, are reported here.  

Figure 21 shows SEM images of the dried and pyrolysed parts produced using the optimized RC 711 

solution. The presence of discrete layers, typical of DLP printed structures, is evident (the height of 

the layer was set at 50 μm), but the horizontal features are rather smooth, also after pyrolysis. No 

deformation (warping) was observable, confirming the occurrence of isotropic, homogeneous 

shrinkage upon heating. A similar result was obtained when using the blends. Figure 22 reports, as 

an example, SEM images for samples printed with Silres 601 and H44 in the blends in the ratio of 

5/5 with RC 711. It is evident that 42.9 wt% of photosensitive material in the blend was sufficient 

to print exactly the same structures with the same resolution (before pyrolysis) and complexity as 

when using the material consisting solely of the photosensitive polysiloxane. 

  

  

Figure 21 SEM images of the dried (A, B) and pyrolysed (C, D) Kelvin cell structure printed with the optimized 
solution of RC 711. 
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Figure 22 SEM images of the dried (A: Silres 601; C: H44) and pyrolysed (B: Silres 601; D: H44) Kelvin cell 
structure printed with the optimized blends (ratio preceramic polymer/RC 711 = 5/5).  
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3.1.6 Microstructure of 3D Printed Siloxanes and SiOCs 

The microstructures of the 3D printed Kelvin cell structures displayed in Figure 21 and 22 were 

analysed in Figure 23. In the printed polymeric state all the materials, pure RC 711 as well as the 

mixtures with Silres 601 and H44, ratio with RC 711 equals 5/5, show a smooth surface (Figure 23 

A,D,G). No distinction between the two polysiloxanes used within one blend can be observed. The 

printed struts present themselves as one unit of material, besides the fact that only RC 711 has 

formed the polymeric network incorporating Silres 601 and H44 in a scale not detectable via SEM. 

The same occurs in the pyrolysed state (Figure 23 B,C,E,F,H,I). No sign of separation between SiOC 

material originating from RC 711 and Silres 601 or H44 can be observed. The parts are transformed 

into one undistinguished SiOC material. Actually, pure pyrolysed RC 711 exhibits the roughest sur-

face (Figure 23 B,C) whereas the blend with H44 shows the smoothest one (Figure 23 H,I) with 

smaller surface features, showing no sign of materials separation even below the µm range.  

   

   

   

Figure 23 Microstructures analysed from the Kelvin cell structures in Figure 21 and 22 of RC 711 (printed A, 
pyrolysed B and C), RC 711/Silres 601 = 5/5 (printed D, pyrolysed E and F) and RC 711/H44 = 5/5 (printed G, 
pyrolysed H and I). 

Apart from the smoothness of the surface of the materials within one layer, all printed parts show 

the representative step-wise production of the DLP printing technique across layers. The slicing of 

A B C 

D E F 

G H I 
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the stl-file (illustrated in Figure 3c) to print an object layer-by-layer is visible and produces the rough 

surface in z-direction (see Figure 24A). It was already previously noted that the resolution of the 

pyrolysed structures can be increased independently on the resolution of the printing equipment 

through the pyrolysis of the polysiloxanes with their respective shrinkage and temperature control. 

This leads to the fabrication of smaller features below the DLP equipment’s resolution limit (see 

chapter 3.1.4.2). Likewise, the step-like surfaces of the parts in z-direction can be smoothed, when 

the parts are transformed into SiOC ceramic, through the shrinkage of the material, which lowers 

the step-sizes significantly (Figure 24B). This, together with a control of the slicing thickness, can 

lead to the production of 3D printed parts via DLP with almost no distinguishable steps but a smooth 

transition within an object even in z-direction, which can be seen in the pyrolysed SiOC structure 

printed with a slicing of 25 µm instead of the usual 50 µm (Figure 24C). 

   

   

   

Figure 24 Representation of surface smoothening in z -direction through pyrolysis and slicing thickness; parts 
are RC 711 printed with 50 µm slicing (A) and pyrolysed with 50 µm (B) and 25 µm (C) slicing. 

It should be noted that during pyrolysis, besides the retention of shape and homogenous shrinkage, 

the polymeric and ceramic structures in Figure 21 – 24 show neither before nor after pyrolysis 

pores, microcracks or bubbles on the surface of the components, and no delamination between the 

A 

B 

C 
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printed layers was observed, testifying that optimal printing conditions were achieved. The fracture 

surface of a pyrolysed sample (see Figure 25) demonstrates also the absence of surface or internal 

cracks and the lack of (macro) porosity within the SiOC ceramic. The fracture side shows the typical 

fracture behaviour of brittle material[72] with a point of fracture origin (mirror), mist region and 

hackle lines and brittle fracture propagation throughout the whole strut. Noticeable is also that the 

cracks, exemplarily shown in two broken struts in Figure 25, are not propagating along the slicing 

direction within the x-y plane, but rather through different planes (slices) in the z direction. This 

shows that the original layers in the printed object are no preferential points of weakness along 

which a fracture could propagate through the material, and that the adhesion between different 

layers is optimal. 

   

Figure 25 Fracture surfaces of a pyrolysed SiOC printed structure (RC 711/H44 = 5/5). 

The elimination of the sacrificial acrylic network and other organic groups of the preceramic poly-

mers during the transformation into a SiOC ceramic led to a dense and homogeneous structure, 

showing no internal or surface microcracks nor porosity, no delamination nor weakness in case of 

a fracture along the original slices or segregation of the different polysiloxanes, within a printing 

blend, on the surface and inside the material. 
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3.1.7 Conclusion 

A novel approach has been developed for the additive manufacturing via DLP of dense, crack and 

pore free SiOC ceramic structures with a high degree of complexity, by simply mixing high ceramic 

yield preceramic polymers with a photocurable acrylic siloxane. All precursors are commercially 

available, and no chemical synthesis was required. 

Two silicone resins (Silres 601 and H44) dissolved in toluene were found to lead to homogenous 

stable solutions upon mixing with a photosensitive acrylic preceramic polymer (RC 711). An optimi-

zation of the system, in terms of amount of photoinitiator, photoabsorber and exposure time, en-

abled to obtain a range of blends that were printable in conditions suitable for the manufacture of 

parts in a limited amount of time.  

The composition of the blends, particularly the ratio between the preceramic polymer and the 

acrylic polymer, controlled the ceramic yield and related shrinkage occurring upon pyrolysis. Differ-

ent blends were realized, demonstrating that a RC 711 content as low as 24 wt% was sufficient for 

producing well defined parts; a maximum ceramic yield of 60.2 wt% was obtained. Thus, the com-

position of the blends can be exploited as an additional design tool for controlling the dimension of 

the features obtainable in the printed ceramic parts, independently on the resolution of the printing 

equipment employed. For example, starting from a design feature size of 100 μm, a dimension 

down to 30 μm could be produced in the final ceramic component. The SiOC structures after pyrol-

ysis showed a complete retention of shape and homogenous shrinkage. The use of two different 

preceramic polymers, containing either phenyl (Silres 601) or phenyl-methyl (H44) groups, pro-

duced SiOC ceramic structures possessing a different amount of free carbon,[45] and therefore po-

tentially different functional properties e.g. electrical conductivity, mechanical properties or chem-

ical durability can be achieved.[37, 44, 47]  
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3.2 Analysis of Multi-scale Sinter- and Mechanical Properties of SiOC Trusses 

Preceramic polymer resins have previosuly been used via stereolithography to produce highly 

complex structures which were subsequently transformed into SiOC or SiC ceramics.[8, 20, 40, 56, 57] 

However, analyses were restricted to characteristics of the printing resin itself, printing parameters, 

ceramic yield, overall linear shrinkage and compressive strength of the ceramic components. For 

the first time lattice structures, of much larger scale than previously produced, were printed in 

different geometrical arrangements and the shrinking behaviour upon pyrolysis as well as the 

mechanical properties of not only the whole SiOC lattice but of the individuel beam elements 

themselves were analysed in detail. Furthermore, a new hybrid structure was designed to 

incorporate two different geometrical configurations with different strut thicknesses within one 

structure, taking advantage of the possibility to control each individual strut and its positioning via 

additive manufacturing. The easiest configuration was chosen for the moment, a combination of 

two different geometrical arrangements in parallel. 

In particular, a specific formulation of the developed physical blends was chosen and coupled with 

the additive manufacturing approach, which allowed for a precise control of the architecture of the 

porous ceramic components and provided better properties compared to parts with stochastic po-

rosity together with the possibility of a detailed analysis of each uniform element. The ongoing work 

was carried out in collaboration with Professor Katherine Faber and Neal Brodnik (California Insti-

tute of Technology (CalTech, USA) and will be partially published.[73] 
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3.2.1 Multi-Scale Shrinkage Analysis 

The preceramic printing resin used was the physical blend of RC 711/H44 in ratio 5/5 (see Table 4). 

Four different structures with overall dimensions of 30 x 30 x 60 mm3, consisting of 7 x 7 x 14 unit 

cells, were designed; two Kelvin cell structures, with different strut diameters, one octet cell struc-

ture and a hybrid structure, combining Kelvin 2 and octet cells in parallel (see Figure S2B). The di-

mensions of the elements of the respective unit cells of all structures can be seen in Table 8; the 

significance of the chosen beam diameters will be explained later (chapter 3.2.2). 

Table 8 Characterisation of respective unit cells of Kelvin cell and octet structures.  

 Kelvin 1 Kelvin 2 Octet 

Unit cell size (mm) 4.2 4.2 4.2 

Beam length (mm) 1.5 1.5 3.0 

Diameter (mm) 0.60 0.70 0.34 

 

The characteristics of the utilised preceramic printing resin were investigated in chapter 3.1. As in 

all developed physical blends, the added amount of photoinitiator provided a fast curing solution 

with no overexposure in the printed parts since the z-penetration depth of the light was controlled 

using an optimised amount of provided photoabsorber. The preceramic blend was stable through-

out the whole printing process and the silicone resin chains of the non-photosensitive H44 were 

entrapped in the continuous polymer network formed by the acrylated, photosensitive RC 711 dur-

ing light exposure. The ceramic yield of 40.1 wt% is made up of the ceramic yields of pure RC 711, 

7.4 wt%, and pure H44, 76.5 wt%, and is consistent with the theoretical value for this blend mixture 

(see Figure 18), confirming a homogeneous distribution not only in the liquid but also in the solid 

structure with no repulsion of the non-photosensitive silicone chains during printing.  

The large Kelvin cell, exemplarily shown for the Kelvin 2 configuration, and octet structures of 30 x 

30 x 60 mm3, were printed with this preceramic resin and are shown in Figure 26. As already previ-

ously investigated, no sign of delamination or crack formation was visible in the printed state of all 

of the fabricated preceramic structures, including the newly printed Kelvin and octet ones. Likewise, 

crack-free ceramic SiOC structures were generated after pyrolysis which maintained their overall 

shape. An accurate copy of the stl file (shown in Table S2B) was produced with complete shape 

retention since the shrinkage in x, y and z direction after pyrolysis of every structure proved to be 

the same (see Table 9). A detailed analysis of the average linear shrinkage of the respective struc-

tures as well as the individual unit cell elements are shown in Table 10.  
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Figure 26 Kelvin cell and octet structure before and after pyrolysis.  

Table 9 Linear shrinkage in x, y and z-direction of Kelvin cell and octet structures.  

 Kelvin 1 Kelvin 2 Octet 

x - direction (%) 45.4 ± 1.6 43.7 ± 0.7 49.5 ± 1.4 

y - direction (%) 44.8 ± 1.7 43.3 ± 0.8 48.8 ± 1.4 

z - direction (%) 45.2 ± 0.8 43.4 ± 0.7 49.3 ± 1.3 

 

Table 10 Analysis of linear shrinkage of Kelvin 1,2 and octet structure and respective unit elements.  

 Kelvin 1 Kelvin 2 Octet 

Overall structure (%) 45.1 ± 1.4 43.5 ± 0.8 49.2 ± 1.4 

Beam diameter (%) 36.9 ± 1.7 37.5 ± 1.0 44.6 ± 1.3 

Beam length (%) 44.9 ± 1.6 42.0 ± 0.8 67.0 ± 1.0 

Beam volume (%) 77.9 ± 2.4 77.3 ± 0.7 90.0 ± 0.8 
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The linear shrinkages of the overall structures, their unit cell elements, beam diameter, length and 

volume, was investigated for the two Kelvin cell structures, with different beam thicknesses of 0.6 

and 0.7 mm, as well as for the octet structure (Table 10). It is notable that even though the linear 

shrinkages are isotropic for each structure and at all scales, the shrinkages are not the same, neither 

within one structure nor between different structural geometries fabricated with the same mate-

rial.  

While the shrinkage of the beam diameter of both Kelvin cells is around 37 % the beam length is 

shrinking a notable 5-8 % more, close to the overall shrinkage of the whole structure. The volume 

of the beams is decreasing by roughly 77 % each. The shrinkage analysis of the octet structure con-

firms the different shrinkages and their trend, although in general much larger shrinkage values are 

found in the octet compared to the Kelvin structure in all shrinkage categories. Here, the individual 

beam volume is shrinking by a remarkable 90 %. The beam length in the octet configuration shrinks 

22 % more than the beam diameter and the whole structure reflects this with a 49 % size reduction, 

a significant increase in overall shrinkage compared to the Kelvin cell structures. 

The aspect ratio between beam diameter and length for the SiOC ceramic structures are compared 

to the initial aspect ratios of their respective designs. In all three structures the aspect ratio of the 

pyrolysed SiOC struts is decreasing compared to the nominal value set by the stl-design. While this 

reduction in aspect ratio is comparatively small for the Kelvin structures, with values of 14.7 ± 9.3 

% for Kelvin 1 and 7.7 ± 2.5 % for Kelvin 2 design, it is highly pronounced in the octet structure, 

decreasing by 67.0 ± 8.6 %.  

It is clear that the aspect ratio of the unit elements after pyrolysis is different from the original 

design. The remarkable aspect of this is, that in spite of the different shrinkages in beam thicknesses 

and length, which results in the notable change in aspect ratio compared to initial values, the struc-

ture as a whole has a homogenous shrinkage in all directions. The shape is maintained over the 

complete structure despite its large size.  

However, this is not the case in the hybrid structure, where the non-anticipated difference in linear 

shrinkage of the same material in Kelvin and octet part of the hybrid structure resulted in a bent 

configuration, shown Figure 27. The slight curving in printed state towards the higher shrinking 

octet part, which comes from the drying of the structure when the solvent toluene is removed (see 

Figure 19B), gets more pronounced after pyrolysis when more than 6 % difference in shrinkage 

occurs. Despite its bent geometry, also the hybrid structures, like the Kelvin and octet structures, 

show no cracks within the structure, nor any sign of delamination or strut separation, even at the 

interface between the two geometrically different parts. The link of the material with itself proves 
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to be strong enough to account for the internal stresses, which arise due to the different shrinking 

properties of the two sides within the same structure. 

   

   

Figure 27 Hybrid structure, constituent of halve Kelvin 2  and octet structure, before and after pyrolysis.  

The linear shrinkage values reported in Table 10 show that the shrinkage behaviour in a shaped 

specimen is not as straight forward as commonly assumed. Typically linear shrinkage values in x, y 

and z-direction, or overall volume shrinkage is reported to analyse the size change ceramics 

undergo during sintering, concentrating on the isotropic or directional contraction of the material 

without considering the structural configuration of said material. Following the common trend, the 

linear shrinkage of the used preceramic polymer blend was already previously investigated on 

model cube structres, exhibiting a homogenous shrinkage of 51.5 ± 3.3 %, and compared to other 

material blends, printed in the same cubic structure, focusing as well on different material 

shrinkages (see chapter 3.1.4.2). The shrinkage analysis in this study was far more detailed and 

points out that while a structure shows a uniform shrinkage in all directions, different structures as 

well as their constituent elements within the structure can exhibit different shrinking values, which 

change their geometry non-uniformly. Especially in technical applications, where a precise size and 

shape of ceramic parts is particulary important, the investigation of not only the overall shrinkage 

behaviour but also of the essential elements becomes important. Compared to commonly used 

manufacturing techniques to fabricate porous ceramics, like via replica, self-foaming or pore former 

technique, additive manufacturing allows precise control over strut size and beam length of each 

unit cell in lattice structures, which allowes to investigate the shrinkage of individuel ceramic beams 

during pyrolysis. 

The experiments revealed that the shrinkages in the two Kelvin cell structures, depite having 

different strut thicknesses, are similar for the overall structure as well as the unit cell elements. In 

contrast, the octet structure shrinks around 6 % more than the Kelvin ones and shows also a 
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remarkable difference in the strut shrinkage with an additional decrease of 13 % in strut volume, 

more than 22 % in beam length and 7 % in thickness. The alike shrinking characteristics of the Kelvin 

structures and the significant difference to the octet structure points out that the shrinkage 

behaviour is dependent on the geometric arrangements of the struts rather than on the thickness 

of them. It seams that the architecture of a scaffold puts constraints on the materials ability to 

freely move during the transformation from preceramic polymer into ceramic material and the 

involving size change due to polymer burn out and densification. If the nodes are considered as 

rigid points, where the struts intersect and the contraction of struts is non-uniform, then the 

difference in geometrical arrangement of the nodes between the Kelvin and octet structures, will 

influence the free shrinkage movement of the individuel cells, resulting in a different overall size 

change between the Kelvin and octet structures. 

The aspect ratio of the individuel beams changes in comparison to the original structural design for 

both geometrical different structures. While this change is not as pronounced in the Kelvin 

structures it is highly significant in the octet one, where the shrinkage in beam diameter versus 

beam length is off by more than 20 %. The original aspect ratio of the Kelvin cells (0.40 and 0.47) is 

much higher than the one in the octet structure with 0.11 (see beam values in Table 8). The 

shrinkage during pyrolysis seams to affect the structure with an already high aspect difference more 

than the one where the discrepancy between beam thickness and length is rather small. The long 

and slender octet beams are much more susceptible to a different shrinkage. It seams that during 

pyrolysis the material not only uniformly contracts due to the burn out of polymeric groups, but 

rather, that a local material transport takes place. The material tries not only to densify but also to 

minimse the surface energy by tightening the materials in the struts. The higher contraction in 

length than in thickness results in a decrease in aspect ratio, which decreases the strut surface and 

therefore limits its surface energy. 

Despite the difference in cell element shrinkage and its invovling change in aspect ratio, the overall 

shrinkage of both Kelvin and octet structures are uniform in every direction due to the globally 

isotropic truss structure. This is not the case in the hybrid structure where the Kelvin and octet parts 

are arranged in parallel and lead to a non-homogeneous shrinking structure due to the difference 

in Kelvin and octet shrinkage. This demonstrates that, while a structure consisting of two different 

geometrical arrangements can be produced via additive manufacturing and that the interface 

between the two parts represents no weak point even during fracture (see later Figure 29), special 

attention must be placed on the shrinkage analysis of the consistuent parts and elements, which 

exceeds the normal linear shrinkage analysis used up to now. It was demonstrated that the 

shrinkage behaviour of a constrained net-shape part produced via stereolithography is nontrivial 
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and has to be carefully investigated and considered when using additive manufacturing to produce 

large parts for technical applications. 
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3.2.2 Mechanical Characterisation of Overall Structure and Single Struts 

3.2.2.1 Analytical Analysis 

Lattice structures with different geometrical arrangements are mechanical behaving in a different 

way. In order to compare them within one study, the differences in beam geometry and arrange-

ment must be properly analysed. The analytical investigation of the truss systems allows to relate 

the failure strength and elastic moduli for different lattice structures with varying porosities and 

geometrical truss arrangements. While in this study the calculation of uniaxial compression test is 

straightforward via the engineering stress and strains using the outer dimension of the overall truss 

structure, the relation between the effective elastic moduli of the different trusses can be analytical 

analysed and expressed in terms of beam size and their respective structural arrangement. This is 

especially important in the hybrid lattice structure and its constituent lattice parts, the Kelvin and 

octet part, which are failing in two different dominant failing mechanism via bending or stretching. 

Note, that both in this analysis and the equations used by Zhu et al.[74] and Deshpande et al.[75] to 

calculate the E-modulus of the Kelvin cell and octet structures, the beams in each cell within one 

structure are all of equal length, diameter and moment of inertia. Due to the differences in geo-

metrical arrangement of their respective strut system, the beams in the octet cell are twice as long 

as those in the Kelvin cell, for a defined unit cell size of same size (see Table 8). 

Kelvin cell structures exhibit bending-dominant failure mechanism. When they are loaded in one of 

their primary directions, their beams at 45° angle in respect to the loading direction are deforming 

by bending and then subsequently fracture. Zhu et al. developed calculations to express the elastic 

modulus of open cell foam structures with tetrakaidecahedral (truncated octahedral) cells, Kelvin 

cell structures, which are failing in a bending-dominant way.[74] Since the Kelvin cells are symmet-

rical in all (100) family directions, the moduli in all those primary directions is the same, and can be 

expressed as 

E001 =  
6√2EsI

L4(1+12
I

AL2)
      (3) 

While ES is the elastic modulus of the bulk solid material, I the moment of inertia of the beams along 

the bending axis, L the length and A the cross-sectional area of a single beam. 

On the other hand, octet cell structures are deforming in a stretching dominant way, when loaded 

equally along their primary (001) axis. The beams perpendicular to the loading direction are carrying 

the tension and will fail first, which leads to a fracture path propagating at 45° angle to the load 

axis. Based on the relative density ρ̅ of the octet lattice, depending on the radius R and length L of 
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a single beam, Deshpande et al.[75] are specifying the elastic modulus of octet trusses, which are 

equally dependent on ES, as 

E001 =  
ρ

5

̅ Es      (4) 

ρ̅ = 6√2π (
R

L
)

2

     (5) 

For the designed hybrid structure several conditions were placed on its configurations to properly 

characterise the mechanical behaviour. First, the cell sizes of both the Kelvin and octet lattice had 

to be uniform in order to exchange one cell with another without breaking up the periodical ar-

rangement (see same cell size in Table 8). And second, the E-Moduli of both respective lattice parts 

were set equal, so that during the mechanical compression tests the stiffness and therefore the 

force impacting both sides of the hybrid structure would be the same. Starting from the equations 

by Zhu and Deshpande and the fact that both structures are printed from the same material, there-

fore having the same elastic modulus of the bulk solid, an equation for the design of the hybrid 

structure was developed. 

4

5
(

Lk
4

Rk
4 + 3

Lk
2

Rk
2) =  (

Lo
2

Ro
2)     (6) 

This equation sets the length and the radius of the cylindrical beams of the Kelvin cell, LK and RK, 

and the octet cell, LO and RO, in relation. Since the Kelvin and octet cells are periodic regular struc-

tures and have the same unit cell size, the beams of the octet lattice are exactly twice the length of 

those of the Kelvin cell structure, 2Lk =  Lo. Substituting this relation in equation 6, simplifies the 

design condition of the hybrid structure to following form. 

(
Lk

2

Rk
2 + 3) =  5 (

Rk
2

Ro
2)     (7) 

By defining a particular unit cell size, equal for both structures, and the beam radius for one of the 

structures, Kelvin or octet, the beam radius of the other structure is fully defined by equation 7, 

when designing a hybrid structure of uniform stiffness. Taking equation 7 in consideration the beam 

dimensions of Kelvin 2 and octet cell structures in Table 8 are chosen. 

 

Finally, the flexural strength of the individual beam elements was determined through a test setup 

inspired by Brezny et al.[51] and illustrated in Figure 9B. The strength of the truss beams, which are 

the cylindrical rods in three-point flexure as described in ASTM C 1684,[76] can be calculated as  
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σ =  
8PL

πD3
       (8) 

The wire loop underneath the beam in Figure 9B is exerting the load P on the cylindrical strut of 

length L and diameter D. While this test setup allows to test the flexural strength of the individual 

struts in the lattice structures, the large compliance of the testing fixture prevents an accurate de-

termination of the elastic modulus of the single beams. 

 

3.2.2.2 Compressive Frakture Behaviour of Truss Structures 

Preliminary compression tests were performed on printed lattice structures to determine the best 

testing conditions. The samples were embedded in epoxy resin VariDur 3003 and samplekwick 

(Buehler Inc.), or sandwiched between cork, aluminium-foil, rubber and neoprene layers as well as 

cut to achieve planar and smooth surface areas and applied with an oil layer to minimise friction. 

Experiments with test samples confirmed that the highest strength was reached on cut samples, 

where fracture initiation in this testing condition didn`t always originate at the contact point to the 

metal compression plate, but within a flaw inside the structure. Therefore, the actual test lattices 

were cut to get planar contact areas (see Figure S3). This had the additional advantage that some 

of the eccentricity of the hybrid structures at the outer ends due to its bent configuration was re-

moved, while the middle, more homogenous part, was preserved. Unfortunately, complete avoid-

ance of load peaks at the sample surface was not guaranteed and fracture originating from the 

contact point to the metal compression plate was still observed in a few Kelvin structures, showing 

therefore slightly smaller strength values. However, it was impossible to determine the origination 

of the fracture point in the octet samples, as the fracture propagated at an 45° angle towards the 

compression direction (see Figure 29), therefore intersecting at one side always with the interface 

due to the sample height. If the crack started at the contact point to the compression plate or in 

the middle of the samples was impossible to determine, as the fracture happened instantaneous, 

within or even in-between a frame of the taken fracture video and was also often not at the ob-

served sample side. Therefore, the strength data of all samples, disregarding the fracture origina-

tion point, was taken into consideration, as it was intended to compare the fracture strength be-

tween the different samples. 

Table 11 lists the experimentally identified porosity, strength and E-modulus of all configurations. 

The thicker beams, while maintaining the cell size, in the Kelvin 2 configuration in contrast to the 

Kelvin 1 design decreased the porosity by roughly 4 % but lead to an increase in strength by 2.3 

MPa. The octet structure exhibits a large porosity of 91 % and shows the smallest strength value of 

3.8 %. Since the hybrid structure consists of halve Kelvin 2 and halve octet design, its porosity, 
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strength and E-modulus values is a combination of both, but tends to be closer to the one from the 

Kelvin 2 structure.  

Table 11 Mechanical characterisation of lattice structures.  

 Kelvin 1 Kelvin 2 Octet Hybrid 

Porosity (%) 85.3 ± 0.5 81.5 ± 1.2 91.1 ± 0.4 84.3 ± 0.1 

Strength (MPa) 7.7 ± 1.1 10.0 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 0.7 9.4 ± 0.4 

E-modulus (GPa) 2.0 ± 0.7 3.1 ± 0.6 0.9 ± 0.1 2.7 ± 0.1 

 

A specimen of each structural configuration has been exemplarily chosen to display in Figure 28 the 

fracture behaviour of the manufactured SiOC ceramic lattice structures. The stress-strain curves 

show the typical linear elastic behaviour followed by brittle fracture of a ceramic material. Besides 

having several small local peak loads, especially in the octet samples, the structures showed cata-

strophic failure after fracture peak load was reached. 

 

Figure 28 Selected stress-strain curves for all tested configurations, exemplarily chosen to display the frac-
ture behaviour.  

The fracture behaviour of the Kelvin, octet, and hybrid structure was analysed and the fracture 

pattern characterised by means of SEM (see Figure 29). In the Kelvin structures, the fracture path 

proceeds horizontal to load direction. The beams at 45° angle towards the printed z-direction, 
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which equals loading direction, are breaking, showing the expected bending-dominant fracture be-

haviour. This is different from the octet structure, where the fracture path is angled at 45° to loading 

direction, while much of the fracture is in the beams parallel to it, demonstrating the stretching-

dominant failure of octet structures. The hybrid structure combines the different fracture charac-

teristics, fracture path and broken beam orientation, which occur in their respective parts of the 

structure. The interface proved to be well connected, even during fracture. Instead of representing 

a weak point, the fracture path progresses from one side of the structure into the other side with 

changing fracture behaviour, generally ignoring the interface. Note, that although fracture videos 

were taken throughout the whole compression experiments, the fracture itself happens cata-

strophically (see Figure 28) and instantaneous, making it impossible to observe from which side, 

Kelvin or octet, the fracture is originating in the hybrid structures. 

Fractography of all structures show a dense and, away from the fracture, crack-free SiOC material 

with no internal porosity and a density of 2.1 g/cm3. The individual layers of which the structures 

are made of during the stepwise printing process show no influence in the fracture behaviour. This 

shows, that the transition between the layers represent no crack-initiation points nor weak planes 

the crack might follow. 
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Figure 29 Fracture pattern of Kelvin cell, octet, and hybrid structure.  

Although the octet structure shows by far the lowest compressive strength of the produced lattice 

structures, this is mainly attributed to the fact that it has by far the largest porosity (see Table 11), 

which negativly affects the mechanical properties of porous structures.[77] A comparison of the 

strength over relative density for all lattice structures in Figure 30 shows that although the 

compressive strength of the octet structure is by far the lowest, it`s not unreasonable low 

considering the respective relative density. In fact it seams that all fabricated structures, the two 

Kelvin cells, the octet and the hybrid structures, have a realitvely linear relation between strength 

and relative density. 
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Figure 30 Compressive strength over relative density for all printed SiOC lattice structures; logarithmic scal-
ing. 

It should be noted, that this is not an expected behaviour due to the different beam deformation 

modes of the respective structures during fracture. In fact, the critical failure strength σ∗
cr of a 

open-cell foam is dependent on the failure strength of the solid material σs, was well as on the 

relative density of the solid ρs and porous structure ρ∗ and can be desdribed as 

σ∗
cr

σs
 ~ (

ρ∗

ρs
)

𝑛

     (9) 

Where the exponent n is dependent on the modus of fracture and is equal to 3/2 for bending-

dominant and equal to 1 for stretching-dominant fracture behaviour.[78] This would mean, that even 

so the relative densities of Kelvin and octet structures are different from one another, the failure 

strength of the octet structure, representing a streching-dominand lattice, is expected to be 

relatively speaking greater than the failure strength of the Kelvin cell structures, representing 

bending-dominand lattice structures, and not to scale linearly (see Figure 30). 

Compared to other truss structures in literature, it should be noted that the strength values of the 

lattices reported in this study are higher than those of other cellular materials[78] and those of SiOC 

foams, which are produced via direct foaming and are of comparable density.[79] While this is true, 

the compressive strength is lower than those reported in Eckel et al.[40] for SiOC printed 

microlattices and honeycombs. It is suspected that this is due to a drastic difference in specimen 
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dimensions, since the samples tested in Eckel et al. were sheets with single-cell thicknesses, while 

the lattice structures here show dimensions of 7 x 7 x 14 cells. 

 

3.2.2.3 Evaluation of Individual Beam Strength 

The strength of the individual struts in the structures were tested in flexure, in the configuration 

illustrated in Figure 9B. Two different kind of fracture behaviour has been observed during the 

adapted three-point bending experiment. While images extracted from the video files taken in situ 

during the experiment can be seen in supplementary information Figure S4, Figure 31B,C displays 

the fracture types in detail. While the images in Figure 31A show the Kelvin and octet struts before 

breaking, the images in Figure 30B display the fracture of the beams while the nodes remain unaf-

fected and Figure 31C shows strut failure, where the node was affected and partially taken out with 

the struts. Both behaviours were observed in the tested samples but no significant difference in 

strength values between the two fracture modes was observed (see supplementary information 

Table S10).  

The struts and cell nodes adjacent to the loaded beams remain unaffected during the experiment, 

providing a rigid support of the tested beams. The strength of the individual Kelvin struts is very 

similar with 0.47 ± 0.16 GPa for the Kelvin 1 and 0.54 ± 0.15 GPa for the Kelvin 2 structure. The octet 

shows a four times larger strength with a value of 1.93 ± 0.27 GPa.  

   

   

Figure 31 Fracture analysis of Kelvin and octet strut failure; left to right: unbroken strut (A), fracture with 
node intact (B), fracture with node affected (C).  

The strength of the unit elements of the truss structures, Kelvin and Octet, were analysed using 

similar methods as Brezny et al.[51] It should be noted that in contrast to Brezny, the struts in this 

B 
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study were not from a replica foam but from a structure fabricated via additive manufacturing. This 

means that all the beams are of the same size, positioned in the same orientation (horizontal to 

loading direction), exhibit no change in strut thickness over the whole length of the beam and have 

no internal pores (as is the case in ceramic replica foams). Sincce these predetermined errors from 

Brezny are no longer present in this study, the measured failure strength of the ceramic struts is far 

more reliable. 

When comparing the flexural strength of the individual struts to to their respective truss structures, 

a different behaviour can be seen. While the strut strength of the two Kelvin structures is 

remarkably similar, the Kelvin lattices are exhibiting different structural strength. Additionally while 

the octet struts are about four times as strong as the Kelvin ones, the octet lattice structure shows 

due to it`s high porosity the lowest strength. This significant difference in strut strengths is likely 

due to the size effect. The slender octet struts are thin enough to have a greatly reduced possible 

defect size, which therefore impoves the strength of the beams. 

While the size effect can explain the greater strength of the slender octet struts, it doesn´t explain 

the lower specific strength of the octet structure (see Figure 30) despite having struts showing a 

remarkable greater strength, which should logically make a structure stronger. This is not the case 

here and possible explanation factors are some degree of load eccentricity during compressive 

loading and a deviation in strut failure from bending to tensile mode. Even so all possible steps were 

taken to minimise load eccentricity during testing of the overall Kelvin and octet structures, it can 

still occur due to some amount of local shrinkage variation, which, although small, is inevitable 

during pyrolysis and may affect the strength, especially in structures sensitive to small variations, 

like the octet structure since it`s composed of very slender beams. This may lead to some degree 

of shearing in the lattice structure, which could lead to a reduction of strength not present in the 

testing of the individual struts but in the overall structure. This also would affect the octet structure 

more than the Kelvin ones, since deformation by shearing is very similar to deforamtion by bending 

but completely different from deformation by stretching. The octet structure is, due to its more 

slender beams, more susceptible to possible load eccentricity and additional the possible shearing 

is more pronounced in stretching than in bending-dominant lattice structure. This could explain the 

comparatively rather low strength of the octet structure despite its greater strut strength. Another 

factor which may have contributed to the remarkable difference in the strength in the struts 

between octet and Kelvin is a deviation from the expected flexural bending failure. As described in 

chapter 2.3 the struts are loaded over a looped wire, which pulls on the struts connected to rigid 

nodes. Equal to Brezny[51] a three-point bending test was assumed to be as close to the fracture test 

as possible and therefore the flexural strength of the struts have been caluclated according to 
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equation 8.[76] Equally to the fracture of the overall structure also the failure of the struts was dra-

matic and instantaneous. Although observed in situ via video camera (see Figure S4) it was impos-

sible to observe the actual breaking mechanism. Considering the fracture images in Figure 31 it 

could be that in addition to bending of the struts some degree of tensile load was exhibited, which 

could have caused a pull-out of the strut rather than failure via bending. This could lead to a differ-

ent fracture mode and therefore another calculation of the fracture strength of the individual 

struts, which might change the relation between the strength and beam length and thicknesses and 

thus in turn change the difference in strength of octet versus Kelvin struts. An analysis of the exact 

failure mechanism would however require additional testing and was beyond the scope of this 

study. 

 

3.2.2.4 Investigation of E-Moduli 

The experimentally measured elastic moduli were compared to their values gained by analytical 

methods to compare if the theoretical calculations can be applied and the expected stiffness 

relations are met. Since all structures are fabricated via Digital Light Processing with the same 

preceramic polymer blend and transformed in the same pyrolysis process, the elastic modulus of 

the solid SiOC ceramic material is the same. Given this fact, the expected stiffness ratio between 

two different structures can be described as 

Stiffness Ratio =
E001

Design 2

E001
Design 1      (10) 

While the actual stiffness ratio can be gained from the experimentally measured elastic moduli of 

the respective structures, the equations 3 – 5 allow an analytical expression of the expected 

stiffness ratio from the measured pyrolysed strut dimensions. 

The elastic moduli of Kelvin cell structures can be described according to Zhu et al.[74] with equation 

3. According to the analytical stiffness ratio between the two Kelvin designs, it is expected that the 

Kelvin 2 structure is about twice as stiff as the Kelvin 1 structure. However, the experimental values 

show a ratio of only about 1.5 instead. This deviation from the analytical value is likely due to the 

lack of slenderness of the Kelvin cell struts. Since the strut thicknesses were designed in such a way 

to match the expected higher stiffness in the octet structure, for the use in the hybrid structure 

according to equation 7, the aspect ratio was necessarily per design already relatively low. This 

together with the anisotropic beam shrinkage, which further decreased the aspect ratio of the 

Kelvin beams, resulted in an aspect ratio in the order of 4:1, while the analytical calculation of the 

stiffnesses assumes much more slender beams in their structures, meaning an aspect ratio of 
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typically 10:1 or more. This lack in slenderness can lead to some deformation not only in the beams 

themselves but also in the nodes of the structures, which would cause a change in the stiffness and 

the stiffness ratio of the structures. 

While the analytical stiffness ratio of the two Kelvin designs is not that different from the measured 

ones and the deviation can be explained by the lack of slenderness in the Kelvin beams, the 

behaviour, particularly the elastic modulus, of the octet structure is far from expected. The Kelvin 

2 and octet structures were designed to be printed with the exactly same elastic modulus, based 

on equation 7. Due to the discrepancy in shrinkage (see Table 10) the measured beam dimensions 

would not only leave the two structures with a different elastic moduli, but would also assume that 

the octet structure shows a higher stiffness than either of the Kelvin structures. This is obviously 

not the case since Kelvin 2 is around 3 times as stiff as the octet (see Table 11), which together with 

the different behaviour in strength of the octet struts and overall octet structure, indicates an 

unusual behaviour in the octet lattice strucutres. Some assumptions to this behaviour, like e.g. load 

eccentricity during fracture testing, can be drawn, as previously stated, but more thorough 

investigation of this unusual behaviour is beyond the scope of this study. 

 

3.2.2.5 The hybrid structure 

As already previously stated, the stiffness of the Kelvin 2 and octet structure does not match one 

another (see Table 11), although designed that way according to equation 7. This means that also 

in the hybrid structure the two respective parts are exhibiting different stiffness values. Despite this 

difference in elastic moduli, originating from the different shrinkages of the structures and their 

individual elements (Table 10), which obviously changes the elastic moduli of the design to the 

actual SiOC ceramic, together with some degree of load eccentricity leaving errors in the measured 

elastic moduli, a relative anaylsis of the expected and measured stiffness can still be performed. 

Since the Kelvin and octet part are arranged in parallel, the hybrid structure shows an isostrain 

configuration. The rule of mixture together with the experimental modulus measurements of the 

respective Kelvin 2 and octet structures allows to calculate the modulus of the hybrid structure as 

Ehybrid =  vKelvinEKelvin +  voctetEoctet    (11) 

with 4/7 being the volume fraction of the Kelvin cells and 3/7 being the one of the octet cells in the 

hybrid structure as designed. According to equation 11 the hybrid structure should show an elastic 

modulus of about 2.2 GPa, which is slightly lower than the experimentally determined 2.7 GPa. This 

slight deviation towards the elastic modulus of the Kelvin design (see Table 11) can be explained 

due to the non-uniform shrinkage in the hybrid structure. Since the octet part is shrinking with a 
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greater value than the Kelvin one, the volume fraction of the Kelvin part exceeds the 4/7 

predetermined in the hybrid design. Additionally, the bent configuration of the hybrid strucutre 

results in the Kelvin part having to bear a larger percentage of the load. This non-uniform shrinkage 

of the same material printed in two different configurations explains why the elastic modulus of 

the hybrid structure is closer to the value of the Kelvin part of its structure than the rule of mixture 

predicts. 

The strength of the hybrid structure was measured taken the compressive load and the overall area 

of the structure subjected to the load into account. A value of 9.4 MPa was measured as the 

compressive strength of the hybrid structure (see Table 11). However, since the stiffness of the two 

respective parts of the hybrid structure is different from one another, the two parts are subjected 

to different percentages of the overall load, since the force is predominantly loaded on parts 

exhibiting higher stiffnesses. This means that the Kelvin part, having the higher elastic modulus, is 

also bearing a higher percentage of the load and vice versa. In order to investigate the actual stress 

sustained by the two parts of the hybrid structure, the stresses faced by the Kelvin and octet part, 

σK or σO, can be expressed via the elastic moduli of their respective structures, EK or EO, as well as 

the stress and elastic modulus of the overall hybrid strucutre, σH and EH, assuming the isostrain 

loading condition due to the parallel design of the hybrid struture. 

𝜎𝐾 =  𝐸𝐾 ∗
𝜎𝐻

𝐸𝐻
      (12) 

𝜎𝑂 =  𝐸𝑂 ∗
𝜎𝐻

𝐸𝐻
      (13) 

According to equation 12 and 13 the actual load bearing on the Kelvin part of the hybrid structure 

is 10.8 MPa, while it is 3.1 MPa for the octet part. Both values are remarkable close to the values of 

their respective structures within their standard deviations (see Table 11), which is logical since it 

means, that the hybrid structure is failing when one of its parts exceeds the critical failure load of 

its respective designed structures. Applying the rule of mixture to the failure stress, likewise to the 

elastic modulus calculation a smaller value of 7.5 MPa than the actual 9.4 MPa of the overall hybrid 

structure was calculated. This again is due to the non-uniform shrinkage of the hybrid structure, in 

which the Kelvin part occupies a larger volume percentage than the predetermined 4/7. This means 

that just as in the elastic modulus calculation the measured strength of the hybrid structure is closer 

to the value of its Kelvin than its octet part exceeding the analytical prediction.  
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3.2.3 Conclusion 

Additive manufacturing techniques, especially stereolithography, allow for a precise control over 

the architecture of produced parts. A simple alteration of a computer model (CAD-file) can be per-

formed to obtain the desired geometric arrangement of struts and alter their dimensions. This pre-

cise control over the architecture allows for a detailed investigation of the properties of lattice 

structures at all scales. Large dimensional lattices in different geometrical arrangements and beam 

thicknesses were manufactured with the exactly same preceramic polymer blend material.  

It was demonstrated that the shrinkage behaviour is not a straight-forward approach, depending 

only on the utilised material. Instead, even so the overall shape of the structure was completely 

maintained during printing, the shrinkage of the unit cell elements was different from one another 

as well as the shrinkage of the overall structure, depending on their geometrical strut arrangement. 

This is an important point, which should be taken carefully in consideration when designing struc-

tures for technological applications in order to avoid possible different shrinkages of component 

parts, as was the case in the hybrid structure. 

Even so the unexpected un-even shrinkages in the hybrid structure lead to a bent configuration and 

a different stiffness in its respective parts, Kelvin and octet, the printing of such a structure was an 

important first step in realising carefully constructed hybrid truss structures. Truss systems have 

previously been designed to create large structures with a variety of properties, which normal solids 

cannot exhibit, like high acoustic dampening, negative coefficients of thermal expansion or highly 

nonuniform mechanical response.[80, 81] Often reffered to as metamaterials those architectured 

trusses have been fabricated via additive manufacturing but mostly from polymeric materials, with 

a few exceptions of metal or ceramics, and the mechanical catacterisation has generally been 

limited to the elastic region with limited consideration of failure mechanics.[80-83] Additionally, the 

printed truss structures were limited to one particular geometry and strut dimension without 

incorporating two different truss structure within one lattice material. If such a material, with 

identical elastic moduli in the ceramic phase could be made, as was intended, the different 

deformation modes in the truss segments could produce a structure with the same stiffness, but 

controlled failure in the weaker part of the structure. The cells of this weaker part would then be 

expected to fail first and, if specifically placed in certain positions within the structure, the fracture 

path could be designed and controlled, already in the initial step of the manufacturing process, the 

design of the stl file. A predictable failure with conotrolled fracture path could be of great advantage 

in fracture research as well as in technological applications. 

Additionally, it was shown, that the interface between two segments with different architectural 

design, porosity and mechanical properties is strong and not subjected to delamination, micro-
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crack appearance or represents a weak point during fracture. A continuous ceramic structure could 

be designed with controlled reinforced parts, which can be of particular advantage in load bearing 

applications with non-uniform stress impact application.  
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4 Expanding SiOC Ceramic Structures to the Microscale through 

Two Photon Lithography 

Shaping ceramic materials at the nanoscale in 3 dimensions (3D) is an engineering challenge, that 

can offer new opportunities in a number of industrial applications, including metamaterials, nano-

electromechanical systems, photonic crystals and damage-tolerant lightweight materials. 3D fabri-

cation of sub-micron ceramic structures can be performed by 2 Photon laser writing of a preceramic 

polymer. However, polymer conversion to a fully ceramic material has proven so far unfeasible, due 

to a lack of suitable precursors, printing complexity and high shrinkage during ceramic conversion. 

In following ceramic structures have been achieved through an appropriate engineering of both the 

material and the printing process, enabling the fabrication of preceramic 3D shapes and their trans-

formation into dense and crack-free SiOC ceramic components with highly complex, 3D sub-micron 

architectures. The research work, which was carried out in collaboration with Professor Giovanna 

Brusatin and Dr. Laura Brigo (DII, University of Padova) and partially published in,[84] allows for the 

manufacturing of structures with any 3D specific geometry (see Figure S2C) with fine details down 

to about 800 nm and height up to 100 µm. The rapidly printed structures were converted into ce-

ramic objects possessing sub-micron features, offering unprecedented opportunities in different 

application fields. 
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4.1 2-Photon Lithography of Ceramic Materials 

By fabricating components based on ceramic materials instead of the typical polymers or metals, 

the range of properties would be expanded for instance in the direction of higher refractoriness, 

increased chemical durability, better wear and oxidation resistance, higher elastic modulus, im-

proved dimensional stability with temperature, etc. So far, only very few examples of ceramic sub-

micron fabrication have been reported.[49, 64, 65, 83, 85-88] They were produced via two-photon lithog-

raphy (2PL), a laser-assisted technology for the intrinsic-3D manufacturing of structures at the mi-

cro- and meso-scale of a photosensitive material, a photoresist that is typically in a liquid state. 

Standard photoresists compositions for 2PL are mainly based on purely organic acrylates. In one 

example, the acrylic polymer resist was transformed into glassy carbon by pyrolysis at 900 °C and, 

due to the high shrinkage, sub-micron shapes not taller than a few μm were fabricated.[85] Alterna-

tively, in a multi-step process hollow TiN ceramic structures were obtained by 2PL of a standard 

photoresist followed by atomic layer deposition of titanium tetrachloride with N2/H2 gas mixture 

and subsequent O2 plasma etching.[86, 87] Using the same approach Meza et al.[83] also fabricated 

hollow alumina nanolattices via deposition of trimethyl aluminium on the surface of the polymeric 

nanolattice followed by the subsequent removal of the polymer. In all cases a commercial acrylate 

polymer photoresist, IP-Dip (Nanoscribe Gmbh), was used to fabricate the nanolattices and either 

turned into glassy carbon at 900 °C[85] or coated via atomic layer deposition to produce ceramic 

TiN[86, 87] or alumina[83] nanolattices consisting of a network of hollow tubes.  

Differently from photosensitive organic resins, preceramic polymers (precursors for SiOC, SiCN, or 

SiC materials) are a unique class of polymers that combine the processability properties of poly-

meric materials with the capability of transforming into ceramics at high-temperature in inert or 

oxidative atmospheres.[37] The use of preceramic polymers as photoresists in 2PL printing allows 

the fabrication of ceramic materials at the sub-micron scale with dense struts. However, shaping 

preceramic polymers at that scale, while generating complex 3D ceramics architecture, has been so 

far unfeasible: scarce examples reported in literature present limitations like poor definition and 

lack of small, resolved features of the printed 3D components and incomplete pyrolysis,[49, 64, 65, 88] 

due to lack of suitable precursors, high shrinkage accompanying the heat treatment and pyrolysis 

temperature below the completion of the polymer-to-ceramic transformation (below 800 °C).[89] 

Following approach 1 (see chapter 3.1.1), very simple SiCN-based 3D sub-micron structures have 

been fabricated by 2PL of a acrylate-modified functionalised polyvinylsilazane and subsequent py-

rolysis at 600 °C.[64, 65, 88] Likewise, following approach 2, simple 3D microstructures were fabricated 

through the photoinduced polymerisation of a bifunctional carbosilane with an organometallic 

photo-hydrosilylation catalyst and turned into SiC-based material at 600 °C.[49] So far dense, but 
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simple structures have been produced over the preceramic polymeric route[49, 64, 65, 88] and, due to 

the relatively low pyrolysis temperature, they were not fully converted into a ceramic material.[89] 

As previously mentioned, complex 3D micro lattices have been produced instead by a photoresist 

from Nanoscribe itself and turned into either a pure carbon material, which is not resistant to oxi-

dation at high temperature,[85] or a hollow, non-dense, ceramic component.[83, 86, 87] 

Therefore, the aim of this work was to fabricate dense and highly complex sub-micron structures 

of stable, oxidation resistant ceramic material after a complete pyrolysis with structural dimensions 

of the order of a few hundred μm with resolution of individual features below 1 μm. Following 

approach 3 to fabricate preceramic polymers using a lithography-based process, the materials from 

chapter 3.1 developed for macrofabrication via DLP, were used in a 2PL printing process to fabricate 

microstructures with features below the µm-scale. Unprecedented 3D complex sub-micron archi-

tectures are presented, made of dense, pore- and crack-free SiOC ceramic, fabricated by 2PL of a 

preceramic photosensitive polymer with size up to 100 μm. These micro-structures are fully ceram-

ized without shape distortion during the pyrolysis step at 1000 °C, due to a combination of the 

functional preceramic polymer, a proper photoinitiator and a new processing configuration for the 

fabrication of the 3D structures. First examples of the straightforward, fast and versatile 3D fabri-

cation of fully ceramic, dense SiOC sub-micron-sized 3D components with dimensions of several 

tens of microns and minimum feature dimension down to about 800 nm are presented. 
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4.2 Optimisation of 2PL Writing Process and Conditions 

As starting material for 2PL printing, pure RC 711 was used and, as indicated in Materials and Meth-

ods section (chapter 2), a Michler’s ketone derivative molecule, BDEBP, was added and completely 

solubilized overnight. The photoinitiator, while generally used as a single photon radical polymeri-

sation initiator at about 365 nm wavelength (Figure 32), is used to activate radical polymerisation 

by 2-photon absorption at 780 nm. Thanks to the donor-acceptor-donor structure, upon 2-photon 

absorption, the carbonyl 4 group of BDEBP is promoted to an excited singlet state, that can undergo 

an intersystem crossing to the triplet state, from which two radical ions are produced via electron 

donation by the amine to the carbonyl moieties,[90] thus providing the radicals to start the polymer-

isation of the polysiloxane. As polymerised resins have a slightly different refractive index from the 

liquid resin, the patterns written by the 2PL process can be immediately visualised. A sequence of 

images, showing the 2PL printing process, was extracted from a video, taken during the printing 

process, and can be seen in Table S11. The lack of added solvent guarantees high stability of the 

solution during laser writing, avoiding possible evaporation and phase separation. Single photon 

UV-vis absorbance spectra of resin components are reported in Figure 32 and 2-photon absorption 

spectrum of BDEBP can be seen in Figure S5. 

 

Figure 32 Single photon UV-vis absorbance of the RC 711 preceramic polymer and of the used BDEBP initia-
tor (dissolved in toluene at 0.1 wt% concentration). 

Later on, also the mixture with RC 711/H44 = 5/5 of the physical blends was used in 2PL printing. 

The preparation of the blend is described in chapter 3.1.2. 
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4.2.1 Printing configuration 

Two different configurations were used for the fabrication of the structures (Figure 33). Considering 

the inverted microscope configuration of Nanoscribe GT, laser beam is initially focused at the lower 

glass/resin interface in the standard approach and successively moved layer-by-layer inside the 

printing volume in increasing z-direction. According to the to be printed 3D design the whole struc-

ture is polymerised. In practice, power compensation would actually be required for assuring a con-

stant exposure dose at increasingly higher penetration depths within the liquid and through just 

polymerised layers. Due to the working distance of the used objective, a maximum height of the 

fabricated structures of ~100 µm on a thin glass slide (150 µm) is possible. It is therefore not possi-

ble to use this configuration to fabricate structures onto millimetre-thick, fused silica slides. 

Thus, an alternative “inverted” approach was developed to fabricate the structures, which need a 

support pillar for subsequent pyrolysis on a fused silica glass substrate (Figure 33B). A preceramic 

polymer solution drop is placed between two glass substrates, separated by a thin PDMS membrane 

serving as the gasket. The upper fused silica glass slide (arbitrarily thick) serves as the printing plat-

form for the growth of the 3D structures, while the lower coverslip separates the objective immer-

sion oil from the preceramic resin. In this case, the laser beam is initially focused at the upper 

glass/resin interface, and fabrication proceeds in a layer-by-layer fashion in decreasing z-direction. 

Thus, shadowing effects from previously polymerised layers are eliminated. The fused silica glass 

slide can withstand heating temperatures of 1000 °C and is therefore a suitable substrate for the 

complete pyrolysis of the printed preceramic structures. 
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Figure 33 Schematics of the “standard” approach (A: Writing direction: UP) and “inverted” configuration 
(B: Writing direction: DOWN) for 3D polysiloxane polymer fabrication.  

The “standard” approach was used to fabricate the porous polysiloxane structures for observation 

of their printed, polymeric condition. To fabricate SiOC ceramic structures, the polysiloxane resin 

was printed on a fused silica substrate in the “inverted” configuration for the pyrolysis step later.  

 

4.2.2 Optimisation of exposure dose 

An estimate of the effective power during a fabrication process was provided by multiplying 50 mW 

by laser power and power scaling values, which determines the intensity within the focal spot. 

Therefore, the exposure dose can be increased either by increasing the laser power as well as power 

scaling or by decreasing scan speed, thus increasing exposure time. Such dose is roughly propor-

tional to the square root of the scan speed value. The exposure dose is therefore dependent on 

three parameters, laser power, power scaling, printing speed, and needs to be adjusted to obtain a 

sufficient degree of crosslinking of the polymer. Similarly to the DLP process, in which the exposure 

time (at a fixed projector power) alone determined the exposure dose, an object was chosen and 

printing tests were performed in order to find the right printing parameters for the RC 711 to print 

Fused silica substrate 

Liquid resin 

Structure 
Glass substrate 

PDMS spacer 
(height ~ 135 µm) 

2 Photon Irradiation 

Liquid resin 
Structure 

Glass substrate 

2 Photon Irradiation 

A: Writing direction: UP 

B: Writing direction: DOWN 
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microstructures. As the polymerisation during 2PL occurs within the focal spot of the intersecting 

two photons (see Figure 6), only a specific voxel within the printing liquid is illuminated at any one 

time. Opposite to the DLP process, were the illumination shines through the whole printing bath, if 

not restricted in the z-direction, no photoabsorber is necessary, since the printing happens only in 

the tight focal voxel where the polymerisation threshold is exceeded. However, an excessive expo-

sure dose will increase the voxel size and cause polymerisation in the surrounding liquid adjacent 

to the intended printed voxel. An overabundant excess of exposure dose can even cause explosions 

in the printing liquid (see Figure 7).[30] A careful control is therefore necessary and fabrication pa-

rameters were changed exploring a range of laser power, power scaling and scan speed values, 

therefore tailoring the final exposure dose. 

Exposure tests were performed, similarly to those carried out for DLP printing (see Table 6), through 

dose matrices by fixing always two of the above-mentioned parameters while changing the third 

one in controlled increments. The same Kelvin cell, which was printed with RC 711 via DLP (see 

Figure 21), was used for the exposure dose tests, as it represents an example of a complex, porous 

and highly detailed architecture, which validates the possibility of generating long overhangs and 

demonstrate the freedom of 3D design that this technology affords, but at a much smaller scale 

than DLP printing. 

An example of this optimisation process can be seen in Figure 34. In this exemplary dose matrix, 

the laser power was kept constant at 1.2 and the writing speed at 3000 μm/s. The power scaling 

was changed from 50 % in 10 % increments up to 100 %. Figure 34 illustrates the point of a tight 

control of the exposure dose. While the degree of crosslinking was too low at a power scaling of 

only 50 % (Figure 34A) to form strong enough struts, which are free standing and can support them-

selves, it was equally too high at 100 % (Figure 34C), causing overexposure of the printed struts. At 

a laser power of 1.2 and a writing speed of 3000 μm/s, a power scaling of 70 % (Figure 34B) proved 

to generate the necessary exposure dose for RC 711 for the fabrication of a highly complex struc-

ture. 
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Figure 34 Optimization of process parameters made through dose matrices from underexposed ( A) to over-
exposed C) fabrications with the preceramic polymer.  Writing speed: 3000 µm/s; laser power: 1.2; power 
scaling in overview: 50 % (left) - 100 % (right); optimised printing condition at 70 % power scaling (B) .  

As fabrication time is a decisive parameter to develop a promising process technology, the limit of 

the writing speed of the preceramic RC 711 siloxane was tested. The complex, porous Kelvin cell 

structure with dimensions of 30 x 30 x 30 µm, fabricated with the optimised writing condition of 

1.2 laser power, 70 % power scaling and 3000 μm/s, was already completed in under 6 min, demon-

strating the high throughput of RC 711. To push the writing speed and find its ultimate limit, a sim-

ple structure was printed, demonstrating a high fabrication speed up to 50000 μm/s (Figure S6). 

This performance was close to the highest achievable with standard resists from Nanoscribe itself 

(60000 μm/s) and is very uncommon for non-standard 2-photon laser writing resists. It shows the 

potential in printing RC 711, not only at the macro- (DLP) but also at the micro-scale, in a time 

efficient manner. 
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4.3 Fabrication of Tall and Complex Architecture with non-commercial Pho-

toresist 

After demonstrating that the preceramic siloxane can match the writing speed of standard poly-

meric photoresists, the fabrication possibilities of complex structures were investigated. Figure 35 

already shows that highly porous complex structures, like the Kelvin cell structure, can be fabricated 

with RC 711, exceeding the level of complexity previously shown by other research groups working 

on 2PL of preceramic polymers.[49, 64, 65, 88] 

While highly porous structures, consisting of very small struts like the Kelvin cell structure, can be 

printed in the standard configuration, tall structures with dense parts constitute a challenge. In fact, 

when using 2PL frequently encountered drawbacks are the focus distortion and laser power loss, 

due to shadowing effects when the laser passes through already solidified volumes to move the 

focus at increasing z coordinates. This is especially common when non-standard resist materials are 

used, as in the case of RC 711. An example of a failed attempt to print the Pisa Tower, as an example 

of a complex, tall and bulk structure, can be seen in Figure S7. The polymerised layers of already 

printed RC 711 presents a barrier to the laser, preventing it from reaching the printing liquid and 

continuing with the print. The laser power is reduced up to the point where the exposure dose is 

not high enough anymore to provide a sufficient degree of crosslinking. 

In order to print those kinds of structures, the non-standard printing configuration was developed 

(see Figure 33B). This “inverted” approach made it possible to avoid the shadowing effects and 

assured a constant exposure dose at increasingly higher penetration depths within the liquid. In 

this configuration, the resolution of the fabrication was maintained from the bottom to the top of 

the 3D structure, as the laser focus didn`t have to pass through already polymerised, solid layers. 

Figure 35 shows examples of the successful fabrication of complex structures using the configura-

tion reported in Figure 33B, with a height up to 0.1 mm, which would have otherwise been limited 

to about 10 times smaller dimensions, if the standard fabrication configuration would have been 

used. 
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Figure 35 Examples of complex, tall and dense 3D structures produced using the preceramic resist: Colos-
seum of Rome (top) and Pisa tower (bottom). 

With this setup, it was also possible to grow structures on supports of different heights as the need 

for power compensation, when writing at increasing depths and through dense material, was elim-

inated (as it would occur in the standard configuration, Figure S7). Furthermore, the support glasses 

on which the structures were printed could to be exchanged, which made it possible to use fused 

silica glasses, which were thicker than standard cover slip glass. This is needed for the pyrolysis 

process, as explained in the following chapter. 
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4.4 Pyrolysis into SiOC Ceramic 

Two important issues arouse with the pyrolysis of the siloxane microstructures and their transfor-

mation into a SiOC ceramic, the high temperature and shrinkage during pyrolysis. For complete 

transformation, a heat treatment at 1000 °C is necessary, which exceeds the softening temperature 

of standard glass, which renders the normally used cover slips useless for the pyrolysis of RC 711 

and makes it necessary to use fused silica glass. And the second problem was the shrinkage of the 

polysiloxane during pyrolysis coupled with the anchorage of the structure to the glass substrate. 

Due to the low ceramic yield of RC 711, only 7.4 wt% see Figure 17, the material exhibits a significant 

shrinkage which leads, because of the retention force due to the anchorage of the structure to the 

glass substrate, to a complete collapse of the structure (Figure 36).  

Noteworthy is that, although the structures had to be handled, transported to different places 

(printer, furnace, SEM), heat treated, were subjugated to retention forces and exposed to polymer-

to-ceramic transformation, the structures remained connected to their glass substrates in printed 

and pyrolysed state. The connection, which was established during the printing process, remained 

strong and stable throughout all conditions and also survived the transformation into SiOC ceramic 

without detaching from the substrate. 

  

Figure 36 Rotated Kelvin cell Structure printed with RC 711 on glass substrate ( A), same structure after pre-
pyrolysis at 450 °C (B). 

By using the “inverted” configuration in the printing setup (Figure 33B) it was not only possible to 

grow preceramic structures on arbitrarily thick fused silica glass, which is able to withstand the 

pyrolysis temperatures of 1000 °C, but also to fabricate them on top of cylindrical supports. These 

were specifically designed to reduce constraints from the glass substrate during the contraction 

accompanying the siloxane decomposition. The importance of the presence of a suitable support is 

shown in Figure 37, where deformation of the 3D structures was observed after pyrolysis when 

A B 
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they were grown on support pillars of insufficient height. The support pillars are disconnecting the 

actual structure from the glass substrate and are absorbing the inhomogeneous shrinkage, which 

arouses due the retention force of the structure to the glass substrate, as the glass shows no di-

mensional change during the heat treatment. It is evident how, in the standard fabrication config-

uration in which the maximum height would be limited to about 10 μm due the shadowing effect 

of previously polymerised layers, structures like these could maintain their shape after pyrolysis 

only by reducing the shrinkage, as when incomplete ceramization is carried out (e.g. by pyrolysis at 

600 °C),[49, 64, 65, 88] or by filling the preceramic formulation with powders, to the disadvantage of the 

structures complexity and the polymerisation efficiency, due to light scattering.[65] The implemen-

tation of the “inverted” printing configuration together with the use of fused silica glass and support 

structures to decouple the structures form the substrate, makes the transformation of RC 711 into 

SiOC ceramic possible without structural collapse (see last row in Figure 37). 

   

   

Figure 37 Pyrolysed Kelvin cell structure (scaling 1.8 and pyrolysed at 1000 °C) on support pillars with in-
creasing height, to reduce shrinkage constraints from the glass substrate during pyrolysis; Images in the 
bottom row represent a magnification of the samples shown in the upper row.  

Kelvin cell and diamond structures were fabricated after optimization of process parameters (laser 

power, power scaling, writing speed) and necessary support heights and converted to SiOC ceramic 

micro-sized 3D components (Figure 38). After pyrolysis at 1000 °C the actual structures on top of 

the support pillars show no significant shape distortion in the three dimensions. A complete and 

crack-free transformation into SiOC ceramic structures with micrometre dimensions and homoge-

nous shrinkage was possible. Remarkably, this was achieved in spite of the overall linear shrinkages 

of 51 % (Kelvin Cell structure) and 56 % (diamond structure), with respect to the printed structures 

(Figure 38) that, in terms of volume shrinkage, resulted in a contraction of almost 90 %. The images 
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in Figure 38 were taken with the same magnification factor before and after pyrolysis, visualising 

the change in dimension accompanying the ceramic transformation and the complete retention of 

shape of the overall structure and the sub-µm sized struts. At closer inspection of the pyrolysed 

Kelvin cell and diamond structure at lowest magnification, the original dimensions of the support 

base can still be detected.  

The lack of evident deformation of the overall architecture or melting during pyrolysis indicated 

that no softening or bloating occurred during ceramisation. This suggests that a suitably high degree 

of cross-linking was achieved during the 2-Photon polymerisation. This is an important and key issue 

when 2PL is used, from which not only the shape preservation during thermal treatment depends, 

but also the prevention of collapse during the development step, i.e. the chemical treatment used 

to remove un-crosslinked polymer (see Figure 34A). 
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Figure 38 SEM images of a Kelvin cell and diamond structure before (A,C) and after (B,D) pyrolysis at 1000 
°C; all SEM before and after pyrolysis were acquired with the same magnification factor  within one struc-
ture. 

Fracture images of a pyrolysed Kelvin structure were taken. Figure 39 shows that RC 711 developed 

after pyrolysis a dense SiOC ceramic even in micro components, with features elements below the 

µm scale. A fully dense, crack-free ceramic material is confirmed. 

   

Figure 39 Fracture images of a pyrolysed Kelvin cell structure  confirm a fully dense, crack-free ceramic 
material after pyrolysis at 1000 °C.   
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4.5 Mechanical Analysis of Micro-sized SiOC Kelvin Cell Structures 

Preliminary micro-compression tests have been performed on seven pyrolysed Kelvin cell struc-

tures in collaboration with Prof. Saiz from Imperial College London, England. An overview of the 

tested structures, the stress-strain curves and a structure before and after compression can be seen 

in Figure 40. Videos were taken during the compression test and one was exemplarily chosen and 

converted into images. The image sequence of the compression test can be seen in Table S12. 

 

 
 

  

Figure 40 Compression tests on pyrolysed SiOC ceramic microstructures ; overview of all tested samples (A), 
stress-strain compression curves (B), picture of exemplary sample before (C) and after (D) compression . 

The fracture data of the SiOC microstructures reports a linear-elastic behaviour until ultimate frac-

ture load followed by brittle failure, typically for ceramic porous structures, for all Kelvin cell struc-

tures. The compressive strength reaches values up to 0.64 ± 0.24 GPa at a porosity of around 75 % 

and density of around 0.5 g/cm3. The characteristic strength was 0.72 GPa with a Weibull modulus 

of 2.9 for this brittle, highly porous ceramic material. Porosity and density values have been calcu-

lated from pyrolysed Kelvin cell macro-samples printed with exact same geometry from RC 711 via 

DLP (see Figure 21), as weight measurements could not be performed on the microstructures, to-

gether with a powder density of 2.0 g/cm3 measured by helium-pycnometer. The measured poros-

ity value of 85 % for the macro-samples was reduced by an estimated 10 % due to the overexposure 

of the tested, preliminary Kelvin cell structures printed via 2PL, evident in Figure 40. The SiOC po-

rous structures were compared to other micro-architected and macroscopically structured lattice 

A B 
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materials,[83, 91-93] carbon-nanotube-based aerogels,[94] carbon and carbon-alumina lattices and hon-

eycombs,[85] as well as to commercial bulk materials. The data was plotted in a compressive 

strength-density Ashby chart in Figure 41. The compressive strength was higher than that of most 

bulk materials, while the strength/density ratio well exceeded those of all natural and technical 

cellular solids and other micro-architected lattices.[83, 85, 91-93] The specific strength was more than 

ten times higher than the strongest micro-lattice of other ceramic, 2PL printed materials, as the 

production from preceramic polysiloxane produces ceramic structures with dense (see Figure 41) 

instead of hollow struts,[83, 91] yielding a structure which is capable of withstanding higher loads. The 

strength/density value of the produced SiOC Kelvin cells lies between those of the higher strength 

micro-lattices and the honeycomb structure by Bauer et al.,[85] which are the only other known non-

polymeric, dense and fabricated via 2PL micro-architected samples of comparable complexity and 

accuracy, but has the additional material advantage of being an oxidation-resistant SiOC ceramic 

instead of only glassy carbon.  

 

Figure 41 Compressive strength–density Ashby map; Inserted in the chart of Bauer et al. [85] the compressive 
strength of the pyrolysed SiOC Kelvin cell structures are compared to other micro -structured materials, 
natural and technical cellular solids, and monolithic bulk materials.  
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Ceramic is a brittle material were crack initiation starts from the biggest flaw inside a ceramic before 

it propagates through the material. Griffith[95] proposed as a relationship between the fracture 

strength of a material σf and the critical size of a flaw c 

𝜎𝑓 ~ 
1

√𝑐
       (14) 

According to this relation, the fracture strength is indirectly proportional to the flaw size. As the 

flaw cannot be larger than the structural features in which it is located, structures with micro sized 

geometries have an arguably higher strength. The exceptionally high strength data of the SiOC mi-

crostructures, compared to other porous foams (see Figure 41), supports this proposition. The 

strength of the SiOC Kelvin micro-structures, with approximately 75 % porosity, exceeds by more 

than 60 times the one from the SiOC Kelvin macro-structures (see Table 11), exhibiting only a 

slightly larger porosity of 82 %. Interestingly, the compression strength of the micro-structure is 

close to the flexural strength of a single Kelvin macro-strut (see chapter 3.2.2.3) and matches an 

empirical relationship between flexural and compressive strength of plain concrete[96] 

𝜎𝑓𝑙 = 0.7 √𝜎𝑐      (15) 

The calculated value of 0.56 coincides to the 0.54 GPa flexural strength of the SiOC Kelvin strut, 

which shows a comparable strength of a dense, compared to a highly porous, micro-component, 

structured in the µm-scale via 2PL. This demonstrates the importance of size effects and their ar-

rangement in an ordered architecture, which can be achieved through 2PL printing. As the strength 

of the dense and crack-free micro-structured SiOC ceramics well exceeds those of previously fabri-

cated hollow ceramic lattice structures[83, 91] or polymer materials in general, lying between the 

strength/density lines of dense glassy carbon lattices and the honeycomb structure,[85] pyrolysed 

SiOC structures, printed with 2PL, represent promising candidates for micro-mechanical applica-

tions. 
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4.6 Achievable Resolution Limit of Preceramic Polymer Resist 

In order to assess the smallest possible feature dimension and to stretch the upper limit of this 

technology applied to the preceramic formulation, simple 3D structures were designed. For the 

resolution tests, woodpile structures were fabricated, as their simple shape allows to investigate 

the smallest feature dimensions achievable. Woodpile structures were drawn in hand-written Na-

noscribe’s General Writing Language code as trajectories to be followed by the laser focus inside 

the polymer solution. A series of woodpile structures of 40 x 40 μm2 base area, with lateral rod 

spacing of 5 μm and axial rod spacing in the range of 0.50 – 1.25 μm, were written by tuning laser 

power values (from 10 to 100 %) at a fixed scan speed of 450 μm/s, for a power scaling of 1.0 

(corresponding to 50 mW laser power on the sample). Structures tens of microns in height were 

produced as successive stacks of the basic four-layer module of a woodpile. 

They were printed by moving the laser focus along each pile with a single scan. In this fabrication 

approach, single line section and 3D size were determined by the voxel shape, which was in turn 

affected by the used photosensitive material, the writing parameters and settings. As shown in Fig-

ure 42, a single pile fabricated after optimization of the process parameters (see Figure S8) pos-

sessed an approximatively ellipsoidal cross-section with axes of 0.45 μm and 1.25 μm in the prece-

ramic material (Figure 42B) and smaller, about 0.35 μm and 1.0 μm, for the standard Nanoscribe 

resist IPL, (Figure 42A). The larger vertical axis in both printed materials reflects the shape of the 

ellipsoidal voxel, as expected. These single line sections were therefore an indication of the ultimate 

feature dimension that can be written with these two materials, relatively to this specific geomet-

rical shape. Clearly, optical properties of the preceramic polymer such as refractive index, which 

was not optimized for 2PL in contrast to the standard resist from Nanoscribe itself, provoked some 

voxel deformation (defocussing). The minimal size of the written single lines was enlarged when 

using the preceramic polymer solution. After pyrolysis (Figure 42C), shrinkage in the z axis of the 

pile section was about 64 %, which resulted in a final dimension of 800 nm, whereas pile width 

remained almost unmodified. This considerable difference can be explained by a different cross-

linking degree of the polymer along the vertical direction of the pile section, due to the weaker light 

intensity of the voxel along this direction upon defocussing. It is noteworthy to observe that the 

sizes of the features in the component after pyrolysis were smaller than those in the as printed 

state, therefore providing resolutions beyond what is allowed by the characteristics of the photo-

sensitive polymer employed in the fabrication, and approaching those achieved with standard 

photo-resists.  
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Figure 42 Fabrication of woodpiles using IPL (Nanoscribe) ( A), RC 711 in its preceramic polymer state (B) 
and RC 711 pyrolysed (C). 

However, the writing parameters used to design the woodpile structures were single line scans. For 

normal structures with complex features, not just single line rods, the voxel is scanned multiple 

times across the features, intersecting with each other, until full polymerisation is achieved. To 

check the resolution in x-y direction and the possibility of deformation in the printing voxel in z-

direction in highly complex structures, Kelvin cell and diamond 3D structures were fabricated. Their 

dimensions were scaled by a factor between 1 and 3 (Figure 43) to investigate the smallest features 

dimensions that could be produced. The Kelvin cell structures, after optimisation of their process 

parameters, were printed at a laser power of 1.2, a writing speed of 2000 µm/s und power scaling 

of 80 % (36A), 70 % (36B) and 90 % (36C). Likewise, the diamond structures with a scaling of 1 and 

3 were both printed with a laser power of 1.0, a writing speed of 3000 µm/s and a power scaling of 

40 %. 

Printing the same structure in different sizes shows that only a slight variation in exposure dose 

could be necessary, depending on the size of the to be printed features, but that the overall printing 

condition stays approximately the same for printing the siloxane material. It also shows that when 
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printing thicker sized features, the exposure dose can be reduced by reducing laser power, power 

scaling and increasing writing speed (optimised printing condition of diamond compared to Kelvin 

cell structure). This is consistent with the performance of the DLP system, when at a reduced expo-

sure time the smallest features were not printed yet, but thicker struts had already polymerised 

(Table 6). 

It also confirms that there is a limitation in resolution, and therefore in the downscaling of a struc-

ture. Figure 43C with a scaling of 1.0, is the smallest scaling factor (see Figure S9 for scaling of 0.5) 

which shows the distinct features of the Kelvin cell, although the struts are slightly warped and 

connected to each other in some cases. This confirms that a strut diameter of 0.4 µm is just at the 

border of being too small to being perfectly resolved. By scaling the Kelvin cell by a factor of 2, 

highly resolved features with strut dimensions of 0.8 µm can be printed in a 36 x 36 x 36 µm3 volume 

sized structure. Remarkably, shape complexity and fine features were maintained at all scaling fac-

tors, and the provided dimensions of the stl-file (strut in Kelvin cell stl-file: 0.4 µm) transferred in 

the printed polysiloxane microstructure with remarkable accuracy (slightly thicker struts were ob-

tained at scaling of 2.75). 

Focusing on the resolution in z-direction, the oval size of the laser voxel can be seen in the diamond 

structure (dimensions 23 x 23 x 23 µm3) in Figure 43E. Images of the smaller magnification in Figure 

36D and 36E show the same feature in the diamond structures taken at different magnifications, 

due to the different scaling factors. The height of the diamond node in Figure 43D is 6.2 µm, match-

ing nearly exactly the node height of the stl-file (2.1 µm), considering the scaling factor of 3, repro-

ducing the intended stl shape perfectly. Differently in the diamond printed with a scaling of 1, where 

the node size should equal 2.1 µm but exceeds it by nearly 50 % (3.1 µm in Figure 43E). This shows 

that the size of the diamond node at a scaling factor of 1 is so small that, even in an actual structure 

printed with multiple line scans, the oval voxel deformation can be detected. 
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Figure 43 3D fabrication of preceramic structures with different and complex architectures before pyrolysis. 
SEM images of Kelvin cell (A-C) and diamond structures (D,E). 
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4.7 2PL Printing of Physical Blend Developed for DLP 

So far, it was possible to use the photosensitive RC 711, chosen for DLP printing, also for 2PL print-

ing. The challenge the high shrinkage of this particular polysiloxane presents was overcome by 

printing in the “inverted” configuration and by growing the actual structures on top of supports. In 

this way ceramic SiOC micro-structures have been fabricated which can compete regarding printing 

resolution with that of the standard polymeric Nanoscribe photoresist. Physical blends were devel-

oped for DLP printing in order to increase the ceramic yield and reduce the shrinkage (see chapter 

3.1). If those systems could be printed by 2PL using a polysiloxane with reduced shrinkage, lower 

support heights could therefore be employed, also enabling the fabrication of taller structures. 

Moreover, the variation of the secondary polysiloxane would open the possibilities of varying the 

properties of the micro-structured SiOC material, due to the change in free-carbon content.[37, 44, 47]  

The blend with RC 711/H44 = 5/5 was selected (for composition see Table 4) and, equally to the 

pure RC 711, 1 wt% photoinitiator BDEBP with respect to the photosensitive RC 711 content was 

added to the system. By using this blend, it was possible to fabricate structures with 2PL, although 

the printing window was decisively smaller than that of RC 711. The possible exposure dose varia-

tion between not-fully polymerised and too high for printing (see Figure 7),[30] as explosions oc-

curred in the blend resin probably due to an interaction with the solvent in the system, is quite 

narrow, making it difficult to find the optimised printing condition (see Figure S10 for fabrication of 

simple, multiple line scans, woodpile structures). Unfortunately, the printed structures, as they 

have only sizes of a few dozen micrometres, provided not enough material to measure the ceramic 

yield of the 2PL printed structure via TGA analysis. This would have conclusively proved that the 

photosensitive RC 711 is incorporating H44 in its printed network, similarly to what happened when 

printing macrostructures (see Figure 18), hence increasing the ceramic yield of the printed mixture 

compared to pure RC 711. It was therefore decided to print the same structure with RC 711 and the 

blend RC 711/H44 = 5/5 and to compare them with each other both in printed and pyrolysed con-

dition. Upon an incorporation of H44 within the polymerised RC 711 network, the shrinkage of the 

pyrolysed blend structure is expected to decrease by around 20 %, due to the higher ceramic yield 

of H44 (see Figure 19B).  

Figure 44 shows an octet structure printed with RC 711 in polymeric (A) and pyrolysed (B) condition 

and with RC 711/H44 = 5/5 (polymeric state: C; pyrolysed state: D), SEM pictures taken at the same 

magnifications. The overall octet structure printed with RC 711 shows dimensions of 36.1 µm in x 

and y direction in the printed state. Upon pyrolysis, the structure shrinks linearly by 48 % and dis-

plays an area of 17.4 x 17.4 µm2. The blend mixture shows different values of 30.5 µm of the silox-

ane structure and 14.9 µm in the pyrolysed octet, but the same pyrolysis shrinkage of around 48 %. 
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The expected decrease of around 20 % was not displayed in the printed structures. In fact, they 

show the exact same shrinkage upon pyrolysis, suggesting that, although a mixture of RC 711, H44 

and toluene as solvent was used in the printing liquid of the mixture, only RC 711 was actually 

polymerised and formed the material in the printed octet structure. Differently from printing the 

mixture with DLP, where H44 was entrapped in the polymerised acrylate-network of RC 711, H44 

was part of the liquid resin but not of the solid structure, thus not contributing to the reduction in 

shrinkage. Curiously, it seems that, although the secondary polysiloxane was not part of the printed 

structure, the solvent was in fact part of the network. The smaller dimensions in printed and pyro-

lysed condition of the octet, fabricated from the physical blend, show the drying shrinkage associ-

ated with the loss of toluene (Figure 19B), and is remarkably close to the value of this particular 

blend (15 % drying shrinkage in 2PL in contrast to 13 % in DLP for blend of RC 711/H44 = 5/5). It 

seems that the small molecules of toluene can still be entrapped in the sub-µm sized features, 

whereas the H44 phase is somehow expelled from the miniscule struts of 1.8 µm thickness in 

printed condition. 
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Figure 44 Octet structure fabricated with RC 711 (printed (A) and pyrolysed (B) condition) and with RC 
711/H44 = 5/5 (printed (C) and pyrolysed (D) condition) shown with same magnification.  

Despite the fact that, apparently, a mixture of RC 711 with additional toluene can be printed and 

the solvent be trapped inside the printed structure, resulting in even smaller dimensions after py-

rolysis (around 15 %), this is not a way to further push the resolution limit, since first of all features 

smaller than in the octet structure were not able to be printed with the physical blend (see attempts 

to print Kelvin cell and diamond structures in Figure S11) and, secondly, the print quality after py-

rolysis was quite poorly. The octet struts in Figure 44D certainly show the retention of shape after 

pyrolysis, but irregular and rough surfaces can be observed, compared to the smooth pyrolysed 

features of pure RC 711 (Figure 44B). 
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It is possible that in printing larger sized areas, e.g. in bulk samples like a rectangular bar, H44 could 

be entrapped by the polymerised RC 711 network, since in the stagnant printing liquid it cannot be 

expelled from the polymerised lines over a “long” distance. However, since the objective was to 

print highly complex SiOC structures, with a varying degree of shrinkages, ceramic yield, carbon 

content etc., and the 2PL printing technique was applied to push the printing resolution further 

than it is possible with DLP systems, limiting oneself to simple, bulk shapes with no intricate fea-

tures was opposed to this aim, and therefore not further pursued.  
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4.8 Conclusion 

It was demonstrated that the chosen polysiloxane RC 711 can be printed using the 2PL technique, 

manufacturing highly complicated structures in the µm range. Remarkably, shape complexity and 

fine features of stl-files were reproduced for even complex, small scale structures, producing fea-

tures with sizes down to about 800 nm. The resolution, structural complexity and fabrication speed 

are comparable to that of the polymeric standard photoresists develop from Nanoscribe itself, mak-

ing it a competitive material. Although the shape deformation of the printing voxel is larger in the 

polysiloxane, since the optical properties of RC 711 were not optimised for 2PL, the additional 

shrinkage upon pyrolysis compensates for the enlarged printing voxel. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to print, with the 2PL technique, the physical blend mixtures developed for DLP printing 

system but, since the purpose of using 2PL is to print minimal features in small structures, a high 

shrinkage, like the one of RC 711, is actual of advantage since it further pushes the resolution limit 

in the final ceramic component. 

It was possible to obtain, from printed RC 711 structures, fully ceramized final shapes with height 

of a few μm, sacrificing part of the size of the building envelope in the z-direction for support struc-

tures to compensate the anchorage to the glass substrate. At the same time, the fabrication depth 

was dramatically increased by using the newly developed, non-standard printing configuration, as 

the shadowing effect, which occurs in the standard printing configuration, was eliminated. This al-

lowed to print up to the maximum thickness of 0.1 mm, permitted by this optical set-up, preserving 

submicron feature details and therefore broadening possible exploitation fields in different tech-

nological applications. It is noteworthy that the ceramic SiOC structures, generated after pyrolysis 

at 1000 °C, are dense, pore- and crack-free and show a homogenous shrinkage with complete shape 

retention after pyrolysis on their support structure, despite a mass loss larger than 90 %. The pol-

ysiloxane, together with the new printing configuration and careful selection of writing parameters 

produced SiOC ceramics, which outperform currently existing ceramic microstructures in their 

achievable complexity [49, 64, 65, 88] and the fact that the end-product is a dense (not hollow)[83, 86, 87] 

ceramic (not glassy carbon)[85] material, which is fully ceramised at 1000 °C.[49, 64, 65, 88] 

The availability of ceramic sub-micron shapes with these characteristics can open up new break-

through opportunities in different fields, where their superior mechanical, thermal and chemical 

resistance properties allow ceramics to outperform current materials. Just to give some examples, 

microneedle arrays for transdermal delivery of pharmacologic agents would benefit from the high 

stiffness and bioinertness of SiOC ceramics, while it would be advantageous to have micro nozzles 

with improved wear and chemical resistance and better dimensional stability with varying temper-
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ature in applications where precisely mixing or dispensing gases or liquids is required. Other exam-

ples include components for microfluidics and NEMS or MEMS operating in harsh environments, 

especially since the mechanical properties exceeds those of natural and technical cellular solids and 

outperforms other existing micro-architected lattices,[83, 85, 91-93] making the 2PL printed SiOC ce-

ramic a promising candidate for micro-mechanical applications. 
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5 Hybridization of Lithography-based Technologies for the Fabrica-

tion of Multiscale SiOC Ceramic Components 

In chapter 3 and 4, developed materials and fabrication techniques to successfully fabricate SiOC 

ceramics both at the macroscale (DLP) as well as at the microscale (2PL) were introduced. Complex 

structures with either overall cm-sized dimensions or minimum feature sizes of 800 nm were pro-

duced by using a photocurable preceramic polysiloxane (RC 711). Both techniques exhibited certain 

drawbacks, which are inherent of their respective lithography-based technologies, therefore pro-

ducing SiOC ceramics with either a limited minimum ceramic resolution of 30 µm (chapter 3.1.4.2), 

or samples with restricted overall dimensions of around 300 x 300 x 100 µm3, which remain at-

tached to their glass substrate (chapter 4). A novel approach to fabricate SiOC ceramic structures 

with a wide range of feature sizes and overall macro-dimensions by additive manufacturing was 

developed in collaboration with Martin Schwentenwein (Lithoz GmbH, Vienna), as well as Professor 

Brusatin and Dr. Laura Brigo (DII, University of Padova) and will be partially published.[97] By com-

bining 3D macro-stereolithography (DLP) with 2-photon-lithography (2PL), cm-sized sample geom-

etries with sub-µm surface features were achieved. In this way, the size limitation of 3D-DLP print-

ers can be overcome realizing structures with features well below their resolution limit. Moreover, 

ceramic patterns in the sub-µm scale can be realized on easily handleable macro-sized samples of 

the same ceramic composition, freeing 2PL structures from the, until now, unavoidable glass sub-

strates employed in 2PL printing. The hybridisation of lithography-based technologies to fabricate 

polymer-derived-ceramic components, structured across several length scales and pyrolysed at 

1000 °C to obtain dense SiOC ceramics with homogenous shrinkage, is reported here for the first 

time. 
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5.1 Limitations of 2PL Produced Ceramic Micro-Structures 

Continuing developments in engineering opened up new demands for small-scale functional sys-

tems with high degree of complexity. 2-photon-lithography (2PL) enables the fabrication of struc-

tures with feature sizes below the micrometre, and has been used to print polymeric micro-struc-

tures for use in micromechanical systems, microfluidic devices, micro-optical components, pho-

tonic crystals, biomedical devices or scaffolds for tissue engineering.[30, 33, 36, 98-102] The possibility of 

manufacturing ceramic structures with sub-micrometre features, via 2PL,[49, 64, 65, 83-88] enables these 

components to exploit the characteristics typical of ceramic materials, such as superior mechanical 

properties, chemical and thermal resistance with respect to polymers. For example, the danger to 

break microneedles during skin penetration would be considerably lowered if using a ceramic ma-

terial with high stiffness and hardness. Furthermore, the chemical and thermal resistance of ceram-

ics would be of advantage in micro nozzles for dispensing gases or liquids, as well as in nano electro-

mechanical systems (NEMS) or micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) operating in aggressive 

environments at high temperatures.  

2PL has the unchallenged possibility to fabricate micro-components with ultra-high structuring pre-

cision in all spatial directions, with extremely high resolution below the micrometre. However, an 

inevitable part of 2PL processing is that structures are written on top of substrates, which constitute 

the building platforms of 2PL. Substrates are mainly glass slides, but can also be printed circuit 

boards or silicon wafers.[36] The presence of the substrate hinders the shrinkage of the fabricated 

components, as they are fixed on top of the glass slide anchoring the structure to it. For polymeric 

materials the shrinkage is minimal, as it only originates from the higher mass density of the solid 

phase with respect to the liquid phase, and it can be avoided or limited by pre-compensation[103] of 

the designed stl-file or by mechanical stabilisation through a surrounding massive frame.[33] For ce-

ramics, however, the shrinkage originating from sintering or, in this case, the polymer-to-ceramic 

transformation upon pyrolysis, is significant. While Pham et al. tried to compensate the shrinkage 

through the addition of silica nanoparticles, with some detrimental consequence to the resolu-

tion,[65] others proposed to control it using support structures, fabricated using the same material, 

to decouple the structures from the substrate.[84, 85, 88] However, even though it is possible to largely 

accommodate the shrinkage in these ways, both polymeric or ceramic structures remain fixed on 

top of the glass substrate, as the controlled and undamaged removal of the micro-structures is 

extremely difficult, due to their minimal size. While structures fabricated with 2PL show the design 

and resolution needed for their intended purpose, like micro-optical elements, photonic crystals, 

microstructures for tissue engineering or microneedles,[30, 33, 36, 100-102] their actual use for different 

applications is restricted as they can hardly be freed from their substrates. Since the intended struc-

tures are not able to be formed with one fabrication technology alone, DLP lacking the resolution 
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and 2PL the required parts dimension and free-standing ability, a hybridisation of both processes 

was tested to combine the advantages of both techniques within one component. 
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5.2 Hybrid Additive Manufacturing Processes 

Additive manufacturing is like any other manufacturing technique, where the different 3D printing 

processes have certain advantages and disadvantages. Depending on the application and therefore 

on the required geometry, dimensions, surface quality, material etc. of the desired part, the avail-

able techniques are compared in a competitive manner and the most suitable one selected. Unfor-

tunately, while the selected technique can exhibit the necessary requirements, drawbacks are still 

existing which will limit the performance of the produced parts. Furthermore, structures with cer-

tain features and properties are sometimes needed which cannot be produced by an individual 

manufacturing technique alone. Hybrid fabrication processes are representing a complementary 

approach by combining, either in parallel or in series, two different manufacturing processes to-

gether, which enables the production of structures with new design possibilities and features of 

two different manufacturing techniques.[104-118] 

Hybrid additive manufacturing processes, in particular, are defined as combining additive manufac-

turing with one or more secondary process or energy source which are synergistically coupled to 

enhance part quality, functionality and performance of part and/or process.[104] Up to now, these 

secondary processes often represent the combination with coupled subtractive machining,[104-107] 

but can also be combined with other additive manufacturing processes like 2D-nano electron-beam 

lithography[108] or 3D Direct-Ink-Writing (DIW)[109-112] or secondary energy sources like induction 

heating[104, 113] or laser-assisted melting.[114] The combination of the two processes are typically ap-

plied cyclically, rather than simultaneously, and often do not influence the primary manufacturing 

process, as the focus is to enhance the functionality of the part and not the manufacturing process 

itself.[104] The layer-by-layer building nature of additive manufacturing allows for the secondary pro-

cesses to access the entire build volume of the part, while pausing the 3D printing process, to build 

or alter, for example, internal embedded features and not only the external surface area, in contrast 

to post-production machining.[111, 115, 116] 

Hybrid (additive) manufacturing has to be separated from hybrid machines, which combine more 

than one manufacturing process in one machine platform, like the one from DMG MORI SEIKI AG 

or WFL Millturn GmbH&Co.KG combining laser metal deposition (LMD) with milling or drilling,[117] 

as hybrid processes refer to the combined process and not the machine platform itself.[104] In hybrid 

multi-material fabrication[119, 120] two or more materials are fabricated together in one product to 

fabricate composites, sandwiches, lattices and segmented structures with enhanced functionality 

by one manufacturing technique (see fabricated examples of multi-material structures produced 

via DLP in Figure S12). Different to this, hybrid fabrication processes can employ different materi-

als[108-112, 115] but do not have to, as per definition the focus is on the technology combination to 
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obtain new properties not on material combinations.[104, 114] Via hybrid manufacturing, the ad-

vantages of the individual processes are combined and mutually enhanced while overcoming their 

limitations, resulting in a part that is unachievable by the individual processes. This allows hybridi-

sation to, for example, further reduce available feature sizes, increasing the available resolution of 

the additive manufacturing techniques,[108] or to obtain parts with better dimensional accuracy and 

different surface quality.[104-107, 114]  

One of the first examples of combining two additive manufacturing techniques with one another 

was shown by Palmer et al.[110] in the production of electrical interconnects via the combination of 

DIW and stereolithography. Others followed the example of Palmer, and combined stereolithogra-

phy techniques (SLA and DLP) with 3D direct-ink-writing to produce embedded electronics and in-

terconnects.[109, 112, 115] Two other additive manufacturing techniques, namely direct-laser-writing 

(DLW) and electron-beam lithography (EBL) have been combined by Staude et al.[108] to produce 3D 

metal nanostructures for plasmonic applications with features sizes below 100 nm, not achievable 

by DLW. 

In the following, a new hybrid fabrication approach of two lithography-based technologies for the 

fabrication of multiscale ceramic components is for the first time reported, by combining Digital 

Light Processing (DLP) with two-photon lithography (2PL). Ceramic SiOC structures were fabricated 

in the mm-range size, for easy handling, possessing also features in the sub-µm range, which are 

impossible to manufacture by stereolithography alone. This complementary combination of the 

two previously explored (chapter 3 and 4) additive manufacturing techniques, that is their hybridi-

sation, enabled to completely free the micro-structures from a flat glass substrate and, at the same 

time, eliminated the need to fabricate support structures to accommodate shrinkage during pyrol-

ysis, when processing the same material with both manufacturing techniques. Low viscosity prece-

ramic polymers, which can be converted into ceramic materials by pyrolysis, are ideal precursor 

materials that allow taking full advantage of polymerisation-based additive manufacturing technol-

ogies.  
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5.3 Hybridisation-Procedure of Lithography-based Technologies 

Printable resins were prepared on the basis of photosensitive acrylate polysiloxanes to fabricate 

SiOC ceramic structures. Modified MK, equipped with photocurable acrylate-groups,[8] and photo-

sensitive RC 711 were both used to fabricate structures via CeraFab 7500 DLP printer, which has a 

lateral resolution of 40 µm and was set at a layer height of 25 µm. Woodpile structures with dimen-

sions of 2.25 x 2.25 x 1.00 mm3 were printed to demonstrate the hybrid fabrication approach (see 

Figure 45a). Much larger components could of course be manufactured with this technology, but 

the size of the samples was selected in order to be able to fit the macro-sized structures in the 

building chamber of the 2PL equipment, which in turn can be customized.  

 

 
 

a) DLP printing: 

macro-sized structure with 

lateral resolution of 40 µm 

b) 2PL printing configuration: fabrica-

tion of micro-sized structures with res-

olution < 1 µm on top of the macro-

sized structure 

c) Result of combined DLP 

and 2PL processes: 

macro-sized structure with 

mm-sized dimensions and 

sub-µm features 

Figure 45 Hybridisation of stereolithography-based technologies.  

After successfully printing mm-sized woodpiles with DLP, the unpolymerised printing resin was re-

moved with diphenylether as solvent, and a structure mounted in the 2PL printer. The adjusted 2PL 

printing configuration can be seen in Figure 45b. The structure was placed on top of PDMS gaskets, 

enclosing the liquid RC 711 similar to the inverted configuration in Figure 33B. The 2-photon laser 

was focused on the liquid-solid interface of the mounted woodpile and then shifted a few layers 

above said interface, within the already printed macro-sized structure, to ensure that the micro-

sized structures were connected to the solid woodpile rods. Small woodpiles with the same geom-

etry, but dimensions of 90 x 90 x 40 µm3 with rods of only 5 x 5 x 90 µm3, well beyond the printing 

resolution of DLP, were printed on the macro-woodpile surfaces, and were grown from top to bot-

tom. Detailed information about the 2PL printing procedure and its optimisation with RC 711 can 

be found in chapter 4. After the 2PL printing process, the micro-sized structures on top of the 

macro-sized structure were likewise cleaned with diphenylether, leaving behind the combined 

woodpiles (Figure 45c). The shape of these specific structures was selected simply with the purpose 
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of demonstrating a proof-of-concept, that is the manufacturing of a multi-scale, complex structure 

with overheads, not achievable by employing any other processing methods. 
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5.4 Realising SiOC Ceramic Material Structured Across Several Length Scales 

Two polysiloxanes with different ceramic yields were selected to fabricate via DLP woodpiles with 

dimensions well above the possible printing volume of 2PL (maximum volume of 300 x 300 x 300 

µm3 with high resolution, in Piezo-Scan-Mode).[36] Modified-MK represents a material with a high 

ceramic yield of 51.4 wt%[8] while RC 711 only provides a ceramic yield of 7.4 wt% (see Figure 18), 

due to its different molecular architecture. Differently from RC 711, modified-MK proved to be un-

suitable for additive manufacturing with 2PL, because of its extremely narrow processing window 

and the lack of selectivity of tested developers. Therefore, it was used, together with RC 711, only 

to fabricate structures via DLP. The surfaces of both macro-sized woodpiles, produced with modi-

fied MK and RC 711, were structured by 2PL 3D printing using RC 711.  

The successful combination of DLP and 2PL printing technologies can be seen in Figure 46. In both 

cases, 2PL printed woodpiles were fabricated exactly in the middle of the macro-rods (modified-

MK, Figure 46A; RC 711, Figure 46B) and precisely positioned to be aligned along the main axis of 

the rods. The SEM pictures show no sign of detachment of the microstructures and a good surface 

integration and adhesion in the green (unpyrolysed) state. The 2PL printed woodpiles remained 

well connected to the polysiloxane macro-rods during the whole handling of the combined wood-

piles, the second cleaning process and SEM imaging. This demonstrates the very stable combination 

of the two polysiloxanes, which were printed with the two different lithography techniques. The 

advantages of DLP and 2PL printing were therefore combined, generating resolved features with 

sizes down to 5 µm, that in principle can be pushed down to the sub-micrometre range (see chapter 

4.6), and dimensions in the mm-range, therefore with morphological features not achievable em-

ploying a single additive manufacturing technique. Furthermore, this combination makes the use 

of glass substrates redundant, enabling the fabrication on the same type of material, previously 

printed at the macro-scale via DLP. 
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Figure 46 Printed Hybrid-structures: Combination of DLP and 2PL lithography technologies; RC 711 micro-
structures on modified-MK (A) and RC 711 (B) macro-woodpiles. 

After the printing procedure, both multi-scale woodpiles were converted into SiOC ceramics, by 

pyrolysis at 1000 °C in nitrogen (Figure 47, 48). Since both materials, modified-MK and RC 711, are 

preceramic polysiloxanes they have the same temperature treatment, eliminating possible chal-

lenges regarding e.g. sintering temperature or atmosphere, which would be faced if different ma-

terials would be combined.[120] 

Firstly, it is evident from Figure 48 that, in both cases, the overall macro-woodpile structures shrunk 

homogenously and completely retained their shape. Additionally, the micro-sized woodpiles, fabri-

cated with RC 711, remained strongly connected to both the modified-MK and RC 711 macro-sized 

structures throughout the entire pyrolysis process. There was no detachment of the microstruc-

tures, even when the two combined polysiloxane materials were not the same (Figure 48A). It is 

worth observing that they even remained attached and well adherent in their original position, 

despite the shrinkage mismatch and therefore the additional mechanical stress generated on the 

micro-sized structures during pyrolysis. The 45 % difference in shrinkage between modified-MK (25 

% linear shrinkage)[8] and RC 711 (70.4 % linear shrinkage in Figure 19B) caused the inhomogeneous 

shrinkage of the RC 711 microstructures on top of the modified-MK macro-sized woodpile, observ-

able in Figure 47, leading to their deformation after pyrolysis. A similar effect of constrained/differ-

ential shrinkage was obviously also observed when pyrolysing structures deposited on a glass slide, 

showing that, if the shrinkage mismatch is not compensated through the fabrication of support 

structures or the presence of fillers, a significant distortion of the printed structures occurs (see 

Figure 37).[65, 84, 85, 88] This detrimental effect can be limited in the same way as for the production 

A 

B 
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of ceramic microstructures produced by 2PL, by adding a supporting base structure (see Figure 38). 

A closer image of pyrolysed RC 711 structures on top of modified-MK woodpile with increasing 

woodpile height (a-c) and round base support (solid: d, scaffold: e) can be seen in Figure 47. Figure 

47b and 47c demonstrate that only the lower part of the woodpile acted as the support and was 

affected by the differential shrinkage, allowing for the upper part to shrink homogeneously, and 

that one woodpile height was enough to compensate the shrinkage difference, leaving the addi-

tional woodpile section above decoupled from the shrinkage difference with modified-MK (Figure 

47b). Additionally, round bases were tested, but the power concentration to fabricate a solid (Fig-

ure 47d) and densely scaffolded (Figure 47e) round support base beneath the structure proved to 

be too high, leading to explosions inside the printing resin due to violation of the intensity limit at 

the interface between solid macro-woodpile and liquid printing resin.[30] However, by using a po-

rous support base, as it was done by increasing the height of the micro-sized woodpiles, the inter-

action area at the critical interface is limited, making it possible to fabricate homogenous RC 711 

woodpiles on top of modified-MK, by using the lower part as support base (see Figure 48A).  

 

   

a) Single woodpile b) double woodpile c) triple woodpile 

  

d) solid round base          c  e) scaffold round base 

Figure 47 RC 711 woodpile structures with different support bases to accommodate the shrinkage difference 
on modified-MK. 
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Figure 48 Pyrolysed Hybrid-structures: Combination of DLP and 2PL lithography printing; RC 711 micro-
woodpiles on modified-MK (A) and RC 711 (B) macro-woodpiles. 

When using the same material (RC 711) for the fabrication of both micro- and macro-sized struc-

tures, this problem did not occur, as expected. Figure 48B shows not only that no detachment of 

the microstructures occurred after pyrolysis, but that it was also possible to obtain a completely 

homogenous shrinkage throughout the whole combined component, as both structures were 

printed with the same material, having therefore the same shrinkage upon pyrolysis. This demon-

strates that, if no support structures are desired, any shrinkage mismatch between the macro- and 

micro-sized object could be avoided by using the same material for DLP and 2PL printing. Moreover, 

if a material is verified to be printable with both DLP and 2PL techniques, any dimensional change 

after 2PL printing but before pyrolysis, e.g. due to drying/evaporation of volatile solvents after DLP 

printing (as it occurs also in the physical blends, see Figure 19B), could be prevented by adopting 

solventless solutions, or high boiling, slow-evaporating solvents. Since printed RC 711 has a negligi-

ble shrinkage of 1.7 % compared to the stl-file, which only originates from the liquid-to-solid tran-

sition[21, 33, 71, 103] of the preceramic polymer, and is also printable with both lithography-technolo-

gies, it presents an ideal candidate for hybrid additive manufacturing combining DLP and 2PL 3D 

printing. 

In both cases, the combined polysiloxane components were successfully transformed into ceramics, 

leading to SiOC macro-sized structures whose surface was modified by the presence of SiOC micro-

sized structures built on it, with ceramized strut sizes with a size of 1.4 µm. The macro-sized wood-

piles allowed for the handling of the combined structures, avoiding the use of glass substrates, and 

enabled the fabrication of microstructures on top of the same material, leading to components with 

A 

B 
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a homogenous composition. The possible combination of lithography-based additive manufactur-

ing technologies was demonstrated using woodpile structures. Since both fabrication techniques 

permit the fabrication of much more complex geometries (see chapters 3 and 4) the range of pos-

sibilities can be extended further. By combining DLP and 2PL printing, structures made of a bioinert, 

ceramic material with mm dimensions and sub-µm surface features free of any substrates or addi-

tional support structures can be manufactured for potential use, among others, as micro-needles, 

micro-nozzles or MEMS.  
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5.5 Conclusion 

Digital Light Processing and 2-photon-lithography techniques were combined to realize a SiOC ce-

ramic component structured in three dimensions across several length scales, starting from prece-

ramic polymers. Woodpile structures with overall dimensions in the mm-range were manufactured 

with a DLP printer using modified-MK and photosensitive RC 711 polysiloxanes. Afterwards, the 

samples were mounted in a 2PL printer and their surface was additionally structured with RC 711, 

to fabricate features in the µm range. After pyrolysis, the shrinkage mismatch between modified-

MK and RC 711 could be controlled only when structures of adequate height were fabricated, while 

employing the same material (RC 711) for both the macro-sized and micro-sized components led to 

a uniform, homogenous shrinkage of the overall sample, with no distortions. After pyrolysis, a 

dense and crack-free SiOC ceramic multi-scale component was obtained, with no detachment of 

the microstructures from the macro-woodpiles throughout the whole fabrication process and heat 

treatment. Due to the size of the sample produced by DLP, the combined sample was easy to handle 

and allowed for the elimination of the flat glass substrate usually needed for 2PL printing. The use 

of 2PL enabled the fabrication of precisely positioned microstructures on top of the macrostructure, 

with features in a size range well beyond the resolution limit of the DLP technology. The hybridisa-

tion of vat polymerisation-based additive manufacturing technologies and the use of preceramic 

polymers, therefore, is a suitable approach for the manufacturing of highly complex structures that 

can be designed at multiple length scales, and combined with each other to produce hierarchically 

structured ceramic components. 
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6 Exploitation of Multi-Functionality of Preceramic Polymers: Mul-

lite Structures from Alumina Filled Polysiloxane 

By taking advantage of the multi-functional properties of preceramic polymers, their transfor-

mation into ceramic material at low sintering temperatures and the processing capabilities of pol-

ymer manufacturing processes, mullite components were fabricated by additive manufacturing.  

Up to now, high ceramic yield preceramic polysiloxanes were added to a photocurable siloxane in 

a physical blend to change the ceramic yield, shrinkage, final resolution and free-carbon content of 

pure SiOC ceramics after pyrolysis. In doing so, the secondary preceramic polymers are playing the 

role of passive fillers, which are contributing to the ceramic through their non-sacrificial decompo-

sition. In the following work, which was developed in collaboration with Martin Schwentenwein 

(Lithoz GmbH, Vienna), and is partially published in,[121] alumina particles are added to the same 

preceramic polymer RC 711 as active fillers and the solution was shaped into complex structures 

via Digital Light Processing. Differently from passive fillers, they chemically react with the silica 

source, that a polysiloxane produces upon sintering in air, and modify therefore the composition of 

the produced ceramic material in creating mullite as new ceramic phase. Normally, glass and ce-

ramic particles of the desired composition have to be produced first, before they are used in various 

forming processes. By using the preceramic photosensitive RC 711, the manufacturing procedures 

to fabricate the ceramic composition and the shaping of the part are combined into one step. Via 

DLP printing, the photosensitive RC 711 is shaped in the desired structure, incorporating the ce-

ramic particles, suspended in the printing resins, and reacts with them upon sintering in air to form 

the targeted ceramic phase. Dense and crack-free, highly complex porous mullite ceramics were 

produced by firing a mixture of a commercially available photosensitive polysiloxane as the silica 

source, containing alumina powder as active filler, in air at a low sintering temperature (1300 °C). 
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6.1 Production of Mullite over the Preceramic Polymer Route 

Mullite ceramics are of interest for technological applications in areas such as electronics and op-

tics, as well as in high temperature structural components because of their favourable thermal, 

electrical and mechanical properties.[122-124] For instance, mullite (3Al2O32SiO2) has applications in 

electrical insulations, due to its low electrical conductivity and low dielectric constant. The high 

refractoriness of mullite, its low thermal expansion coefficient and subsequent high thermal shock 

resistance, its high deformation and creep resistance and its durability at high temperatures exceed 

those of most other metal oxide compounds, making it an ideal ceramic refractory material.[123, 125, 

126] Porous mullite structures with suitable amounts of porosity, mechanical strength, permeability, 

cell size and cell size distribution etc. find their use in areas such as hot gas and molten metal filter 

applications.[126-128] 

Mullite rarely occurs as a natural material, but can typically be fabricated through the reaction sin-

tering of kaolinitic clays with alumina powders at high temperatures,[123, 129, 130] or by heating alu-

mina/silica mixtures in stoichiometric proportions. Synthesis methods for mullite include sol-gel 

processing,[131-139] co-precipitation,[140] chemical vapor deposition[141] and the sintering of silica-

coated alumina powders.[142-144] Recently, a new method was proposed to obtain mullite from the 

reaction of a preceramic polymer which transforms into a highly reactive silica source upon heat 

treatment, with Al2O3 and/or Al particles.[55, 125, 145-152] This creates a way to fabricate mullite com-

ponents that is easier than sol-gel processing, where a strict control of the synthesis condition is 

required, while also providing the benefits of a molecular synthesis approach.[55, 125, 149, 150] The multi-

functionality of preceramic polymers – that is, their transformation into a silica source (polymer-

derived-ceramic) during sintering in air and the possibility of using any available polymer manufac-

turing processes (e.g., extrusion, spinning, cold or warm pressing, injection molding, foaming, addi-

tive manufacturing) to shape the material – makes this method attractive in terms of processing 

mullite ceramics with very complex structures. Furthermore, this method can yield phase pure mul-

lite at low processing temperatures. 

Until now, highly diluted solutions containing alumina powder and preceramic polysiloxanes dis-

solved in solvents were prepared to achieve a homogenous mixture of the silica and alumina 

sources.[55, 125, 147-150] The mixtures were subsequently dried by removing the solvent, and the result-

ing powder mixture was then cold pressed into monolithic samples.[125, 147-152] Further advances in 

other polymer shaping processes were achieved by using self-foaming with thermal crosslinking,[145] 

sacrificial foaming,[146] filament extrusion, injection molding or coating.[55] However, the potential 

of using additive manufacturing processes to fabricate mullite components with highly complex 

architectures by the preceramic polymer route had not yet been exploited. 
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For the first time, the use of digital light processing (DLP), a lithography-based additive manufac-

turing technique, is presented here to fabricate porous mullite structures from a mixture of alumina 

powder with the commercially available photosensitive polysiloxane, RC 711. The possibility of 

shaping photosensitive preceramic polymers via stereolithography and digital light processing into 

ceramic material by pyrolysis in nitrogen was already successfully demonstrated in the previous 

chapters yielding dense and crack-free SiOC parts possessing complicated geometrical morpholo-

gies, which are only realisable via stereolithography. Additive manufacturing represents a way to 

easily control the overall microstructure (cell morphology, size and distribution, strut thickness and 

connectivity), which directly impacts the properties of the component, such as permeability, poros-

ity and mechanical properties. This therefore enables the designed structure to perform its desired 

functions in a particular application, for example, to meet stringent requirements in filter de-

signs.[126, 127] 
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6.2 Formulation and Thermal Characterisation of Mullite Printing Resins 

When pyrolysed in inert atmosphere RC 711 converts to a silicon oxycarbide (SiOC) ceramic with a 

ceramic yield of 7.4 wt% (see Figure 17). However, when heated in air, it transforms into silica (SiO2) 

with a ceramic yield of 31.8 wt% (Figure 49). Two alumina powders with different particle sizes were 

reacted during firing with the silica source deriving from the preceramic polymer and thus forming 

mullite. The ratio between the RC 711 and the Al2O3 powders was determined from the molar com-

position of mullite and the ceramic yield of RC 711 in air and was adjusted with XRD characterisation 

for the micrometre-sized alumina mixture to develop mullite without SiO2 surplus (see later Figure 

51). Table 12 lists the constituents of the three developed printing formulations, with nano- or mi-

cro-sized alumina particles. The weight ratio between the solvent phenoxyethanol (POE) and the 

alumina powder was optimised to obtain a viscosity suitable for DLP printing, while the weight ratio 

between RC 711 polysiloxane and the alumina powder was calculated according to stoichiometric 

proportion (for both particle sizes), and optimised according to XRD data (for the micro-alumina 

mixture). 

Table 12 Weight percentage of components in the nano- and micro-alumina printing formulations.  

 Nano-sized alumina 

(stochiometric), wt% 

Micro-sized alumina 

(stochiometric), wt% 

Micro-sized alumina 

(XRD optimised), wt% 

RC 711 14.2 28.5 21.5 

Al2O3 11.4 23.1 25.3 

POE 74.4 48.5 53.2 

Weight ratio POE/Al2O3 6.5 2.1 2.1 

 

As was previously mentioned, preceramic polymers can play a multi-functional role in the fabrica-

tion of a ceramic component, not just by providing a highly reactive silica source upon firing in air 

at low temperatures, but also by enabling the use of polymeric shaping processes. In order to em-

ploy DLP additive manufacturing, preceramic polymers containing specific photocurable functional 

groups are needed, e.g. acrylate, vinyl or epoxy groups. Commercially available photosensitive 

preceramic polysiloxanes typically possess either a high ceramic yield but the requirement of a UV 

exposure time of several minutes,[11, 61, 62] therefore making them suitable for soft-lithography but 

inapplicable for 3D printing via stereolithography, or they have a low ceramic yield but a high reac-

tivity, suitable for DLP printing, like the selected RC 711 (see chapter 3.1). For every polymer shaping 

process, the amount of preceramic polymer present has to be sufficiently high to enable the use of 

the selected plastic forming technology. Previously, preceramic polysiloxanes with a high ceramic 

yield of greater than 84 wt%[125, 146-152] were used to prepare mullite, in combination with alumina 
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nano-powder. As the dried mixtures were mainly processed by cold or warm pressing,[125, 147-152] the 

pre-set amount of reactive filler powders, determined by the stoichiometric requirements, was ap-

propriate for those shaping technologies. The commercially available photosensitive siloxane used 

in these experiments (RC 711), on the other hand, has a very low ceramic yield of only 31.8 wt% in 

air. This characteristic of the precursor, while usually being detrimental as it results in a high shrink-

age and a high burn-out during pyrolysis and thus leads to micro-crack development in the samples, 

is in fact advantageous here, as it allows a sufficient amount of photosensitive polysiloxane to be 

added to ensure good photocurability of the printing solution with the formation of a strong con-

nected network upon UV exposure, while also maintaining the required ratio to develop the mullite 

composition.  

The necessary amount of phenoxyethanol solvent to reach a viscosity suitable for printing resulted 

in printing solutions of equally low ceramic yields, despite the addition of alumina (Figure 49). Due 

to the presence of 74 wt% of solvent, the formulation containing the nano-sized alumina possessed 

the lowest ceramic yield of 15.2 wt%. The use of micro-sized particles enabled a reduction in solvent 

by more than 20 wt%, resulting in a higher ceramic yield (29.0 wt% for the stochiometric formula-

tion and 34.1 wt% for the adjusted one). It should be noted that since the mass loss of all systems 

was fully completed at 550 °C, the ceramic yield remained constant for all employed sintering tem-

peratures (1200 – 1400 °C).  

The particle filled preceramic solutions had a similar decomposition behaviour to the pure RC 711. 

All systems showed a high initial mass loss, followed by a lower second one, where the organic burn 

out takes place. It is notable, that while the full completion of mass loss occurred for all samples 

roughly at 550 °C, the decomposition onset temperature shifted towards lower temperatures in the 

particle-filled mixtures. This can be attributed to the presence of residual phenoxyethanol solvent 

in the UV crosslinked materials, which evaporates at a temperature higher than room temperature, 

and possibly to the presence of the Al2O3 particle fillers, which can alter the crosslinking behaviour 

of the preceramic polymer (it should be noted that the photocurable siloxane also contains Si-OH 

groups).[145] 
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Figure 49 TGA curves of pure RC 711 and of the printing formulations, based on mixtures between the 
photosensitive RC 711 and nano-sized alumina as well as micro-sized alumina powder, both in the stochio-
metric and adjusted, silica-free, composition (all after UV-curing). 
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6.3 Development of Mullite through Reaction between Transformed Silica 

source and Alumina Fillers 

The XRD analyses of the mixtures between preceramic RC 711 and the two alumina powders are 

shown in Figure 50 and 51. Mullite formation was confirmed in both systems, due to the high reac-

tivity of both the transitional form of alumina powders employed (γ-alumina),[4, 26, 27, 29] with their 

comparatively small particle size (nm-sized or < 6 µm) and the silica deriving from the polymer-to-

ceramic transformation of the polysiloxane. Indeed, the siloxane preceramic polymer decomposes 

during debinding, leaving behind the inorganic backbone, a highly reactive silica source,[26, 29] which 

starts to react with the alumina powders in both systems at a low firing temperature.  

For the nanometre sized alumina filled system, pure mullite formation was observed (see Figure 

50); the molecular reaction between the transformed silica source and the nm-powder started at 

1300 °C and was complete within one hour of dwelling time. The mixture with micrometre sized 

alumina particles also reacted extensively to form mullite, starting equally at 1300 °C (see Figure 

51). However, traces of alumina were still present, which thermally transformed from the initial γ-

Al2O3 into θ-Al2O3 at the firing temperature in the 1200 – 1400 °C range, if previously suspended in 

the polysiloxane matrix. θ-Al2O3 formed according to the transformation sequence of alumina: 𝛾 →

𝛿 → 𝜃 → 𝛼 with progressive dehydration before the corundum phase forms.[153] The presence of θ-

alumina, despite being well above its stability range of 1100 °C,[153] could be attributed to the known 

stabilisation reaction between hydroxyl groups of alumina powders and a silicon-containing pre-

cursor surrounding the alumina surface,[154] which, in this case, is represented by the siloxane prece-

ramic polymer. If no such silicon precursor is present, the γ-Al2O3 transforms into the expected α-

Al2O3 at the mullite formation temperature of 1300 °C (see Figure 51). 

In addition to the traces of residual alumina, some cristobalite was also detected in the samples 

containing the micro-sized powders when the system was heated to 1400 °C. The higher firing tem-

perature caused the crystallisation of the previously amorphous residual silica phase, indicating that 

the reaction was incomplete. Since the formation of mullite in the system containing the micro-

sized particles started at the same temperature (1300 °C) as in the formulation containing the nano-

sized ones, we can observe that the reactivity of the participants was high in both cases. However, 

the micro-sized alumina particles were evidently too large for a complete reaction with the silica 

source, and were therefore left partially unreacted at the surface of the structures (see later in 

Figures 55,56), along with residual silica. This excess silica, which is detrimental to the properties of 

the component since it generates cristobalite, was eliminated by changing the ratio between the 

preceramic RC 711 and the micro-sized alumina powder (see Table 12). The XRD data for this ad-

justed formulation fired at 1400 °C, reported in Figure 51, indicates the formation of a large amount 
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of mullite with no residual crystalline phase. Furthermore, the amount of residual alumina phase 

seems not to have increased in terms of the sample produced using a stoichiometric ratio among 

the reactants, suggesting that the change in formulation did not modify the portion of reacted mul-

lite. Additional work to further increase the purity of the phase assemblage in the heat treated 

component produced starting from the stoichiometric formulation is currently being carried out, 

including firing for longer times at 1400 °C or at higher temperature. 

 

Figure 50 XRD analysis of RC 711 printing resin filled with nano-size alumina powders, heat treated at 1200-
1300 °C. 
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Figure 51 XRD analysis of RC 711 printing resin filled with micro-size alumina powders, heat treated at 1200-
1400 °C.  
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6.4 Initial Printing Tests 

The same illumination test using a model star shape, which was done to characterize the reactivity 

of the photosensitive RC 711 with different amounts of Irg 819 (see Tbale 1), was also performed 

for the mullite printing mixtures. It confirmed a very fast curing of the RC 7111 with a minimum 

exposure time of 2 s to build the star shape, with no photoabsorber present, despite the addition 

of alumina particles in the system. Equally, the printing tests of the complex porous structures (Fig-

ure 52) proved a very low necessary exposure time of only 6 s at a set layer height of 25 µm and 

with photoabsorber for control of z-resolution in the system. This exposure time falls in the range 

of those of the physical preceramic polymer blends (see Figure 16) and within the previously deter-

mined viable exposure time of 1 – 20 s, to produce centimetre sized components with DLP in a 

reasonable time period. 

Initial printing tests with stochiometric mixtures of RC 711 and both alumina powders are shown in 

Figure 52. During 3D printing, the photosensitive polysiloxane develops the acrylate network and 

traps the alumina particles within the structures. A constant viscosity of the mixtures was observed 

during printing and this, along with the measured weight loss which coincides with the theoretical 

calculations, confirms that the alumina particles do not separate during the fabrication, and there-

fore the same amount is present in both the polymerized structure and the liquid mixtures. Alt-

hough it is remarkable that the formulation containing the nano-sized alumina was able to be 

printed at all, considering that it had a content of only 14 wt% photosensitive polymer (see Table 

12), the resolution of the manufactured part was very poor, displaying a weakly connected soft and 

fragile structure (see Figure 52A). After firing at 1300 °C to develop mullite, the printed component 

developed major cracks (Figure 52B). The large amount of solvent in the formulation (74 wt%), 

which is necessary to obtain a suitably low viscosity for processing, led to a system with only 15 % 

ceramic yield, which was not enough to prevent crack formation and structural collapse due to large 

shrinkage. Conversely, the system containing the micro-sized alumina powder required only one 

third of the solvent amount to reach suitable viscosity for printing due to the lower surface area of 

the reactive filler particles (Table 12). The larger amount of photosensitive RC 711 and the lower 

solvent content enabled the printing of well defined, accurate structures, and no cracks or struc-

tural collapse were observed after firing and mullite formation (see Figure 52C,D). 
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Figure 52 Ceramic filter structure fabricated with mixtures of RC 711 with nano -sized alumina before (A) 
and after (B) sintering at 1300 °C and with micro-sized alumina before (C) and after (D) sintering at 1300  
°C (stoichiometric silica/alumina ratio (A-D)). 

Although the nano-sized alumina powder allowed complete mullite formation at 1300 °C to be ob-

tained (see Figure 50), this formulation was not optimal for printing and subsequent firing. These 

processing steps proved to be unproblematic for the formulation containing the micro-sized alu-

mina particles, although the incompleteness of the reaction (in the adopted firing conditions) led 

to the development of a modified formulation. Subsequent experiments were carried out using 

micro-sized alumina powder in the adjusted ratio of RC 711/alumina = 0.85, which was determined 

by considering the ceramic yield of the polysiloxane, the stoichiometry of mullite and the XRD con-

firmation of the absence of cristobalite (see Figure 51).  
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6.5 Fabrication of Complex Mullite Architectures 

Complex ceramic structures were printed via Digital Light Processing, forming a silica-free, mullite 

composition. Both porous and bulk samples were manufactured and transformed into mullite at 

1300 °C, with no formation of cracks even in samples several millimetres in dimension despite the 

relatively low ceramic yield of the printing formulation (Figure 53). 

  

  

Figure 53 Images showing a complex (rhombi-cuboctahedron) porous structure before (A, left) and after 
(A,C) sintering, and bulk parts (after sintering (B,D)) . Note: the coin in Figure 53B was manufactured by 
soft-lithography. 

Figure 54 shows the SEM images of a highly complex porous structure, consisting of a collection of 

rhombi-cuboctahedron cells with eight equilateral triangles and eighteen squares, as printed and 

after its conversion to mullite ceramic. The structure presents an exact replica of the original stl-

file, with no loss in resolution. The small difference in the refractive index between alumina and 

polymers generally diminishes the interactions between the light and the ceramic particles.[9, 15, 17, 

20] Light scattering and absorption phenomena, which accompany the shaping via stereolithography 

of ceramic materials from particle filled resins, are therefore limited and seem to have no influence 

in this work. The struts are perfectly resolved with no rounded edges, and the discrete layers in z-

A B 

C D 
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direction are visible in the printed structure due to the stepwise printing of slices in stereolithogra-

phy (see Figure 55A,B). Additionally, there is no sign of delamination between the printed layers 

either before or after firing. After the heat treatment, the isotropic homogenous linear shrinkage 

of 36 % led to no observable deformation, and resulted in a complete retention of shape during the 

formation of the mullite phase (see Figure 54C,D). It is evident that 21 % of photosensitive polysilox-

ane was sufficient to print a highly complex structure and form a network which was both stable 

enough to retain the trapped alumina particles and strong enough to sustain the subsequent han-

dling. Ceramic strut sizes as small as 160 µm were produced and maintained their shape completely 

during the complete heat treatment, which included debinding, the preceramic polymer transfor-

mation into silica, the chemical reaction between the silica matrix and entrapped alumina particles 

to develop the mullite phase and the densification of the crystalline ceramic material during sinter-

ing.  

  

  

Figure 54 SEM pictures of a structure printed with the phase -optimised mixture of polysiloxane/micro-sized 
alumina, before (A,B) and after (C,D) sintering at 1300  °C (images taken at same magnification).  

Apart from the stepwise slices in z-direction due to the manufacturing conditions and the absence 

of surface cracks (see Figure 54A,B), the SEM analysis of the printed struts at a higher magnification 

A 

C D 

B 
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(Figure 55A,B) shows the presence of some particles at the surface of the printed part. During UV 

exposure, the polysiloxane crosslinks, and builds a solid polymeric network in the desired shape 

while also trapping the alumina powders, which are partially incorporated at the surface of the strut 

due to their relatively large micrometre size. Likewise, particles are also observed in a similar size, 

shape and position at the surface of the struts after sintering at 1300 °C (see Figure 55C,D). The 

SEM analysis of the fracture surface of a 3D printed sample fired at 1300 °C (see Figure 55E,F) high-

lights the absence of internal cracks and the porosity within the mullite ceramic, as well as the lack 

of distinguishable particles within the dense struts. The elimination of the organic part of the acrylic 

preceramic polymer, and the reaction-sintering with the alumina particles, led to a dense and ho-

mogenous internal mullite structure, with a measured density of 3.1 g/cm3, close to the theoretical 

density of 3.16 g/cm3 of 3Al2O32SiO2mullite ceramics.[155] 

Preliminary mechanical tests carried out on the dense and crack-free rhombi-cuboctahedron cell 

structures (Figure 54C) indicate a compression strength of 1.8 ± 0.3 MPa for samples with a total 

porosity of 90 vol%, which is greater than the previously reported values for highly porous cellular 

mullite ceramics.[139, 145]  
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Figure 55 SEM images of a mullite structure produced with the optimised polysiloxane/micro -alumina for-
mulation; comparison of the strut surface before (A,B) and after (C,D) firing at 1300  °C and image of a dense 
and non-porous mullite fracture surface (E,F) fired at 1300 °C, taken at same magnification.  
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6.6 Unreacted Alumina Particles at Structure Surface 

Since the size, shape and position of the starting alumina particles observed in the UV-cured sample 

(Figure 55B) is very similar to those of the particles visible in the fired ceramic struts (Figure 55D), 

it seems that unreacted alumina particles remain mainly at the surface of the component after 

mullite formation. Since the overall dimensions of those particles are only a few micrometres, the 

composition of the particle itself was unable to be verified without also measuring some of the 

surrounding and underlying ceramic material. Therefore, EDX analysis was used investigate the 

composition of an area (30 x 35 µm2) of ceramic material located at the surface (Figure 55D) and 

inside the cross-section of the dense strut (Figure 55F). The results of the analysis at both spots, 

which was performed on an equally sized area and under the same measuring conditions, are 

shown in Figure 56. With the exception of some carbon contamination, the ceramic material at 

both spots consists solely of the elements oxygen, aluminium and silicon, with more silicon inside 

the strut volume (Figure 56A) than at the strut surface (Figure 56B). The elemental analysis, com-

pared to the nominal composition of mullite (3Al2O32SiO2), is shown in Table 13. 

  

Figure 56 EDX analysis of an area located inside the strut cross -section (Figure 55F) and at the strut surface 
(Figure 55D). 

 

Table 13 Elemental analysis of spots located in the strut cross -section (Figure 56A) and at the strut surface 

(Figure 56B), compared to the nominal mullite composition (3Al 2O32SiO2). 

Element Strut cross-section 

(mol%) 

Strut surface 

(mol%) 

Mullite 

(mol%) 

O 60.4 57.6 61.9 

Al 31.1 37.5 28.6 

Si 8.5 4.9 9.5 

Ratio Si/Al 0.273 0.131 0.332 

A B 
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It can be observed that, while the elemental composition within the volume of the 3D printed and 

the sintered struts correlate reasonably well with the nominal mullite composition, the amount of 

silicon at the strut surface is only half of that within the cross-section. Therefore, when also consid-

ering the observation of a homogenous fracture surface (Figure 55F) without the presence of coarse 

particles, we can posit that the unreacted alumina, found by XRD analysis (Figure 51), is mainly 

attributable to the presence of alumina particles at the surface of the printed struts, which do not 

react during sintering. While inside the volume of the material, the reactive alumina particles are 

surrounded by a siloxane UV-crosslinked matrix, while the ones at the surface are only partially 

trapped inside the polymeric matrix (see Figure 55B) and therefore do not react (see Figure 55D).   
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6.7 Conclusion 

Mullite ceramic structures were developed by additive manufacturing, by using a photoreactive 

siloxane containing nano- and micro-sized alumina particles and by firing at a temperature range of 

1300-1400 °C. Mullite formed from the reaction between the alumina particles and the silica, orig-

inating from the decomposition of the polysiloxane. When nano-sized alumina was used, phase 

pure mullite formed at 1300 °C, while micro-sized particles did not completely react after firing at 

1400 °C for 1 hour. 

When processing the developed formulations via Digital Light Processing, the suspensions contain-

ing nano-sized particles required a large amount of solvent, giving a low ceramic yield and produc-

ing a soft and weak polymerised acrylate-network, with poor printing resolution, crack develop-

ment and collapse of the structure during firing. The use of micro-sized alumina powders enabled 

dense and crack-free bulk as well as porous components with highly complex architecture to be 

manufactured. Because of the incomplete reaction in the case of micro-sized alumina, the printing 

formulation was adjusted to eliminate any trace of residual cristobalite from the ceramic after the 

heat treatment, leading to some residual alumina at the surface of the fired parts. 

The printed porous ceramic components had a total porosity of 90 vol% and a compression strength 

of 1.8 ± 0.3 MPa. The relatively high compressive strength of the produced cellular structure, the 

virtually limitless possibility of shaping via DLP the developed formulation into components with 

highly complex architectures, where the porosity, cell distribution, size and shape can easily be ad-

justed and optimized according to a simple modification of the stl-file, and the properties of mullite 

ceramics;[123, 125, 126] all these aspects create the possibility to produce ceramic structures at low 

processing temperatures suitable for advanced filter applications,[126-128] such as the structure 

shown in Figure 57. 

   

Figure 57 Mullite-based ceramic filter structure fabricated via DLP printing of a photosensitive polysiloxane 
containing micro-sized reactive alumina particles.  
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7 Summary and Future Work 

A photosensitive polysiloxane was used throughout the whole work to fabricate different ceramic 

structures across different length scales. Complementary approaches, both at the material level 

and with the production processes, have been applied to alter material properties, like ceramic 

yield, shrinkage, resolution or free-carbon content (chapter 3), to achieve different structural di-

mensions and resolutions (chapter 3 and 4), to fabricate multi-scale ceramics (chapter 5) and to 

take advantage of the multi-functional properties of preceramic polymers by combining shaping 

with the simultaneous production of a new desired ceramic phase (chapter 6).  

For these purposes, the photosensitive polysiloxane was combined with other high ceramic yield 

polysiloxanes in a physical blend to reduce the amount of decomposed material during debinding 

and therefore the shrinkage of the component. The physical blends made it possible to produce 

highly complex and dense, pure SiOC ceramic structures via DLP printing, enclosing a whole range 

of ceramic yields, shrinkages, different carbon contents and final feature size, which pushes the 

resolution limit of 3D stereolithography technology. At the same time, even by incorporating non-

photosensitive preceramic polymers in the printing resin, which basically dilutes the photocurable 

material in the printing solution, no decrease in structural complexity and resolution during printing 

arouse. The disadvantages of structuring ceramics via stereolithography, due to light absorption 

and scattering from glass and ceramic particles,[1, 9, 14, 15] were completely avoided by using prece-

ramic polymers to build SiOC structures, which is a phase only obtainable by the molecular route.[38, 

40, 43] Large scale structures have been printed and their linear shrinkage behaviour overall and in 

the unit elements analysed. It was shown that the shrinkage of a ceramic lattice material is not a 

straight-forward approach and has to be considered when creating parts, as aspect ratios are 

changing during pyrolysis. The same material was used to fabricate equally complex structure at an 

entirely different scale via 2PL, with features sizes ranging in the hundreds of nanometres. Dense, 

ceramic structures with unprecedented complexity at this scale were fabricated with homogenous 

shrinkage on top of support pillars. The hybridisation of both printing techniques combined the 

achievements accomplished with the separated fabrication processes, producing free-standing and 

easily to handle cm-sized SiOC ceramics with 3D structured sub-µm features, the latter only achiev-

able through 2PL printing. Furthermore, the produced chemical composition of the ceramic mate-

rial itself was changed by adding active alumina fillers, which react with the silica source formed by 

the decomposition of the polysiloxane at high temperature in air and formed mullite ceramic. The 

photosensitive polysiloxane was therefore used in a multi-faceted way, where it was possible to 

achieve a new chemical composition at the same time as the structuring step, eliminating the two-

step process where the desired glass or ceramic composition needs to be created before shaping. 
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The in-situ reaction with the silica source developed the new chemical composition, mullite, within 

the predetermined, printed shape. 

Highly complex ceramic structures have been fabricated via lithography based additive manufac-

turing with structural dimensions from nm (2PL) to cm (DLP). All fabricated structures showed no 

sign of delamination and an isotropic shrinkage after heat treatment, where pore and crack-free 

ceramic structures with dense struts were obtained.  
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7.1 The Photosensitive Material 

This work was mainly based on the photosensitive properties of the RC 711 siloxane preceramic 

polymer. It is a highly acrylated polysiloxane which is both printable at the macro-scale via DLP and 

the micro-scale via 2PL. This in itself is noteworthy, since it’s not a given that a material processable 

via DLP/SLA printing can also be processed via 2-photon-lithography, as is not the case for modified-

MK (see chapter 5.4). The high amount of acrylate groups in the preceramic polymer chain of RC 

711 made this material highly effective in both lithography-based technologies. Remarkable low 

exposure doses were needed, which made it feasible to achieve minimal exposure times of only  

3.5 s in DLP and writing speeds up to 5000 µm/s in 2PL, which is comparable to standard polymeric 

photocurable materials for both printing technologies. Moreover, a strong polymerised network 

formed upon light exposure, providing no limitation in shape complexity and size of the realised 

structures at both implemented length scales. Furthermore, since it is possible to process RC 711 

with both lithography-based technologies, a complete combination via hybrid additive manufactur-

ing proved to be successful both in the printed and in the pyrolysed state. 

The high shrinkage of RC 711 is, from an engineering standpoint, a downside of using this particular 

photocurable polysiloxane, as 93 % of the material is eliminated during pyrolysis in nitrogen to pro-

duce a SiOC material, and 68 % during sintering in air to transform the material into SiO2. The 70 % 

linear shrinkage during the transformation into SiOC ceramic certainly doesn`t install confidence in 

using this material for engineering applications. However, it should be noted that, notwithstanding 

that large shrinkage, the developed SiOC structures completely maintained their shape, exhibited 

homogenous, isotropic shrinkage, dense struts and no defect formation at all, such as micro-cracks, 

porosity or delamination upon pyrolysis (see Figure 21,23-25). Using RC 711 can very well be of 

advantage in producing ceramic parts, where fine feature details are especially important, as the 

resolution after pyrolysis is greatly enhanced exactly because of the linear shrinkage being larger 

than 70 %. In this way, SiOC ceramic structures can be manufactured from RC 711 which show 

feature sizes well below the resolution limit of any available DLP printing equipment. At the same 

time, the shrinkage can be significantly decreased, to as low as 42 %, by simply mixing RC 711 with 

other high ceramic yield polysiloxanes (Silres 601 and H44) without losing any resolution or achiev-

able complexity during printing (see Figure 22). 

As far as even smaller dimensions are concerned, below the µm-level in 2PL printing, the high 

shrinkage of RC 711 makes it actually possible to achieve comparable resolutions in the manufac-

tured micro-SiOC structures to those of polymer structures printed from a standard polymer pho-

toresist developed from Nanoscribe itself, possessing an optimised reflection index. Equipped with 

a supporting base, homogenous shrinkage with no structural deformation can be realised in SiOC 
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structures, even when such a high shrinkage is occurring. Complex ceramic micro-structures with 

dense struts can be produced which have much better mechanical, thermal or chemical properties 

as polymers, and surpass other existing ceramic microstructures in their complexity[49, 64, 65, 88] and 

mechanical strength.[83, 85, 91-93] 

Focusing on the production of new ceramic phases by placing active fillers in the photosensitive RC 

711, the low ceramic yield of only 32 % in air allows for an increased amount of RC 711 inside the 

printing resins, while maintaining the predetermined molar ratios. To develop specific ceramic 

phases a certain ratio between the fillers and the polysiloxanes, the source of silica, has to be main-

tained according to the stoichiometry of the desired new phase, as has been done in the prepara-

tion of mullite with RC 711 and active alumina fillers. By using a polysiloxane with a low ceramic 

yield, a higher volume fraction of it has to be placed in the printing resin, than if a polysiloxane with 

a high ceramic yield would have been used. Since RC 711 is not only added as a source of liquid 

silica, but also due to its photosensitive properties to accomplish the shaping via DLP printing, a 

larger amount of it will increase the photosensitivity of the printing slurry, thereby favourably re-

ducing the fabrication times. The larger fraction of acrylates in the mixture can form a strong and 

rigid network upon photopolymerisation, which decreases the necessary size (and number) of self-

sustaining struts and increases the achievable complexity and overall size of the printable structure. 
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7.2 Size, Scale and Resolution 

By using two different lithography-based additive manufacturing techniques, structures of entirely 

different sizes and scales were fabricated. Printing of polysiloxanes with DLP allowed for the reali-

sation of structures as tall as 6 cm (see Figure 26), while the pyrolysed SiOC structures exhibited 

features as small as 30 µm (small struts in cube illustrated in Figure 15), spanning a feasible size-

range from micrometres to several centimetres. 2PL on the other hand, starts at the micrometre 

scale and reaches down to the hundreds of nanometres, as structures as tall as 100 µm, the opera-

tional limit of 2PL, and as wide as 250 x 300 µm2 (see Figure 35) were printed with small scale 

features as small as 800 nm (see Figure 43). Both techniques allowed for the production of highly 

complex structures, which were geometrically exactly the same, but in a completely different size 

scale. Taking note of the scale bars in Figure 58, this point is demonstrated by showing images of 

the same diamond structure from polysiloxane material as tall as 12 x 12 x 12 mm3 and as small as 

24 x 24 x 24 µm3 fabricated by DLP and 2PL respectively. It shows that the diamond node, printed 

via DLP, is 50 times larger than the entire diamond structure fabricated by 2PL. 

  

  

Figure 58 Polysiloxane diamond structures at different scales; physical blend RC 711/H44 = 5/5 printed  via 
DLP (A) and RC 711 printed via 2PL (B).  

A 
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Ceramic SiOC structures were created with geometries up to the cm-range (DLP) or structural fea-

tures down to the sub µm-scale (2PL). The hybridisation of the two technologies permitted to ex-

tend both printing ranges, combining the macro-dimensional printing with nm-sized elements. The 

advantages of DLP printing, listed in Table 14, were combined with the nm-resolution limit offered 

by 2PL. The limitations of both printing technologies were removed, since not only the resolution 

limit of DLP/STL fabrication was exceeded, but the structures, fabricated via 2PL, were removed 

from the up-to-now unavoidable glass substrate, from which they would be not detachable, and 

printed on preceramic components previously structured in any configuration. 

Table 14 Comparison of advantages and disadvantages DLP/STL and 2PL printing includes.  

DLP/STL 2PL 

+ macro components (cm sized) + resolution limit (nm) 

+ free standing component – micro components (µm) 

+ easy handling – attached to glass substrate 

– resolution limit (~ 50 µm) – not detachable 

 

The shrinkage values of the different SiOC physical blends, reported in Figure 19B, were measured 

for all materials by means of the cubic structure shown in Figure 15. Chapter 3.2 already reported 

that in printing the same material via DLP, different shrinkages of the overall sample and their struc-

tural elements occurs. The shrinkage, although homogenously in nature, changes the aspect ratio 

of the elements due to their different geometrical arrangements and therefore constraints. It was 

also shown for both DLP and 2PL printing that different structures, although printed with the same 

material, exhibit different shrinkages (summarised in Table S13), which clearly demonstrates that 

the shrinkage is not only dependent on the material but also on the structural configuration in both 

printing techniques. Furthermore, the analysis of the Kelvin cell structure (5 x 5 x 5 cells), printed 

with both lithography-based processes with pure RC 711 and subsequently pyrolysed, reveals a 

higher shrinkage of 67 % for DLP printed macro-sample than the 51 % shrinkage for 2PL printed 

micro-sample. This additional difference in shrinkage of the same material, printed in the same 

structural configuration, is probably due to the constrained pyrolysis condition in the micro-struc-

ture, which are not free sliding, but are attached to the glass substrate. Although the support pillars 

allow for a homogenous shrinkage of the structure on top by disconnecting them from the un-

shrinking glass support, the overall condition through pyrolysis still seems to be under additional 
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constraint, resulting in a 16 % lower shrinkage of 2PL printed RC 711 Kelvin cell structure in oppo-

sition to the same structure printed via DLP. This constrained shrinking condition is removed in the 

case of the hybrid woodpile structures, where the micro-woodpile fabricated via 2PL was printed 

on top of the DLP macro-woodpile fabricated using the same material, with no un-shrinking glass 

substrate present. Both macro- and micro-structures exhibit now the same shrinkage behaviour, 

producing a hybrid structure capable of homogeneous shrinkage upon pyrolysis (see Figure 48B). 

This demonstrates that the shrinkage is apparently depending on the ceramic yield of the material 

and the structural configuration of the component, but not on the lithography-based printing tech-

nique employed to print said structure. 
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7.3 Extending the Range of Processable Materials 

The photosensitive polysiloxane was combined with two high ceramic yield polysiloxane materials, 

of different carbon content, to produce SiOC ceramic structure, as well as with alumina nano- and 

micro-particles to produce mullite ceramics. 

The compatible, high ceramic yield polysiloxanes were chosen from a randomly available collection 

of commercially available preceramic polysiloxanes. Seven high ceramic yield preceramic polymers 

were used for testing, and only combinations with RC 711 were produced, which was also selected 

from five different photosensitive preceramic polymers, which resulted in the development of 

three stable solutions, two of them maintaining their printed shape after pyrolysis. Likewise, com-

binations were tested with only a number of solvents, which were by no means complete, to reach 

solutions without phase separation. A higher availability of primary and secondary preceramic pol-

ymers and compatible solvents will more than likely lead to more stable solutions, which can be 

used to fabricate further physical printing blends with different features (e.g. even higher ceramic 

yield). By using different secondary preceramic polymers, containing methyl, phenyl, vinyl, propyl 

etc. side groups, a broad spectrum of different molar compositions can be obtained; e.g. polyme-

thylsiloxane MK or Silres 610 possess only 28.6 mol% carbon compared to 76.4 mol% C of polyphen-

ylsiloxane Silres 601.[45] Due the difference in chemical composition, since the Si:C ratio depends on 

the organic side groups whereas the Si:O is kept constant at 1:1.5 in polysiloxanes,[45] potentially 

different functional properties e.g. electrical conductivity, mechanical properties or chemical dura-

bility can be achieved.[37, 44, 47] The range of possible ceramic yield, shrinkage, resolution and amount 

of free carbon in the system can therefore be further extended, leaving more freedom to choose 

the desired properties of the blend. The widening of the range of preceramic polymers that can be 

employed for additive manufacturing, using this approach and different combinations of prece-

ramic polymers and solvents could be the goal of further work. 

Different from the random selection of available preceramic polysiloxanes with high ceramic yield, 

alumina powders were specifically added to produce a particular desired material composition. 

While mullite has been produced from a reaction of the RC 711 derived SiO2 with the added alumina 

powders, other glass or ceramic phases from the reaction of filler material with polymer derived 

silica source upon heating have already been investigated to from oxide systems (mullite, zircon, 

cordierite, fosterite, yttrium-silicates) or oxynitride ceramics (SiAlONs, YSiONs).[55] Different active 

filler materials can also be added to RC 711, forming a stable solution with appropriate solvents. 

This will further extend the range of achievable materials to include other silicate ceramics, glasses 

and glass-ceramics. All these potential material compositions would take advantage of the multi-

functionality of the photosensitive polysiloxane, the processability via DLP and its transformation 
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into SiOC or SiO2 phase upon treatment in nitrogen or air, respectively. It would also be interesting 

to explore if powder filled RC 711 is likewise printable with 2PL. Instead of adding silica nanoparti-

cles to reduce the shrinkage of micro-structures,[65] alumina nanoparticles could for example be 

added to see if they can be incorporated in the polymerised structures via 2PL printing and trans-

formed into dense, mullite micro-structures, in the same way as for DLP processing (see chapter 6). 

The successful integration of DLP and 2PL printing was shown in the hybrid additive manufacturing 

processing of polysiloxanes. A hybrid structure, scaling across several length scales, from overall 

cm-dimensions to nm-range feature sizes, can be accomplished by combining those two lithogra-

phy-based processes. The precise positioning of parts fabricated using those two technologies and 

the stable adhesion of the materials, with no sign of delamination, has been shown. The same tem-

perature treatment and necessary heating atmosphere, N2, allowed the conversion of the polysilox-

ane structures into SiOC ceramics. By using the same material, RC 711, for both printing processes, 

a homogenous shrinkage across the entire structure was obtained. First explorations into the con-

cept of using multi-materials in this hybrid process, as has been carried out in other hybridisation 

processes combining two additive manufacturing technologies,[108-110, 112, 115] proved a stable com-

bination of two different polysiloxane materials, modified-MK with RC 711, in the printed state. Just 

as other examples of multi-material structures, challenges occur if those materials have to undergo 

an additional heat treatment. For the production of ceramic materials, this includes the need of 

matching sintering behaviour (heating schedule, final temperature, atmosphere), shrinkage and co-

efficient of thermal expansion to avoid critical internal stresses during cooling, and avoiding chem-

ical interactions between the two different materials.[111, 115, 120] Figure 47 highlights the difficulties 

in printing and pyrolysing two materials, which are the same in nature being both polysiloxane 

preceramic polymers producing SiOC ceramic, but exhibit different shrinkage behaviour. The mate-

rials selection in producing ceramics is therefore restricted to two materials, where above men-

tioned characteristics can be satisfied and they can be printed with DLP and/or 2PL printing tech-

niques. Therefore, the physical blends developed in chapter 3.1 cannot be unrestrictedly used, 

without compensating for shrinkage mismatch, as the blends firstly exhibit a drying shrinkage (see 

Figure 19B) and secondly cannot be printed via 2PL (see chapter 4.7). Differently, pure RC 711 rep-

resents an ideal candidate to fabricate multi-scale ceramic structures via hybridisation of lithogra-

phy-based additive manufacturing technology, as it has a negligible polymerisation shrinkage, can 

be printed with both DLP and 2PL and allows for the printing of almost every imaginable, complex 

structure (see Figure 35). Although possible combinations with other materials could only be veri-

fied in the printed state, but not up to now extended to pyrolysed multi-materials, compatible ma-

terials, meeting the above-mentioned characteristics, could be explored in future works.  
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Supplementary Information 

Table S1 List of used chemicals.  

Photosensitive  

preceramic polymers 

TEGO RC 711 (Evonik Industries, Germany) 

UV Poly 110 and UV Poly 204 with their respective catalysts UV CATA 

102 and 211 (Bluestar Silicones, France) 

Si-vinile-EQ (EEMS.LLC, USA) 

AB 108972 (abcr GmbH, Germany) 

Preceramic polymers MK, Silres 601, Silres 610, H44 H62C (Wacker Chemie AG, Germany) 

Dow Corning 3074, DOW 217 (Dow Corning, USA) 

Photosensitive polymers PEGDA (Sigma Aldrich) 

Green Resin (Robofactory, Italy) 

Solvents Dowanol, phenoxyethanol, benzylalcohol, toluene, isopropanol, hy-

droxyethyl methacrylate, dimethylsulfoxid, divinylbenzene, cyclohex-

anone, diphenylether, ethanol 

Photoinitiators and  

absorber 

Irgacure 819 (Ciba Specialty Chemicals, Switzerland) 

Camphorquinone and ethyl 4-(dimethylamino)benzoate (Sigma-Al-

drich) 

4,4′-Bis(diethylamino)benzophenone (BDEBP) (Sigma Aldrich) 

E133 (Squires Kitchen, England) 

Glass and Ceramic  

powders 

Puralox TH 100/150 (SASOL, Germany) mean particle size = 2–6 μm 

Aluminium oxide C (Degussa, Germany) mean particle size = 15 nm, 

specific surface area = 100 m2/g 

Catalyst Geniosil GF91 (Wacker Chemie AG, Germany) 
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Table S 2 Stl-files of all printed structures with dimensions and origin of the design.  

A) Chapter 3.1 Achieving Variable Properties in SiOC Ceramic through Physical Blend Formulation 

  
 

Model cube structure 
 
4.5 x 4.5 x 4.5 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.1 mm (smallest) 
Origin: UniPD 
 

Kelvin cell structure  
(5 x 5 x 5 cells) 
19.5 x 19.5 x 19.5 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.39 mm 
Origin: UniPD 

MS-Gitter structure 
 
15 x 15 x 15 mm3 
Strut Ø: ~ 0.3 mm 
Origin: Lithoz GmbH 

B) Chapter 3.2 Analysis of Multi-Scale Sinter- and Mechanical Properties of SiOC Trusses 

 
 

 

Kelvin cell structure  
(7 x 7 x 15 cells) 
30 x 30 x 63 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.6 and 0.7 mm 
Origin:  
University of Applied Sciences 
of Southern Switzerland 
(SUPSI) 
 
 
 

Octet cell structure  
(7 x 7 x 15 cells) 
30 x 30 x 63 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.34 mm 
Origin: UniPD 

Hybrid structure  
(7 x 7 x 15 cells) 
30 x 30 x 63 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.7 and 0.34 mm 
Origin: CalTech 
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C) Chapter 4 Expanding SiOC Ceramic Structures to the Microscale through Two Photon Lithog-

raphy 

 
 

 

Kelvin cell structure  
(5 x 5 x 5 cells) 
30 x 30 x 30 µm3 
Strut Ø: 0.6 µm 
Origin: UniPD 

Kelvin cell structure  
(5 x 5 x 5 cells) 
With support structures 
30 x 30 x 30 µm3 
Strut Ø: 0.6 µm 
Origin: UniPD 

Diamond structure 
 
32 x 32 x 32 µm3 
Node Ø: 3.7 µm 
Origin: UniPD 

 

 

 

 

Colloseum of Rome 
305 x 255 x 40 µm3 
Origin: Thingiverse.com 

Pisa Tower 
25 x 25 x 100 µm3 
Origin: Thingiverse.com 
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Diamond structure 
23 x 23 x 23 µm3 

Node Ø: 2.1 µm 
Origin: UniPD 

Octet structure 
12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5 µm3 

Strut Ø: 0.7 µm  
Origin: UniPD 
 

 

D) Chapter 5 Hybridisation of Lithography-based Technologies for the Fabrication of Multiscale 

SiOC Ceramic Components 

 

 

 

 

 

Woodpile structure 
2.25 x 2.25 x 1.00 mm3  
Strut Ø: 1.25 mm 
Origin: UniPD 
 
 

Woodpile structure 
90 x 90 x 40 µm3  
Strut Ø: 5 µm 
Origin: UniPD 

 

E) Chapter 6 Exploitation of Multi-Functionality of Preceramic Polymers: Mullite Structures from 

Alumina Filled Polysiloxane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rhombicuboctahedrons  
structure 
10.25 x 10.25 x 6.40 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.5 mm 
Origin: Lithoz GmbH 
 

Filter structure 
 
12 x 12 x 7.7 mm3 
Strut Ø: 0.5 mm 
Origin: Lithoz GmbH 

Sphinx 
 
100 x 32 x 43 mm3 
Origin: myminifactory.com 
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F) Chapter 7 Summary and Future Work 

 

 

 

 

 

Diamond structure 
12.7 x 12.7 x 12.7 mm3 
Node Ø: 1.2 mm 
Origin: UniPD 

Diamond structure 
23 x 23 x 23 µm3 

Node Ø: 2.1 µm 
Origin: UniPD 
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Table S3 Cleaning Tests of physical blend mixtures conducted with RC 711/Silres 601 = 3/7 specifying the used 
solvent, if it was suitable for cleaning, method of drying since evaporation temperature of some cleaning sol-
vents exceeded room temperature, formation of  cracks during cleaning and overall appearance of sample sur-
face. 

Material Cleaning Drying Micro- or 
macro-crack 
formation 

Appearance 

Manual No Air No Fluid layer remains 
  Paper No Fibres from paper re-

main 
Ethanol No    
Isopropanol No    
Heptane No    
Acetone Yes RT Yes  
Toluene Yes RT Yes  
Cyclohexanone Yes 60 °C Yes  
Divinylbenzene Yes 60 °C Yes  
  Heptane Yes  
  Isopropanol Yes  
     
Dowanol Yes 60 °C Cube no 

star ~ 
Indentations and “octo-
pus” patterning effect 

     
Benzylalcohol Yes RT Yes  
  60 °C Cube no 

star ~ 
Indentations and “octo-
pus” patterning effect 

  Toluene Yes  
  Isopropanol Yes  
  Heptane Micro-cracks Indentations and “octo-

pus” patterning effect; 
  Isopropanol Micro-cracks Indentations and “octo-

pus” patterning effect; 
     
Phenoxy-
ethanol 

Yes 60 °C Cube no 
star ~ 

Indentations and “octo-
pus” patterning effect 

  Heptane Micro-cracks Indentations and “octo-
pus” patterning effect 

  Isopropanol Micro-cracks Indentations and “octo-
pus” patterning effect 

     
Diphenylether Yes 60 °C No Clean surface  
  Isopropanol Yes Small indentations and 

“octopus” patterning ef-
fect 

     
Mixture + extra 
Toluene 

Maybe Air No Smooth fluid layer on 
top remains 

  UV No Smooth fluid layer on 
top remains 
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Table S4 Exemplary images of cleaning tests specifying appearance descriptions used in Table S3. 

Cleaning solvent Appearance Image 

Mixture + Toluene Fluid layer remains on top 

of printed surface 

 

Divinylbenzene Macro-crack formation 

 

 

Benzylalcohol Micro-cracks; Indenta-

tions and “octopus” pat-

terning effect 
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Table S5 Drop Tests with available photoinitiators, in their already optimised concentration, to determine 
their effectiveness in investigating the min. exp. time . 

Photosensitive material Photoinitiator Min. exp. time (s) 

RC 711 2 wt% Irg 819 1 

RC 711 0.25 wt % Ethyl-4-dimethylamin-benzo-

ate and 1 wt% Camphorquinone 

2 

RC 711 2 wt% Irg 651 - 

RC 711/DOW 217 = 1/1 2 wt% Irg 819 3 

RC 711/DOW 217 = 1/1 0.25 wt % Ethyl-4-dimethylamin-benzo-

ate and 1 wt% Camphorquinone 

20 

PEGDA 2 wt % Irg 819 2 

PEGDA 5 wt% Erythrosin B > 2 min 

 

 

Table S6 Molar composition (SiO2, SiC, C) of the used poylsiloxanes Silres 601 and H44. [45] 

Polymer SiO2 (mol%) SiC (mol%) C (mol%) Amount of side group 

Silres 601 18.3 5.3 76.4 (C6H5)0.9 

H44 21.4 6.5 72.1 (C6H5)0.62(CH3)0.31 

 

 

 

Table S7 Optimisation of photoabsorber in blends of RC 711/Silres  601 (upper row) and RC 711/H44 (lower 
row = 5/5; amount of E133 is according to RC 711 content; scale bars = 0.5 mm.  

0.5 wt% E133 1 wt% 1.25 wt% 1.5 wt% E133 
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Table S8 Model cubes printed with all different blend mixtures (9/1 – 3/7) with 0.75 wt% E133 according to 
preceramic siloxane content (RC 711 + Silres 601/H44) show no overexposure, confirming the appropriate 
photoabsorber amount to reach desired penetration dept h of light; upper row: blends containing Silres 601, 
lower row: blends containing H44; scale bars = 0.5 mm. 

Ratio    9/1 7/3 5/5 3/7 

    

    

 

 

Table S9 Optimisation of exposure time for all blend configuration; scale bars = 0.5 mm.  

RC 711 

2 s 
 

3 s 
 

3.5 s 
 

4 s 

    
 
RC 711/Silres 601 = 9/1 

2 s 

 
 

3 s 

 
 

4 s 

 
 

5 s 

    

RC 711/H44 = 9/1 

2 s 
 

3 s 
 

4 s 
 

5 s 
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RC 711/Silres 601 = 7/3 

3 s 
 

4 s 
 

5 s 
 
 

   
 

 
 
 

RC 711/H44 = 7/3 

4 s 
 

5 s 
 

6 s 
 

7 s 

    
    
RC 711/Silres 601 = 5/5 

4 s 
 

5 s 
 

6 s 
 

7 s 

    
    
RC 711/H44 = 5/5 

4 s 
 

5 s 
 

6 s 
 

7 s 

    
    
RC 711/Silres 601 = 3/7 

13 s 
 

14 s 
 

15 s 
 

 

   
 

 
 

RC 711/H44 = 3/7 

10 s 
 

11 s 
 

12 s 
 

13 s 
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Table S 10 Display of type of strut failure in Kelvin 1,2 and octet structures with the respective mechanical 
strength of the individual struts.  

 Kelvin 1 

Strength (GPa) 

Kelvin 2 

Strength (GPa 

octet 

Strength (GPa 

node 0.43 0.87 1.76 
intact 0.40 0.65 1.87 
 0.45 0.34 1.61 
  0.58 2.10 
  0.53 2.21 
   2.04 

average 0.42 ± 0.02 0.59 ± 0.17 1.93 ± 0.20 
    
node 0.41 0.63 1.43 
partially 0.35 0.46 2.32 
removed 0.70 0.41 1.78 
 0.37 0.54 2.20 
 0.85 0.42  
 0.38   
 0.37   

average 0.49 ± 0.18 0.49 ± 0.08 1.93 ± 0.35 
 

 

Table S11 Image sequence of 2PL printing process taken from video of fabrication.  
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Table S12 Image sequence taken from compression test of pyrolysed RC 711 Kelvin cell structure.  

    

 

 

Table S13 Overview of shrinkages of different structures fabricated via DLP and 2PL process.  

 DLP 

(RC 711/H44 = 5/5) 

DLP 

(RC 711) 

2PL 

(RC 711) 

Kelvin cell (5 x 5 x 5 cells) 50.1 % 67.4 % 51 % 

Octet 48.6 % - 48 % 

Cube 51.4 % 70.1 - 

Woodpile - - 54 % 

Diamond 

 

 

- - 56 % 
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Figure S1 Examples of pyrolysed structures printed with RC 711/DOW 217 = 5/5 showing the bubble 
formation and loss of shape the use of DOW 217 includes; cube top view (A), side view (B); Kelvin cell 
structure (C,D); turbine (E,F).  

A B 

C D 

E F 
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Figure S2 Absorbance spectra of different available photoabsorbers; E133 was selected due to its reactiv-
ity in the targeted wavelength of 400-500 nm, corresponding to the operational wavelength of the DLP 
printer. 

 

   

Figure S 3 Kelvin, octet and hybrid structure with cut surface area for mechanical compression test. Note  
that a larger part of the hybrid structure was cut to remove much of the bended part while preserving the 
middle part with limited bending. 
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Figure S 4 Images extracted from video files taken during the strut failure experiments.  
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Figure S5 2-Photon absorption spectrum of BDEBP. [90] 

 

 

Figure S6 Simple pillars, fabricated with the preceramic polymer RC 711 with scan speeds up to 50000 µm/s.  

 

 

Figure S7 Pisa Tower, printed with RC 711 in standard configuration, shows the shadowing effect of already 
polymerised, dense material to the laser.  
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Figure S8 Dose matrix (A) and some magnifications (B) of woodpiles fabricated with the preceramic polymer.  

 

  

Figure S9 Kelvin cell with a scaling of 0.5 fails to show the distinct features of the Kelvin cell, making the 
scaling too small to resolve the small struts in the Kelvin cell structure during printing . 

A 

B 
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Figure S10 Optimisation of exposure dose for physical blend RC 711/H44 = 5/5 with 2PL printing; woodpile 
structures are printed at constant writing speed of 4000 µm/s, laser power of 0.7 and power scaling of 60 
% (A), 80 % (B), 100 % (C) and laser power 0.8 power scaling 100 % (D).  

 

  

 

   

   

Figure S11 Attempts to print with 2PL the Kelvin cell (A,B) and diamond (C-H) structure with physical blend 
RC 711/H44 = 5/5; Kelvin cell: laser power: 0.9, writing speed 4000 µm/s and power scaling 80 % (A) and 90 
% (B) show underdeveloped structure (A) and underdeveloped and at the same time exploded st ructure (B); 
Diamond: laser power: 0.8, writing speed 2000 µm/s, increasing power scaling from 55 –80 % (C-H) in 5 % 
increments show underdeveloped structures (C-F) and exploded structures (G-H). 

 

 

 

A B C D 

A B 

C D E 

F G H 
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Figure S12 Hybrid multi-material fabrication; production of muscle structure printed with RC 711 (bottom  
base and pillars) and biodegradable, acrylate modified-Pullulan hydrogel (top channel) by a two-step print-
ing process via DLP. 
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